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CHAPfERl
INTRODUCTION

New York State Enabling statutes provide that local governments
may authorize local Planning Boards to review and approve subdivisions.
The Town Code of the Town of Southold authorizes the Southold Town
Planning Board to review and approve subdivisions within the Town
boundaries. The Town Code contains a chapter entitled "Subdivision of
Land" which sets forth the subdivision regulations. This chapter has not
been updated in many years, and is in dire need of revision.
The Planning Board has been following procedures and policies
which are in the best interest of the Town. However, many of these
procedures and policies are not spelled out in the Subdivision of Land
chapter of the Town Code. The regulations must be revised in order to have
any legal standing.
In addition, because many of the processes and policies of the
Planning Board are not reflected in the Subdivision of Land chapter, the
subdivider is unable to follow and understand the subdivision review
process. The subdivider is not made aware in advance as to the items which
will be required during the subdivision review process. The subdivider
must be able to obtain from the Planning Board a clear explanation as to the
subdivision review process and the items which will be required during the
subdivision process.
The revised Subdivision of Land chapter, which is contained in this
document, is to be presented to the Town of Southold as a revision to the
existing chapter. The adoption of the document by the Planning Board and
the Town Board will allow the subdivision review process to be well
documented in the Town Code. The Planning Board's rules and
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regulations will be included, as will all State and County requirements.
The subdivision of land process will be clear to all potential subdividers.
In order to present documentation including all aspects of subdivision
review, a comprehensive review of all statutes pertaining to subdivision
review in New York State was conducted. For comparison, Subdivision
Regulations from similar Towns in New York State were reviewed. The
existing Subdivision Regulations were critically examined for
inconsistencies with the statues and with the practices and policies of the
Planning Board's current review process.
After the brief overview of Southold Town contained in this Chapter,
Chapters 2 and 3 review the history and purpose of subdivision regulations,
explain the statutes involved with subdivision review, and critique Southold
Town's existing Subdivision of Land chapter. Chapter 4 contains the
complete documentation of the proposed regulations, with additional
explanation where necessary. Chapter 5 concludes the study with a
summary of the review.

Description and I..ocation
The Town of Southold is located in the County of Suffolk, in the
State of New York. It is approximately 100 miles or 2 hours driving time east
of New York City.
Southold Town is approximately 54 square miles in area, 1 and has a
distinctive long and narrow shape. It extends 21 miles from its western
border at Riverhead Town to its eastern tip at Orient Point. The widest point
is only 3 miles in width (See Figure 1).

1 RPPW, Inc., Master Plan Update - Background Studies.
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Southold is bordered by Riverhead Town, Greenport Village and by
water. The northern shore is bordered by Long Island Sound and the
southern shore is bordered by the bay and the many creeks and inlets
associated with the bay. The land contained within the Town is, for the most
part level or gently sloping. The major exception is on the northern shore
where there are steep bluffs overlooking the Long Island Sound.
Southold's population has always been influenced by a second-home,
seasonal population. However, as the remaining open lands in the vicinity
of New York City are developed, the pressures of development in Southold
Town have been, and still are, on the rise. With the increasing year round
population, Southold's characteristics are changing from a rural
community to a suburban one. The 1990 census data for the Town shows a
population of 19,836, with a seasonal increase of 27,700 additional people.
Agriculture and tourism are predominant characteristics of Southold
Town. Potatoes and cauliflower were the major crop. However, the nature of
the agriculture has changed with potatoes on the decline and vineyards,
nurseries and vegetable farms on the increase.2 The tourism has revolved
around the rural aspects of the Town and the recreational uses associated
with the water.

2RPPW, Inc .,

Master Plan Update - Background Studies
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Governmental Structure

The Town government consists of an elected Town Supervisor and
Town Board. Also elected are the Board of Town Trustees, the Tax
Assessors and the Highway Superintendent. Appointed by the Town Board
are the Planning Board, the Zoning Board of Appeals and numerous
advisory committees.
A brief explanation is required in reference to the Town Trustees.
The Town Trustees have jurisdiction over all land immediately adjacent to
a tidal wetland, and lying within 75 feet landward of the most landward
edge of a tidal wetland. This jurisdiction was established with the original
creation of the Town. Southold Town was created by a Colonial Charter
dated October 31, 1676 known as the Andros Patent. This patent conveyed
and granted lands and lands under water in the Town of Southold to certain
persons as patentees. In 1818 the legislature authorized the election by the
property owners of trustees and vested said trustees with power to manage the
Town but specifically reserved to the Trustees "the management of the
waters, fishing and seaweed and the production of the waters for the benefit
of said proprietors as they had power to do before the passing of the Act". 3
The Town does not have a Planning Department. Until 1987, the
Planning Board was assisted by one Secretary and an outside consulting
firm. Although the Town Board has since hired three Planners and one
Secretary to work for the Planning Board, it does not consider this a
Planning Department.
The Town also has no Natural Resource Department, or staff to do
environmental reviews. Although subdivision plans are referred by the
Planning Board to the Board of Town Trustees when wetlands are located
on or near the subject property, the Trustees, although knowledgeable, are
not wetland experts, and only have jurisdiction over certain areas. A

3 An Informational Folder Prepared by the Southold Town Trustees
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majority of the environmental review is thus referred to an outside
consultant.
Also, there is no Engineering Department. Until recently all
drainage review was performed by on outside engineering firm. A road
inspector was recently hired. Although he is directly responsible to the
Highway Superintendent, he also performs drainage reviews and prepares
bond estimates for the Planning Board.

Master Plan
The Town and its consultants began working on an updated Master
Plan in 1982. As with most proposed major revisions, there was great
controversy involved. In February of 1989, the Town adopted a revised
Zoning Map. Although this was and is commonly referred to as a revised
Master Plan, the only section formally adopted was the revised Zoning Map
and the amended Zoning Code. The "Master Plan" was adopted in 1989 with
the acknowledgment that it would undergo further revisions. There has
been talk of revising some sections, but so far there have not been any major
revisions made. The adoption of the plan spurred a lawsuit by numerous
citizen and environmental groups who felt, among other things, that many
areas were not properly zoned. The lawsuit, as of this date, has not been
settled.
Although the subdivision regulations have been revised throughout
the years, this has been done in a piecemeal fashion. During the preparation
of the Master Plan update, the Town's consultant prepared a proposal to
update the Subdivision Regulations, however, this document was never
adopted. The subdivision regulations will be discussed in detail further in
the text.
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CHAPTER2
STATE STATUTORY REGULATION OF THE SUBDIVISION OF LAND

Subdivision Regulations: History and Evolution
Land has always been subdivided in one fashion or another. Control
of the division of land has progressed from filing requirements to a means
of fashioning development in defined ways and in prescribed methods. The
focus of subdivision controls have evolved to become a way of regulating the
use of private land in the public interest.
Originally, subdivision controls consisted of platting requirements
and functioned mainly as a means of consumer protection. Lots could not be
sold without reference to a filed map. The regulations provided an efficient
method of selling land; lots were numbered and easily referenced.
However, there was no mechanism to force the subdivider to make it possible
to live on the referenced lot. All improvements were left to the municipality
to install.
In 1928, the United States Department of Commerce published the
Standard City Planning Enabling Act. This Act was offered as a partial
answer to the problems created by land speculation and premature
development. The enabling act included provisions dealing with the
"arrangement of streets in relation to other existing or planned streets and
to the master plan, for adequate and convenient open spaces of traffic,
utilities, access of fire fighting apparatus, recreation, light, and air, and for
avoidance of congestion of population, including minimum width and area
of lots."1 It shifted the concept of subdivision regulations from a device for
land recordation to one of providing a means to implement a comprehensive
1Model Subdivision Regulations, Text and Commentary, p. 2 [Standard City
Planning Enabling Act Section 14 (1928)]
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community plan. 2 The Standard City Planning Enabling Act, gave
impetus to the adoption of community planning and the adoption of
regulations controlling subdivision development throughout the United
States.3
Subdivision regulations which initially included only design
standards for the lots and blocks which were being created, began to include
design and construction standards for subdivision improvements.4 As
development pressures continued, subdivision regulations evolved to focus
on the impact of the subdivision on the community as a whole, and required
that community facilities, such as roads, sidewalks, water supply and
sewage disposal systems, and parklands were financially guaranteed,
constructed to community standards, and inspected prior to the sale of any
lots or the dedication of public facilities to the community.
The power to regulate development through subdivision regulations is
derived from the police power. The police power is generally defined as the
power to legislate for the health, morals, safety, and welfare of the
community, and this power can be exercised even though it imposes burdens
on the use and enjoyment of private property.5 The relationship of
subdivision regulations to health, safety, and the general welfare, through
requirements for adequate sewage, drainage, streets, parks and recreation
is well established. As subdivision regulations are being expanded to
include such things as impact fees, protection against environmental
degradation and requirements for development outside the actual
subdivision, the boundaries of the police power are being established by the
courts. The courts are continually called upon to uphold and establish what
2Model Subdivision Regulations, Text and Commentary, p. 2
3The Law of Zoning and Planning, 64-5
4The Practice of Local Government Planning, p. 198
5Land Use in a Nut Shell
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constitutes the limits of the police power and what constitutes a taking
without just compensation in reference to subdivision regulations.
Subdivision regulations, and the subdivisions which are an outcome of these
regulations, play a large part in determining the nature of the community.
The general constitutionality of reasonable subdivision regulations is
based upon the community's right to give proper direction to growth and
development. 6 It is important therefore that a community adopt proper
Subdivision Regulations to insure that growth will reflect sound planning
practices and the long term goals of the community, and will not become a
detriment to the community.

St.ate Enabling Regulation
Subdivision controls are designed to complement zoning regulations
and other land-use restrictions. The statutes which delegate to cities, towns,
and villages the power to regulate the subdivision of land authorize the use of
such power to provide for the future growth and development of the
municipality, and to afford "adequate facilities for the housing,
transportation, distribution, comfort, convenience, safety, health and
welfare of its population."7
State Enabling statutes provide that local governments may authorize
local Planning Boards to review and approve subdivisions. While the
statutes list in some detail the items to be considered and the general
procedures to be followed, it is not their purpose to cover the detail necessary
for the efficient carrying out of these powers. A Planning Board therefore

6Model Subdivision Regulations, Text and Commentary, p. 16
7New York Zoning Law and Practice, Section 21.12 (quote -City, Village and
Town Law)
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has the authority to adopt rules and regulations with respect to procedure and
with respect to any subject matter over which it has jurisdiction.
The rules and regulations set forth in the state enabling statutes must
be reflected in the local subdivision regulations. However, there are also
reviews and in many cases, subsequent approvals which are required from
other agencies and other town departments that must be completed prior to
subdivision approval. Subdivision controls are imposed through statutes
which prohibit the filing or recording of a plat until it has been approved by a
planning board empowered to approve such plats.8 In some cases, if a
subdivision is approved without a certain review or approval, it can be
deemed null and void.
The timing of these additional review procedures and subsequent
approvals, must be coordinated within the quidelines set by the enabling
statutes. However, the enabling statutes give no guidance on how to
accomplish this coordination. The enabling statutes have not been changed
to reflect the change in focus of subdivision regulations from "buyer
protection" to "community protection". The statutes, and the actual practice
of planning which has evolved need to be brought into conformance.
All laws and regulations must be considered in the review process.
However, no one law describes the subdivision process and all of the other
laws and regulations influencing the process in its entirety. This forces the
Planner and Planning Board to coordinate the reviews and to make legal
judgements without the benefit of background statutes. Because most
subdivision regulations do not contain direct reference to these other laws,
regulations and procedures, the courts have established guidelines on which
laws and regulations have priority, and the time periods in the review

8New York Zoning Law and Practice, Section 21.04
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process during which these must be considered. The different laws,
regulations and procedures which must be considered in the subdivision
review process will be described in the following sections.

Town Law
The state enabling legislation in New York authorizes the governing
bodies of cities, towns and villages to appoint a Planning Board and to
authorize that Board to review and approve subdivisions. Sections 265a, 276278 and 281-282, of the New York State Town Law pertain to Subdivision
Control. The law prescribes in some detail standards which shall govern
the approval or disapproval of plats. The Town Law will be described
generally in the succeeding sections. Particular circumstances will be
described within the text of the proposed subdivision regulations where
applicable.
The Town Law has not been revised to reflect changes in other laws
pertaining to land division and the current practices of subdivision review.
For example, the law does not contain direct reference to environmental
review and the regulations pertaining to such review. It also does not allow
a realistic time frame for adequate review. Revising the Town Law is not
an easily accomplished task, as New York State covers an extremely large
area, and contains many towns with varying goals and plans for achieving
these goals. However, it is not an unrealistic goal to accomplish, as many of
the problems with the Town Law are universal ones. Until such time that the
Town Law is revised, local government must abide by what is written in the
Law, and the precedents set by the courts.
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Town Law - Time Frames
The Town Law establishes maximum time frames for review of
subdivision applications. It establishes two review processes; one for a
preliminary plan, and one for a final plan. The first submission is the
preliminary plan. A public hearing is required within 45 days of this
submission, and a decision is required within 45 days of completion of the
public hearing. For a final plat, again the requirement is that a hearing, if
held, must be conducted within 45 days of submission, and a decision must
be rendered within 45 days of conclusion of the hearing. The law states that
if the Planning Board fails to take action within the prescribed time that the
plat shall be deemed approved and that the plat may be endorsed by the Town
Clerk.
Most Towns have incorporated another step in the subdivision review
process to allow for more than the two 45 day time periods to review the
proposal. This stage usually consists of a sketch plan. The Towns vary on
the level of detail required for the sketch plan and the emphasis placed on it.
The Town Law appears to be a timely structure for review. The time frames
were set to avoid unnecessary administrative delay. However, neither the
other laws and regulations which affect the subdivision review process nor
the time it takes to do a detailed review, are taken into account in the time
frames set forth. When the other laws, regulations and procedures are taken
into consideration, the Town Law sets for the most part, unrealistic time
frames. These other laws and regulations will be discussed in the
subsequent sections.

Town Law - Environmental Review
The Town Law is silent when it comes to environmental review. The
State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) mandates that the
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planning board can not take any action until certain provisions of SEQRA
have been complied with. However, the time frames set by Town Law and
those set by SEQRA clash. The SEQRA process will be discussed further in
the section pertaining to this law.

Town Law - Standards
The Town Law states that the Planning Board shall require sufficient
streets and that "land shown on such plats shall be of such character that it
can be used safely for building purposes without danger to health or peril
from fire, flood or other menace ..... 9 The Law does not set forth standards
for the streets or roads. It allows the Planning Board to define these
standards within its own Subdivision Regulations.

Town Law - Dedications and Exactions
Town Law allows the Planning Board to require land to be located for
a playground or for other recreational purposes. If it is determined that a
suitable park of adequate size can not be located, a payment is to be made in
lieu of the land dedication. The law does not determine the amount of land,
or fee which is to be required.
The Town Law also allows the Planning Board to require a
performance bond to cover the full cost of all required improvements. The
law details the format and terms of the performance bond. This will be
discussed further in the section of the proposed regulations pertaining to the
performance bond.

9Town Law Section 277
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Town Law - Flexibility of Design
Section 281 of the Town Law empowers the Town Board to authorize the
Planning Board in their review of subdivisions, to modify applicable
provisions of the zoning ordinance, subject to certain conditions. The most
important condition being that in no case shall the number of building lots
exceed the number which would be permitted ifthe land were subdivided into
lots conforming to the minimum lot size and density requirements of the
zoning ordinance. The purposes of this section are such to "enable and
encourage flexibility of design and development of land in such a manner
as to promote the most appropriate use ofland, to facilitate the adequate and
economical provision of streets and utilities, and to preserve the natural and
scenic qualities of open lands."10 The application of such "cluster"
techniques will be described in detail in the cluster section of the proposed
regulations.

The State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and Subdivision
Review
The New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA)
was derived in most respects from the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).11 SEQRA was enacted in 1975 with the intent that all agencies
conduct their affairs with an awareness that they are stewards of the air,
water, land, and living resources, and that they have an obligation to protect
the environment for the use and enjoyment of this and all future
generations.12

1OTown Law Section 281
11 Environmental Impact Review in New York
12SEQRA Section 617.l(b)
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SEQRA mandates the consideration of environmental factors in the
existing planning, review and decision making processes of State, regional
and local governmental agencies at the earliest possible time. To
accomplish this goal, SEQRA requires that all agencies determine whether
the actions they directly undertake, fund or approve, may have a significant
effect on the environment, and if it is determined that the action may have a
significant effect, prepare or request an environmental impact statement.13
Briefly, the SEQRA for subdivision review involves a coordinated review
process between involved agencies. When the Planning Board receives an
application it must send the completed Environmental Assessment Form to
agencies which may be involved with some aspect of the application (for
example, the Department of Environmental Conservation, the Health
Department, the Town Trustees). Within 30 days, the Planning Board, or
one of the other involved agencies, must establish itself as Lead Agency.
This agency then takes a "hard look" at the application, and makes a
determination as to whether or not it will significantly affect the
environment. If a determination of non-significance is made, the SEQRA
process is complete. If a determination of significance is made, an
Environmental Impact Statement must be prepared and reviewed. The
outcome will be mitigating measures which must be incorporated into the
subdivision plan, if such development is to occur. The actual process of
SEQRA is beyond the scope of this study. However, the interaction of SEQRA
and the subdivision review process will be discussed.

13SEQRA Section 617.l(c)
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State Environmental Quality Review Act - Time Frames
As stated in the previous section, SEQRA is to be incorporated into
existing planning, review and decision making processes at the earliest
possible time. However, it is almost impossible to review any substantial
project in accordance with SEQRA within the time frames set by Town Law.
Case law has set the precedent for the starting of the time periods which are
established in the Town Law and how they pertain to incorporating SEQRA.
The interplay between environmental review statutes and those provisions
of subdivision control statues which provide for automatic approval
resulting from the failure of the Planning Board to act within a certain time
frame was considered by the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme
Court in Sun Beach Real Estate Development Corp. v Anderson (98 A.D. 2d
367 affd 62 N.Y. 2d 965). The subdivider's attempts to establish that the
subdivision was automatically approved by inaction within the statutory
period failed because procedures under the environmental statutes were held
to permissibly delay the running of the mandatory time for action.14
The Sun Beach Decision established the precedent that specific time frames
for other mandated municipal review procedures may be interrupted in
order to complete the SEQRA process. The court held in Sun Beach that when
the planning agency has determined that an environmental impact
statement must be filed, the application for the preliminary plat approval is
not complete so as to start the running of the mandatory time for action upon
the plat until the Environmental Impact Statement has been filed and
accepted by the agency as satisfactory in scope and content. In effect, this
means that in most cases the Town Law review clock should not be started
until either a Negative Declaration or a Draft Environmental Impact

14Law of Zoning and Planning, 65-36
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Statement has been accepted by the Planning Board or Lead Agency. This
holding has consistently been followed by other courts.15
SEQRA has been established by the courts to be an integral part of the
subdivision review process. Town Law states that the time frame begins
upon the submission of a preliminary plat. However, it does not establish
what the submission of the preliminary plat includes. The Town Law, and
consequently, local subdivision regulations should define what the
"submission of a preliminary plat" consists of. This definition should
include reference to SEQRA as detailed above. It should be stated that only
when a complete "submission of preliminary plat" has been received will
the time frames set forth be in effect.

Suffolk County Planning Commission Review
General Municipal Law Section 239-n requires Towns and Villages in
Suffolk County to refer proposed subdivisions that lie wholly or partly
within 500 feet of certain areas (for example, the town boundary, a county
right-of-way, a water body) to the Suffolk County Planning Commission for
review. The Planning Commission is authorized to review these
subdivision plats, and to adopt such rules and regulations as are necessary
to perform this function. These rules and regulations are to be in accordance
with the requirements set forth in the sections of the Town Law which pertain
to subdivision control.
The Planning Board is required to refer proposals to the County upon
receipt of an application for preliminary approval. The Suffolk County
Rules and Regulations state that the Planning Commission will take action

15Environmental Impact Review in New York, Section 3.12[4][a]
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on a proposed subdivision, either to approve, disapprove, or approve it subject
to conditions, within forty-five days after receipt of a complete referral.
Until December 1988, planning boards within Suffolk County were not
required to refer proposed subdivision plans to the Suffolk County Planning
Commission until the final stages of the subdivision process. In December
1988, the The Suffolk County Department of Planning, in an effort to adhere
to the requirements of the Suffolk County Administrative Code and the
Suffolk County Charter, amended the Suffolk County Department of
Planning Informational Bulletin Number 9, which pertains to the Rules
and Regulations for the Referral of Proposed Subdivision Plats to the
Suffolk County Planning Commission, to require that proposed plans be
submitted at the preliminary stage.16
If a plan receives approval by a municipality without referral to the

Planning Commission, the proposed subdivision may be deemed null and
void. The regulations contained in Informational Bulletin Number 9 do not
specify whether this approval refers to a municipality's preliminary
approval or final approval. However, the preface to these regulations state
that it is the purpose of the Suffolk County Planning Commission to provide
input at the beginning of the subdivision planning process rather than at the
end when costly design and review has been all but completed. Because the
regulations specify that the plan is to be submitted to the Commission upon
receipt of the preliminary plat, preliminary approval should not be granted
until receipt of the Commission's review. If preliminary approval were to be
granted prior to receipt of this review, it would be in direct conflict with the
preface of the regulations, in that the Commission's input would be
incorporated at the end of the review process rather than at the beginning.

16 Suffolk County Department of Planning Informational Bulletin No. 9
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Suffolk County Planning Commission - Time Frames
If strictly adhered to, the time frames set forth in the Town Law and in

the General Municipal Law, although not directly conflicting each other, are
unrealistic. The Town Law allows the Planning Board 45 days from the
receipt of the preliminary submission to hold a hearing. The General
Municipal Law allows the Planning Commission 45 days from receipt of a
complete referral to make a decision. The Planning Board is responsible
for referring the preliminary plat to the Planning Commission. This
means that even if the Planning Board mails the preliminary plan on the
same day it is received (an unrealistic occurrence for any busy Planning
office) the time it takes for the mail to reach the Planning Commission and
the additional time it takes for them to mail their report back, will cause the
Planning Board's 45 day time period to be exceeded. Thus, in all likelihood,
the Planning Board would be holding a preliminary hearing without receipt
of the Planning Commission report.
The courts have recently clarified this time frame discrepancy. In
King v. Chmielewski [76 N.Y. 2d 182 (1990)] the Court of Appeals concluded
that the 45 day period mandated by Town Law, within which a Planning
Board must act, does not begin to run until referral is made to the County
Planning Agency and either that agency has acted or their time period for
acting has expired.
Review by the Suffolk County Planning Commission is an integral
part of the subdivision review process in Suffolk County. Town Law states
that the Planning Board must set a preliminary hearing within 45 days of
receipt of the preliminary plat, and must make a determination on the
preliminary plat within 45 days from the date of the public hearing. As
stated in the preceding section, the Planning Board may not be able to obtain
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a review from the County within this time frame. Town Law and the local
subdivision regulations should incorporate the time frame for the County's
review.

Suffolk County Department Of Health Services
In addition to subdivision approval by the local planning board, the
subdivider must obtain approval of the Suffolk County Department of Health
Services. This is to insure adequate water supply and sewage facilities in
subdivisions to protect the public's health, safety and welfare.
Southold Town does not have the infrastructure to provide public water and
sewer to the entire town. Public water is available in the neighboring
Village of Greenport. Greenport has a franchise area which incorporates
some of Southold Town. The Suffolk County Water Authority is responsible
for providing public water to the remainder of the Town. The Authority runs
only two water systems within the Town. Individual wells provide the
source of potable water for most areas. Sewage disposal is available in only
a very limited area within and adjacent to the incorporated Village of
Greenport, therefore individual septic systems are used throughout the
majority of the Town.
Approval from the Suffolk County Department of Health Services
must be received before the Planning Board can grant final subdivision
approval. The Health Services' review is coordinated with that of the
Planning Board. For example, the Planning Board will be making a
determination under SEQRA as to whether or not the proposed project will
significantly effect the environment. The Health Services Department will
not grant their approval until they have received a SEQRA determination
from the Planning Board. Also, the Health Services Department bases its
determination of approval on the number of lots and the size of the lots. If the
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number changes, or the size of the lots is reduced to below 40,000 square feet,
the proposal has to be re-reviewed by the Health Services Department.
The Planning Board does not oversee the procedures for obtaining Health
Department approval. It is the subdividers responsibility to obtain the
Health department approval. As stated previously, the health department
approval must be obtained within the time frames set by Town Law.
Therefore, it is important that the subdivider proceed with the health
department application in a timely fashion. Because Southold Town does
not provide public water and sewers, there may be subdivision proposals for
pieces ofland that do not contain potable water or that may require more
detailed, time consuming testing. Therefore, in practice, many subdivision
proposals are "held up" because of the difficulty in receiving Health
Department approval. The time frames set in Town Law do not specifically
allow for extensions of time where a subdivider has diligently pursued
health department approval, but has exceeded the time limits set forth. This
should be accounted for in the State's enabling statutes for subdivision
regulations.
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CHAPl'ER3

THE SUBDIVISION OF LAND IN SOUTHOLD TOWN

The Southold Town Board, on September 26, 1967, adopted Chapter A106,
entitled the Subdivision of Land (hereafter referred to as the Subdivision
Regulations). Within this chapter, the Town Board authorized and
empowered the Planning Board to approve subdivision plats, with or without
streets, within the limits of the Town.
The Subdivision Regulations have been amended since the time of their
adoption, however, there has never been a revision to the document as a
whole. The piecemeal additions and deletions have resulted in a document
open to varying interpretations and containing conflicting, and often
contradictory sections, both within the Subdivision Regulations and between
other chapters of the Town Code. A copy of Chapter A106, the Subdivision of
Land is in Appendix A.
This chapter addresses some of the major problems with the current
subdivision regulations. It addresses the regulations in general rather than
by particular section. It also discusses the procedures followed by the
Planning Board, and by other agencies and Town Departments during the
subdivision review process, and how these procedures are, or are not
contained in the regulations. The next chapter will present the revised
subdivision regulations, along with a more detailed and section specific
commentary.

OrganizationandLackoflnformation
The Subdivision Regulations do not contain all of the information,
procedures and regulations which may be required or followed throughout
the subdivision review process by the Planning Board. The subdivider must
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refer to other sections of the Zoning Code, particularly the Cluster Ordinance
and the Highway Specifications, and other State and County laws and
regulations to find all of the requirements of the subdivision process. The
average applicant cannot understand the Planning Board's procedures.
Further, the purchaser of the Subdivision Regulations is not getting all the
information which is needed to proceed with a subdivision application. This
requires that the Planning Staff and Planning Board continually inform
the subdivider as to the procedures and requirements, many of which are not
clearly confirmed in the Subdivision Regulations.

Cluster Provisions
Section 281 of Town Law allows the Town Board to authorize the Planning
Board to modify applicable provisions of the zoning ordinance, "to enable
and encourage flexibility of design and development of land, to facilitate
the adequate and economical provision of streets and utilities, and to
preserve the natural and scenic qualities of open lands. "1 The Planning
Board's power to modify the zoning ordinance is subject to several
conditions, one of which is that the permitted number of building plots or
dwelling units shall not exceed the number of lots allowed if the land were
subdivided into lots conforming to the minimum lot size and density
requirements of the zoning ordinance applicable to the district in which the
The provisions of Section 281 are incorporated into Southold Town's Zoning
Code in the Cluster Development section. This section requires clustering
on all lots of ten or more acres in all residential zones. Although the
Planning Board is authorized to review subdivision proposals by the
'Subdivision of Land' chapter, the cluster provisions are contained in the

lTown Law, Section 281
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Zoning Code. Most major subdivisions that the Planning Board reviews are
on parcels greater than 10 acres, and are therefore required to be clustered.
This means that the provisions of the cluster section must be followed.
However, there is no mention of the cluster provision in the subdivision
regulations! The cluster provisions should be included as a section of the
Subdivision Regulations.

Highway Specifications
The specifications for drainage and other required public improvements
such as roads, street trees, and lights are spelled out in detail in other
sections of the Code, but are only generally mentioned in the Subdivision
Regulations. There is a section in the subdivision regulations pertaining to
street design. There is also a section of the Town Code entitled Highway
Specifications which addresses some aspects of street design. The two
sections are not clear, and often contradict each other. The road
requirements, both current and proposed, will be further described in the
proposed regulations section. The subdivision regulations should contain
all parts of the highway specifications that are applicable to subdivisions.
There should not be two sections containing partial, or conflicting
requirements.

Ambiguous Definitions and Requirements
As described in the next sections, the Planning Board's classification of
type of subdivision and the requirements for each type are not clearly
outlined in the regulations. Design requirements are either missing,
contradictory, or not clear. Justification for many of the Planning Board's
policies is found in definitions for other sections of the Town Code.
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Planning Board's Classification of Subdivisions
The Planning Board reviews four different kinds of subdivision proposals;
major subdivisions, minor subdivisions, set off proposals, and lot line
changes. A major subdivision is defined as: "All subdivisions not
classified as minor subdivisions, including, but not limited to, subdivisions
of five or more lots, or any subdivision requiring the construction of a new
street or the extension of municipal facilities." A minor subdivision is
defined as: "Any subdivision containing not more than four lots fronting
on an existing street or not requiring the extension of municipal facilities,
and not adversely affecting the development of the remainder of the parcel
or adjoining property and not in conflict with any provision or portion of the
Master Plan, Official Map or Zoning Ordinance, if such exists, or these
regulations." A set off is defined in the definition of subdivision. It says that
the term "subdivision" shall not include the setoff or creation of a single lot
from a parcel of land, provided that before any such setoff or creation shall
take place, the owner shall submit such proposal to the Planning Board for
its approval and determination of whether such setoff or creation constitutes
a subdivision. It then goes on to list eight general requirements to assist the
Planning Board in making its determination. A lot line change is not
defined in the regulations.
Although the definition of major subdivision includes any subdivision
requiring the construction of a street, the Planning Board has traditionally
been processing most subdivision proposals of less than 4 lots as minor,
rather than major subdivisions. The major difference between the two
procedures is that the Board, holds only one public hearing for a minor
subdivision. The code should be changed so that all 4 lot subdivisions are
classified as minor subdivisions.
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The "set-off' procedure was originally added to the subdivision regulations
to allow a farmer to "set-off' a parcel of land for himself, or for his
relatives, or to be able to sell off one lot for income to maintain the farm. The
definition of "set-off' is general and the Planning Board now interprets it
to encompass any subdivision whereby a lot, conforming to the minimum
requirements of the zoning district is created, leaving a much larger lot, or
where there exist two dwelling units on one lot and the proposal is to create
two lots, each to contain one of the existing dwelling units. This policy is not
clearly defined in the subdivision regulations, and is open to much
interpretation. A subdivision of land, even if only "setting-off' one lot can
set the stage for future subdivisions. For example, if a set-off is created
whereby proper access is not left to the remaining parcel, this can limit how
the parcel can be subdivided in the future. It is important therefore, that the
Planning Board do a detailed review of all subdivision proposals.
The subdivision regulations also do not set forth a procedure for review of a
set-off. The Planning Board currently reviews a set-off in the same way it
does a minor subdivision. The regulations should clarify this by requiring
that a set-off be processed in the same manner as a minor subdivision and
not be a separate classification. However, taking into consideration that
most two lot subdivisions are not, in actuality, a "development" a reduced
application fee should be established for those two lot subdivisions, that for
all intended purposes, fulfill the original intent of a "set-off'. This fee
structure will be further detailed in the Application Fee section.
The procedures, and requirements for a Lot Line change should be included
within the subdivision regulations. The Planning Board should not be
processing applications without a detailed list of requirements in the
subdivision regulations.
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Design Requirements and Standards
The subdivision regulations contain a section on design standards. This
section is unorganized. It contains information that is also addressed in
other sections and it does not include many of the standards which are used
by the Planning Board. The Planning Board has established numerous
policies in regard to design standards and requirements. These are neither
reflected in the Design Standards section of the Subdivision Regulations nor
in any other section of the Regulations.
The Planning Board requires conservation easements, scenic easements,
and buffers in certain situations. However, where these will be required,
and the terms for such areas are not addressed. Since the Planning Board
frequently imposes such restrictions, they should be defined.
The Planning Board in some cases requires flag lots and/or common
driveways. The requirements for such design are not addressed, and are
therefore left open for interpretation. These design methods should be
addressed in the Subdivision Regulations.

Coordination Procedures
The subdivision regulations do not adequately set forth the procedures that
will be followed by the Planning Board. The time frames for these
procedures, and the times at which referrals will be made to other agencies
or Town Departments are not clarified in the regulations. General
referrals will be addressed below. The specific referral procedures will be
detailed in the proposed subdivision regulations.

Wetland Review
Due to the fact that Southold Town is surrounded by water, there are many
wetlands, both tidal and fresh located throughout the Town. The Planning
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Board refers all proposals involving wetlands, either on, or adjacent to the
subject property, to the Board of Town Trustees for review.
The Planning Board can not make any final determinations on a
subdivision proposal on which wetlands are located, without a review from
the Trustees. The Trustees are elected officials, but not full time employes.
Although knowledgeable about wetlands, the Board is not composed of
wetland experts. The Board has thus hired an outside consultant to assist
them in their review of the wetlands.
The Trustees review of subdivision proposals is not directly mentioned in
the subdivision regulations. Thus, the average subdivider is not aware that
such review will be required. The subdivision regulations should state that
the Planning Board will be referring subdivision proposals to the Board of
Trustees if wetlands are located on or adjacent to the subject parcel.
In addition, the coordination procedures between the Planning Board and
the Town Trustees for wetland review should be included in the Subdivision
Regulations. Time frames should be set so that the Trustee review is
completed within the time frames mandated by Town Law.

Engineering and Drainage Review
In order to assure that the drainage for new developments is designed
correctly, all plans must be reviewed by an engineer. In addition, where a
bond estimate is required, although it is prepared by the subdivider, it must
be reviewed by the Town to see that it has been prepared in conformance with
the final drainage plan and that it contains all required improvements.
Because the Town does not have an Engineering Department, all plans
must be forwarded to a consulting engineering firm, or to the Road Inspector
who works for the Highway Superintendent. Although the Town Law allows
for such review of the drainage and bond estimate, the time frames set forth
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not take into consideration the time it takes for coordination with outside
consultants. The Planning Board members themselves do not have (and
are not required to have) the expertise to review the drainage. Therefore, in
order to protect the public health and welfare, the Planning Board must refer
the plans to an outside consultant. The subdivision regulations should be
rewritten so as to include time frames for the engineering review and for
review of the bond estimate, as well as to advise the subdivider that such
review will take place.

Approvals for Access to Proposed Subdivisions
The Planning Board can not approve a subdivision unless there is adequate
access to all lots. If only a part of the subdivision has access to an existing
street, the Planning Board will require that a road be built in conformance
with a set of Town Standards to provide access to all proposed lots. However,
if the subdivision fronts on a State or a County Road, approvals from the
State Department of Transportation or County Department of Transportation
may be required. If the subdivision does not front directly on an existing
street, a 280-a variance from the Zoning Board of Appeals may be required.

Town Law, Section 280-a requires that before a building permit is issued, all
lots must have access either to an existing street, or to one previously
approved by the Planning Board. If the parcel to be subdivided does not have
such access, a subdivider must appeal to the Zoning Board of Appeals for a
variance to this section. Although Section 280-a addresses building permits,
and not the creation of lots, the Planning Board requires this access
approval prior to granting subdivision approval. The Planning Board
requires this approval because if the access is not approved for some reason,
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the Planning Board would then have created a subdivision with landlocked,
and thus unbuildable lots.
Where applicable, the subdivider is responsible for supplying the curb cut
approvals from the State or the County, and the 280-a access approval, prior to
final subdivision approval. The subdivision regulations should clearly
state that such approvals may be required prior to endorsement of the
subdivision.

Summary

Subdivision Regulations perform many functions; they play a part in
controlling and shaping the growth of community, they establish the basis
for the Planning Board's review, and they set forth the information that
will be required by the subdivider, and the procedures that will be followed by
the Planning Board. If the Subdivision Regulations are not clear, the basis
for the Planning Board's requirements will not be clear to the subdivider. If
the Planning Board does not have its policies confirmed in the regulations,
the Board will neither have a basis to insure that subdivisions will provide
the improvements which are required for the publics' health, safety and
welfare, nor will they be able to require that subdivisions are designed so
that they shape the development in a manner that will be consistent with the
goals of the Town.
The preceding sections describe only the general problems with the existing
regulations. There are more specific problems which will be addressed in
the Proposed Subdivision Regulations in the next chapter.
As seen from the analysis, the Subdivision Regulations can be revised to
conform to the current practices, policies and design standards required by
the Planning Board. They can also be amended to reference the additional
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approvals and requirements which may be necessary from agencies other
than the Planning Board.
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CHAPI'ER4

PROPOSED SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS FOR SOUfHOLD TOWN

This chapter contains the proposed revisions to the subdivision
regulations. The document is presented as a complete revision to the
existing Subdivision of Land Chapter.
The structure of the existing regulations has been changed in the
revised document. However, some sections from the existing regulations
are used verbatim in the proposed regulations. These sections are presented
with "plain" text. Sections which do not exist in the current regulations, or
sections which contain wording that has been significantly changed, are
underlined. Additional explanation and/or commentary is also presented
throughout the document. This is presented in italics.
The proposed regulations will be presented to the Town. Although the
Planning Board has the power to amend the Subdivision of Land Chapter of
the Code, many of the proposed revisions involve other sections of the Code
that are within the jurisdiction of the Town Board. The document will first
be presented informally to the Planning Board. Upon endorsement of the
Planning Board, it will be presented by the Planning Board to the Planning
and Zoning Committee and the Legislative Committee. These Committees
are made up of Town Board members and members of different
Departments in the Town. Upon endorsement from these committees, the
document will be formally presented to the Town Board. A public hearing
will be held to present the revised document. It is likely that a joint public
hearing will be held between the Town Board and the Planning Board
because the proposal will revise both the Subdivision Regulations and the
Town Code. After the hearing, the Boards will determine whether to accept
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the revised document. Ifit is adopted, it will then be filed with the state and
will take the place of the existing Subdivision of Land Chapter of the Town
Code.
The above mentioned process is beyond the scope of this study. The
proposed Subdivision Regulations contained in this document are a
cumulation of review of the laws governing subdivision controls, review of
information regarding all aspects of subdivision review processes, and
review of Subdivision Regulations from other Towns. It is certain that
revisions will take place during review by the public, the Town Board and
the different committees. However, these revisions, for the most part, will be
beyond the control of this author.
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ARTICLE (I)
General Provisions

Section (1) Authority of Planning Board
By the authority of the resolution of the Town Board of the Town of
Southold adopted on September 26, 1967, pursuant to the provisions of
Article 16 of the Town Law of the State of New York, Chapter 63 of the
Consolidated Laws of New York, the Planning Board of the Town of
Southold is authorized and empowered to approve plats, with or without
streets, for subdivisions within the limits of said Town.

Section (2) Declaration of Policy
It is declared to be the policy of the Planning Board to consider land

subdivision plats as part of a plan for the orderly, efficient and
economical development of the town. This means, among other things:

A.

That land to be subdivided shall be of such character that it can be
used safely for building purposes without danger to health or
peril from fire, flood or other menace.

B.

That proper provision shall be made for drainage, water supply,
sewage and other needed improvements.

C.

That all proposed lots shall be so laid out and of such size as to be
in harmony with the development pattern of the neighboring
properties.
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D.

That the proposed streets shall compose a convenient system
conforming to the Official Map, if such exists, and shall be
properly related to the proposals shown on the Comprehensive
Town Plan, as may be in existence from time to time, and shall
be of such width, grade and location as to accommodate the
prospective traffic, to afford adequate light and air, to facilitate
fire protection and to provide access of fire-fighting equipment to
buildings.

E.

That proper provision shall be made for open spaces, including
parks and playgrounds.

F.

That a proper relationship ~ maintained between fu proposed
subdivision and fu general ill.nd form. topography and geologic
character. natural drainage .and groundwater recharge.l

.G.... That flexible subdivision design hSl encouraged .tQ promote lli
planning objectives Qf the Master Plan. tQ realize development and
maintenance economies fil1d 1Q provide for

a variety Qf housing

types.

IL That provision be made for such facilities as

~desirable

adjuncts tQ ~contemplated l!filh such~ parks. recreation areas.
school ~firehouses. fire wells .and off-street parking.

1This addition, and the additions below are adapted from RPPW's Proposed
Subdivision Regulations.
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L

Thai priority~ given .t.Q preservation .a.n..d. protection Qf fil!.cll
natural resources .a.n..d.

assets~

lakes. ponds. streams. tidal

waters. marshes. freshwater wetlands. beaches. dunelands.

~

slopes. bluffs. prime agricultural soils. flora. fauna. general
scenic beauty and historic features .Qf ~ Town.

J.

That adequate provision shall be made to conserve the natural
beauty of the Town.

K.

That detailed review shall be afforded to development plans for
waterfront property.

L.... That future development ffi.fill b.fil!r l! fair share .Qf capital .c.Qfil§ .1;Q
~Town

.Qf municipal improvements necessary .tQ service

~

~development.

Section !ID Short~ AdQntion
In order that land subdivisions may be made in accordance with this
policy, these regulations, which shall be known as, and which may be
cited as, the "Town of Southold Land Subdivision Regulations", have
been adopted by the Planning Board on

, and approved

by the Town Board on _ _ __

Section(4)Definitions

The existing definition section has been amended to eliminate terms
which are either not used in the Subdivision Regulations, or are also
defined within the Subdivision Regulations.

Many of the existing
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definitions confiict with the text contained within the Subdivision
Regulations due to the piecemeal additions which have taken place over
the years.

In addition, new definitions have been added where

appropriate.

For the purpose of these regulations, certain words and terms used herein
are defined as follows:

BOND:

A.... MAINTENANCE BOND:. A personal bond executed by fu
subdivider with security acceptable .tQ ~Town Board. furnished
by t.h.e. subdivider 1Q guarantee workmanship. materials

.a.n..d

maintenance .Qf fill reguired improvements for .i! period .Qf ™ill
Y™ from~~ Qf release .Qf ~performance QQnd by~ Town.

H.... PERFORMANCE BOND :. A personal hfilld executed by fu
subdivider. with security acceptable to~ Town Board. posted by
~

subdivider .tQ ensure the completion .Qf ~public improvements

in accordance with an estimate approved by~ Town Engineer.

CLUSTER SUBDIVISION :. A subdivision designed in accordance

with~

provisions .Qf Section .2..81.. Town Law. and Article .cY1 in which~ M
reduced in .Qllkr .tQ achieve g. better design,
infrastructure. preserve Qlliill

™

reduce~

~~

length of road. reduce

and protect the environment: m: in which

M reguirements h.aY.e. been modified: and in each~ without resulting in
fill

increase in density .Qf the site.
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CONDITIONAL APPROVAL OF A FINAL PLAT - Approval by the
Planning Board of a final plat subject to conditions set forth by the Planning
Board in a resolution conditionally approving such plat. Such conditional
approval does not qualify a final plat for recording nor authorize issuance
of building permits prior to the signing of the plat by a duly authorized
officer of the Planning Board and recording of the plat in the office of
County Clerk of Suffolk County. [Added 5-8-73]

CUL-DE-SAC - A street terminating in a vehicular turnaround area.

DRAINAGE FACILITY: Any structure. component. element Qr appurtenance

.that constitutes llltl Qf a system for collecting and

disposin~

Qf surface Qr

subsurface water. including ditches. swales. gullies Qr 2.thfil: depressions in
~earth.

whether QI Dfil man-made.

EASEMENT - A restriction QI grant established in g_ ~ estate ~ .tQ permit
~ ~ .Qf priyate

lfilld by .a public agency . .a public utility. a corporation Qr

particular persons. fur specified purposes. or .tQ protect m
~

special quality Qf

priyate l.sm.d. for specified purposes. such ~ scenic easements.

FINAL PLAT - A drawing prepared in a manner prescribed by these
regulations, showing a proposed subdivision and containing, in such
additional detail as shall be provided by these regulations, all information
required to appear on a preliminary plat and the modifications, if any,
required by the Planning Board at the time of approval of a preliminary lat
of such proposed subdivision if such preliminary plat has been so approved.
[Amended 5-8-73]
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FINAL PLAT APPROVAL- The signing of a final plat by a duly authorized
officer of the Planning Board after a resolution granting final approval of
the plat, or after conditions specified in a resolution granting conditional
approval of the plat are completed. Such final approval qualifies the plat for
recording in the Suffolk County Clerk's office. [Added 5-8-73]

LOT - The. mill m: ~into which land is_ divided
developed~
II

parce1.

II

II

p1ot .

II

either~

undeveloped m:

ree-ardless Qf how they .a@ conveyed. :L2L .§.lliill ~mean
II

s1"t e .

II

.Q.I:.

t
any s1m1·1arerm.
•

LQT LINE AMENDMENT : A change to a M line in fillY approved or recorded
subdivision lili!b m: in fillY .!lliill m: plan legally established prior tQ ~ adoption

Qf fillY ree-nlations controlling subdivision. whereby ~ proposed change ~
n.Qi create fillY additional lots.

MAJOR SUBDIVISION- See Subdivision, Major

MASTER OR TOWN PLAN - A plan for the development of all or portions
of the Town of Southold, prepared by the Planning Board pursuant to Section
272-a of the Town Law, which plan indicates the general locations
recommended for various public works, places and structures and the
general physical development of the town, and includes any unit or part of
such plan separately adopted and any amendment to such plan or parts
therein.

MEAN HIGH WATER: Average height Qf high waters datum reported by~

!.!.£. Geoloe-ical Survey.
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MEAN L.QW WATER m: MEAN LOW TIDE= Avera~rn height Qflow waters
datum reported by~!.[£ Geological Survey.

MINOR SUBDIVISION - See Subdivision, Minor

OFFICIAL MAP - The map established by the Town Board pursuant to
Section 270 of the Town Law, showing streets, highways, parks and
drainage rights- of-way, both existing and proposed.

PLANNING BOARD or BOARD - The Planning Board of the Town of
Southold, Suffolk County, New York.

PRELIMINARY PLAT - A drawing prepared in the manner prescribed by
these regulations, showing the layout of a proposed subdivision, including,
but not restricted to, road and lot layout and approximate dimensions, key
plan, topography and drainage, wetlands, waterbodies, bluffs, including
preliminary plans and profiles, at suitable scale and in such detail as these
regulations require. [Amended 5-8-73]

PRELIMINARY PLAT APPROVAL - Approval by the Planning Board of
the layout of the proposed subdivision as set forth in a preliminary plat, but
subject to the approval of the plat in final form in accordance with the
provisions of Section 276 of the Town Law. [Added 5-8-73]

PRE SUBMISSION CONFERENCE = A meeting Qf .t.illl subdivider a.rul
planning~ and/or

Planning Board . .t.Q enable~ subdivider .tQ fil!Y.e. time

and expense by reaching a general agreement with~ Planning Board and
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ID.th

w .s..taff .a..e.1Q. ~ general form .and layout .and~ objectives Qf w

subdivision re~lations prior 1Q. ~ sketch illfill submission.
SK.ETCH PLAN:. A pre-preliminary submission Qf a proposed subdivision.

w

showin~

information specified in these regulations.

STREET - A public Qr. private way for vehicular and pedestrian traffic,
whether designated as a street, road, avenue, lane or other way. The term
"street" includes land located between right-of-way lines,

whether

improved m: unimproved and may comprise pavement. shoulders. sidewalks.
planted strips filld parking areas.

SUBDIVIDER or APPLICANT - Any landowner or agent. contract purchaser

m: ~person authorized in writing tQ ~fur~ landowner who shall layout.
for W purpose Qf fil!k QI. development. any subdivision m: rurr.t thereof. .a..e.
defined herein.

SUBDIVISION:. The division Qf any parcel Qf land into !fill 122 or more l.Q.t.s...
blocks m: ~whether or not such division creates new streets QI. extends
existin~

streets. and includes resubdivision.

~

SUBDIVISION. MAJOR:. Any division Qfland which creates five
.(fil Qr more lots. with or without new streets.

A.

The existing Subdivision Regulations do not define major and
minor subdivisions in this manner. The revised definitions
will be described in detail in the applicable sections of the revised
document.
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IL. SUBDIVISION. MINOR= Any division .Qf lfilld which creates llil
more tllim full: ill ~ with m: without new streets.
TAP STREET = A street designed 12 provide a. connection 12 possible future
development outside .tfil. subdivision fill that continuity .Qf traffic circulation
~

he maintained.

TOWN ATTORNEY= The Town Attorney Qf the Town .Qf Southold.

m: ~

.dJ.tly appointed Assistant Town Attorney.

TOWN ENGINEER=

A licensed professional engineer.

m: engineerin~

consultant firm. retained or employed by the Town .Qf Southold.

WETLANDS:

These definitions are taken from the Wetland Chapter of the Town Code.

A... Tidal wetlands:
ill

All lands generally covered m: intermittently covered fil.fu..

m: which border on waters m: lands lYin.g beneath .tidal
waters. which at mean low tide. are covered by tidal waters
1Q a. maximum depth Qf five .(fil ~including. but llitl

limited to banks. bogs. salt marsh. swamps. meadows. flats

m: other low lying lands subject to tidal action; and/or
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00

All banks.~ meadows . .fl.fil.5. and ti..d.fil marsh subject 1Q.

fil!cll tides. and™ which ~ows m: ™ m ™ m: fill.Y
Q.f fu following: fil!li fil!L black grass. saltworts. ™
lavender. tall cordgrass. high bush. cattails. groundsel.
marsh mallow. and low marsh cordgrass: fillll

1.3.2

All land immediately adjacent iQ. a. tidal wetland a...s.
defined in A .(22 above fillll lying within seventy-five CTfil

fu.fil landward Qf the .ID.ill landward ~ Qf filJ.cll a .tidal
wetland.

H.....

Freshwater wetland:

ill

Freshwater wetlands

~

defined in Article 24. Title L 24-

0107. Subdivisions 1l.al 1.Q. lidl inclusive. Qf .t..h...e.
Environmental Conservation Law Qf.tM. ~ QfNew York:
and

00

All illn.d immediately adjacent 1Q. a freshwater
defined in B(l) above.

fu.fil landward

of~

and~

wetland.~

within seventy-five CTfil

most landward~ Qf a freshwater

wetland.

ZONING ORDINANCE or ZONING: Chapter~ The Zoning Local Law Qf
~

TuMl Qf Southold.
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ARTICLE .ill2
Procedures i!11.d Reguired Documents

Section .(fil General Reg;uirements
These regulations are established 1.Q. require .1h.fil. every person

QL

corporation. who . .S!.S. owner m: agent. subdivides r.filtl property into~

m: sites with m: without streets. regardless .Qf how~~
conveyed m: for what kind .Qf :illnd ~ .they~ intended. shall .rumlv .tQ ~

plots. blocks

Planning Board for approval .Qf such proposed subdivision. sm.d. .s.hfill
receive fil.!cl.l approval in accordance with ~ reguirements and pursuant
.tQ ~procedures set forth in these regulations.

The existing regulations do not present the fact that every land division
must come before the Planning Board for approval. The above paragraph
clarifies this.

The

existing regulations do not include Letters ''.A", "B", and "C"

below. These sections are proposed to give the average reader an
overview of the regulations. The procedures and requirements are
detailed in the particular sections of the Subdivision Regulations.

A.

Familiarization with regulations.

Prior 1Q filing an application. the subdivider .s.hfill familiarize
him/her self with these subdivision regulations !ill..d t.fil. Zoning
Ordinance Qf the Town Qf Southold. These ~ available. fil 2- ~

fil ~ office of the Town Clerk.
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H.... Compliance with regulations.

ill

All applications. ill procedures sm.d. ill specifications
relating 12 subdivisions ffifill. conform in fill respects 12 ~
provisions Qf ~ regulations unless otherwise authorized
by~

i.2.2

Planning Board in accordance with Article (IX).

The Planning Board ffifill. llilt approve with modifications

rn application for a. proposed
subdivision Qf land unless fill buildings. structures .S!.llil lfil.s.

and/or conditions

shown Qil said plan comply with ~ Zoning Ordinance Qf
~Town

Qf Southold QI unless g_ variance

from~

terms

thereof has been granted by~ Board .Qf Appeals. QI by~
Planning Board M authorized under provisions .Qf Section
281 of Town Law.

!l.. Referrals to be made by Planning Board

ill

~

described in detailed in the applicable sections Qf ~

Subdivision

Regulations.~

Planning Board shall refer

applications for subdivision approval .tQ ~Town Engineer.
fill

outside Engineering Consultant. the Superintendent .Qf

Highways. the Board .Qf Town Trustees. the Conservation
Advisory Council. the Building Department. an outside
Environmental Consultant. ~ New York ~ Department

.Qf Transportation. ~Suffolk County Department .Qf Public
Works. the Soil and Water Conservation Authority.

QI

rn
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Conservation Authority . .Q! fillY .Q.tllirr outside consultant .Q!
~agency.

W

for review.

All land located within tfil. Board Qf Trustees jurisdiction
shall ~ forwarded 12 .thfil Board fur review:

1.32

The Plannin£{ Board shall process ill applications in
accordance with ~ ~ .sm.d regulations Qf ~ New York

filill Environmental Quality Review A.ct..
ill

Matters iQ. ~referred 1.Q. fu Suffolk County

Plannin~

Commission.

The subdivision regulations do not advise the subdivider
that the Planning Board will be referring applications to
the Suffolk County Planning Commission for review.
This proposal spells out exactly when an application is
referred, and the procedures for such review. If the
Planning Board does not properly refer an application to
the Planning Commission, an approval could be deemed
null and void.

ill Any subdivision . .Q! resubdivision which would affect
.fillY property J.ring within ™mile Qf .an airport .Q!

nuclear power

P.lah QI. withing_ distance

.Q.f five-

hundred 1.5..Q.Q.2 fu.ft Qf ~ following shall ~ referred 12
the Suffolk County Planning Commission by fu
Planning Board for their recommendations. Major
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subdivisions

shall~

referred upon receipt Qf fu

preliminary application. Minor subdivisions shall ~
referred r n receipt Qf sketch plan approval. The
Suffolk County Planning Commission filllill. respond
within 1Q ~ Qf their receipt Qf a complete application.

The wording of the above is taken from the Suffolk
County

Department of Planning Informational

Bulletin No. 9, Adopted December 7, 1988.

ill The boundary Qf fillY village .Qr town:
.llil The boundary Qf fillY existing .Qr proposed county.
state . .Qr federal park .Qr other recreation™
The right-of-way Qf rn existing Q.r
proposed county

.QI.

state parkway. thruway.

expressway. mrul .Qr highway:

(iv) The existing

.QI.

proposed right-of-way Qf iUlY

stream .Qr drainage channel owned by~ county
Qr

for

which~

county ill!.£ established channel

lines:

W The existing .Qr proposed boundary .Qr any other
county. filfil& .Qr federally owned land. held .Qr .tQ 00.
held for governmental use:
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.lYi2 The Atlantic Ocean. Long Island Sound. m .b_gy
in Suffolk County

QL

estuary Qf .any Qf i l l

foregoing bodies Qf water .

.(22

If fil1Y question arises fil .tQ whether Qr Il.Q.t .a proposed

subdivision is. subject .tQ review by the Suffolk County
Planning Commission fu proposed subdivision
should

~referred

io. the. Planning Commission. A

determination will ~ made by the Subdivision Review
Division i!1l.d .the. referring agency will ~notified Qf
the determination.

ffi Suffolk County Planning C om mi s s ion
recommendation.

If .the. Suffolk County Planning Commission fails

to.

report fu recommendations within forty-five (45) .dl!Y§
after receipt Qf .a complete application . .the. Planning
Board .ffifill construe .fil!ili inaction M approval Qf .the.
proposed subdivision and may act without such

.a

report.

ill Effect Qf Negative Report.
If .t.llil Suffolk County Planning Commission
disapproves the proposed subdivision. Qr recommends
modification thereof. the proposed subdivision shall Il.Q.t
~approved

except by g YQl& Qf g

majority~

one Qf fill
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ill members Qf fu Planning Board .filld. illfil: fu
adoption Qf .a resolution fully setting forth ~ reasons
for such action.

I2... Permits j;Q ~ obtained by ~ subdivider
The subdivider fil:ll!ll ~responsible for obtaining .fu& following
permits:

ill

Suffolk County Health Department approval m: exemption:

00

If .fu& parcel is. located .Qil .a State Road: New York State

Department Qf Transportation approval.

Q2

If .ili& parcel is. located .Qil .a County Road: Suffolk County

Department Qf Public Works approval.

ill

Where applicable. a. permit from fu New York State
Department .Qf Environmental Conservation.
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Section (6) Presubmission

Prior 1& ~ Sketch Plan Submission~ subdivider shall ~ entitled :tQ ™
presubmission conference with ~ Planning filfill' .and... if necessary. ™
additional presubmission conference ID.th ~ Planning Board fil a public
meeting. The purpose Qf this pre submission conference ~ .tQ enable the
subdivider .tQ ~time sm.d. expense by reaching a general agreement
with ~ Planning Board sm.d. with ~ filfill' as. to.~ general form sm.d.
layout and ~ objectives Qf the. subdivision reeulations prior to. ~ sketch
plgn submission. The presubmission conference

filllill. ~~within

thirty .(3.Q2 calendar dfil§ from ~ ~ Qf written reguest thereof.

The current regulations do not have anything called a presubmission
conference. However, the Planning staff has been holding what may be
termed a presubmission conference upon request of the subdivider.
Many subdividers take advantage of this so called presubmission
conference, by requesting numerous meetings prior to making a formal
application.

The proposed revisions allow for one presubmission

conference with staff, and if necessary, with the Planning Board. The
conference will not be mandatory, however, it will be beneficial as staff
can review the entire subdivision process with the subdivider. It will be
to the subdivide r's advantage to discuss with the planning staff and I or
Planning Board, the general layout and the improvements which will be
required, so that initial plans and information submitted are in
conformance with the regulations.
Section m Sketch~ Submis.sion
~

The subdivider shall submit the. following to.~ Planning Board
Secretary:
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ill

A completed Sketch Plan Application Form.

(1)

At present, the subdivider is presented with an application
form that is included in a lengthy application "packet."
Much of the information contained in the packet is not
relevant at the beginning of the review process. In many
cases, especially with major subdivisions, the initial
application form is not updated to reflect subsequent
changes that are made to the map. The proposed revision
will change the application procedure so that it more
closely reflects the actual stages of subdivision review. A
separate application form will be required for each stage of
review. Thus each stage will be prefaced with a
clarification as to the current owner, the number of lots,
and other pertinent information which may have changed
during the time of review. In addition, the time at which a
complete submission is received is important for
determining time frames for reviews. Requiring a
separate application form for each stage of review will aid
in making a determination as to when an application is
complete.

noted in Article illI1

00

A Sketch Plan Application &

(2)

The current code requires the total fee at the preliminary

M

stage for major subdivisions, and at the final stage for
minor subdivisions. However, a substantial part of the
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Planning Board's review is done at the sketch plan stage.
The proposed revision will require partial payment with
the sketch plan application.

Town Law allows the

Planning Board to require an applicant to pay the
reasonable costs of processing the application. The law
does not detail when the payments are to be required.
Application fees are discussed in detail in the Section
pertaining to fees.

ill}

Emil: ill copies Qf .the. Environmental Assessment Form.
The l&n.g Environmental Assessment Form ~ required for

all subdivisions.
(3)

In most cases the Board does a coordinated review under
the State Environmental Quality Review Act, which
requires that the environmental assessment form be
submitted to different agencies . Requiring 4 copies of the
assessment form will eliminate some of the paper work
for the office Secretary.

( 4)

A statement in affidavit form setting forth

~

names .sm..d

addresses Qf fill persons. corporations. partnerships 1ill.d
associates having .fill interest. direct .QI. indirect. in fu
subdivision. and~ nature .Qf fil!cll interest .

.{fil

A statement. in affidavit form. from .the. owner(s) Qf fu
property granting permission for .a contract vendee to act Qil
behalf .Qf ~ owner(s).
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{fil

A statement. in affidavit form. from .t.h..e. owner(s) Qf .t.h..e.
property granting permission fur fill agent iQ a.di Qil behalf Qf

fu owner(s).

ill

A

™

Qf rn existing Declarations Qf Covenants ftil..d

Restrictions 1hfil ™ effect fill m: .any 1ll!!1 Qf fu parcel
being subdivided.

i.8.2

The deed(s) for fu property. including metes .arul bounds
description.

ffi2

A ™ .Qf fillY riders iQ ili& ~ granting rights Qf access th.fil

™

filTurl .al1 Qr fillY rum Qf~ parcel hfilng subdivided.

ilfil Twelve fill copies

Qf fu sketch

Illiill Qf fu proposed

subdivision prepared in accordance with Section .{fil below.
Additional maps may

(10)

oo requested if necessary.

Twelve copies have been requested because the Planning
Board typically forwards plans where applicable to :

(3) Suffolk County Planning Commission
(2) Fire Commissioner
(2) Conservation Advisory Council or Trustees
(1)

Superintendent of Highways or Engineer

(1) Environmental Consultant
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The three remaining copies are for Planning Board
review purposes.

Also, the Board has the right to request additional maps if
necessary.

ill}

For subdivisions designed in accordance with ~ Cluster
Provisions (Article V). twelve Ufil copies Qf _g_ standard

mid :cl@ an.d twelve Ufil copies Qf the. cluster ID.an.. m:
plans.

shall~

provided. The standard yield plan

shall~

used .iQ. determine ~ 1Q1fil ill.t yield. Both the standard
yield liliill .an..d. i l l cluster liliill

shall~

prepared in

accordance M.th fill reQ.uirements Qf Section IBl.

(11)

Currently, the Cluster Ordinance is not part of the
subdivision regulations. It is a separate section
contained within Zoning Code. Although clustering is
mandated on parcels larger than 10 acres, the provisions
of, and procedures for clustering are not mentioned at all
in the subdivision regulations. Yet, the cluster concept is
an integral part of the subdivision process.

It is

important, therefore, that this section be included within
the subdivision regulations. In this manner, all options
of subdividing a parcel will be contained in the same
section. The requirements for clustering will be
included in a different section of the Subdivision
Regulations. Clustering will be discussed further in that
section.
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Section !fil. Sketch :elan Regpirements
A... The sketch filfill ilifill he. prepared in .th.e. following manner. -'ffi..d
filllill .al!IDY .th.e. following information:

ill

It myfil bsl ~ Qil ~town m map. fil a~ Qf ~ill inch
equals ™hundred 000) futl.. The

rn ~must~

eighteen Ufil inches by twenty {2fil inches m: twenty {2fil
inches by thirty six .C3.fil inches.

(1)

The Planning Board has been requiring that all plans be
prepared at this scale. In this manner, the Board can study
plans for adjacent parcels in an efficient manner. Real
Property Law, Section 335 , requires that subdivision maps
be of the size stated above for filing purposes.

rn

It must be prepared. stamped and signed by a licensed land
surveyor m: eneineer.

i.fil

I1 ™1 ~appropriately marked "Sketch Plan Qf Minor
Subdivision". "Sketch Plan Qf Major Subdivision".

QI

""Yield Plan". The name Qf .th.e. subdivision .ilifill he. stated

m lli map .and shall change .Q.fily if ill property ill!.§
changed owners. N.Q. name shall b.ii accepted b.y fu
Planning Board if another application exists under 1.h.e.
same. m: similar name.
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(4)

A key map~

fil .a~ Qf ™ill inch equals six hundred

{fil1Q2 Wt. showing the location of the proposed subdivision

and the distance to the nearest existing street intersection .

.(fil

A ~ line .tQ an existing street.

ffil

The name Qf ~ Hamlet. Town and County in which the
parcel is. located.

ill

The North point. whether kY_e. .QI magnetic: if magnetic.
show the .dill& Qf reading.

{fil

The Suffolk County~™ number (section. ~ .filld lQ.t1.

1.9.2

The zoning district(s): the school district number:

~fire

district . .tM ~ Qflire district. and .tM census district.

il.Q2

Name and address Qf owner. subdivider and enltineer Qr
surveyor.

il12

The name of all adjoining property owners as listed on the
town tax map.

il2l

Contours shall be indicated at intervals of not more than
five (5) feet. Two foot contours may be required by the
Planning Board where drainage or other problems are
deemed to exist. Contours fil .t.w..Q. 00 fQ.Q.t intervals will ~
required Qil ~preliminary plans for major subdivisions.
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(13)

Location of available and proposed utilities and or
proposed, mapped or existing streets within b£.Q, hundred
.(2QQ2 fufil thereof. Streets IDJJfil he labeled M paper. private. QI:

public. Both fu right-of-way widths .and fu pavement
widths !lli!.fil he shown.

(14)

The acreage .Qf ~ entire parcel and Qf ~ building r n
district within ~ parcel.

(15)

Notations of all existing restrictions on the use of land,
including easements, covenants i!.llil. restrictions . .an..d
rights-of-ways .

(16)

Systems of drainage and lfilld for drainage purposes.

il12

Tufil hcle. data must he submitted for fill proposed drainage
areas.

(17)

Test hole data will be reviewed in order to check that the
proposed drainage is in an appropriate area, that the soils
are suitable for drainage and that the level to groundwater
is enough to handle septic systems.

(18)

Existing buildings fill.d_structures located
~

(19)

hundred i2Qill fufil Qf ~ ~

Existing wooded areas.

Qil

filld. within
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(20)

Existing wetlands (tidal arul fresh). marshes. bogs.
swamps. ponds. lakes. streams. kettleholes . .QL fil!Y other
water bodies . .Q1l fu subject property. and. within fiyehundred futl (500) thereof. The above mentioned areas
which~

located outside fil ~ property boundary bYt ~
.l

located within five-hundred fufil Qf mcll property.

m.n ~

located .QI!~ key rn

l.211

Horizontal areas Qf slopes which exceed a grade Qf twenty
{2Q} percent.

(22)

Horizontal areas Qf escarpments. bluffs . .o..r tllll seaward
~Qfprimary

12.fil

dunes.

Beaches below mean high water.~ defined by .tM United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

(24)

The Coastal Erosion Hazard Line if .tM subject property~
adjacent iQ. Long Island Sound.

12.fil The ™hundred il.QQ.2 ~ floodplain ~ designated by~
Federal Emergency Management Agency.

00

Any other significant physical feature(s) nfil listed above.
within the area to be subdivided and within two hundred
(200) feet thereof.
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!.2.11 The proposed lot and street layout. Dimensions Md areas
Qf all proposed l.u.t.5. illl!fil he. shown. The layout .IDJ.!fil he. in
accordance with ih.e. desi~n standards

~described

in

Article VI.

Section !ID Study Qf Sketch Hall
A.

If wetlands Qf .fillY kind am located fill ~ subject property. m: if~
Plannin~

Board suspects th.at wetlands may he. located fill .the

subject parcel. th& map .ffiall he. referred tQ. .the Board Qf Town
Trustees for review. No action .ffiall he. taken by th& Plannin~
Board fill ~ sketch illfil! lillfil written receipt Qf .s! report from ~
Board QfTown Trustees.

A

This is presently a policy of the Board. However, this policy is
not clearly stated in the Code. The Trustees have jurisdiction
over Town owned underwater land, wetlands and the area
within seventy-five (75) feet of these areas. Thus, the Planning
Board must refer certain plans to this Board for review.

IL The Planning Board Illl!Y reguire temporary stakin~ Qf th& center
line Qf all proposed roads in 2.rdfil 12 facilitate fi.fild. inspection fil1d
review Qf ~ ~ prior 12 _g determination fill~ sketch map. The
Board shall notify the subdivider when

.C....

staking~

required .

A Chain Qf Title may M reguired where in .the opinion Qf .the
Plannin~

Board there ~ _g guestion ~ 12 ownership m: single fil1d

separate status.
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D.

The Planning Board shall determine whether a subdivision
sketch plan meets the purposes of these regulations. Any changes
to be made on the proposed subdivision map required by the
Planning Board shall be submitted, in writing, to the subdivider.
All such changes shall be incorporated in the subdivider's next
submission to the Planning Board.

Section (10) Action on Sketch Plan
A.

When .the. Planning Board hM determined .th.at .the. sketch

man

submission meets .the. purposes Qf .the. subdivision regulations.

fillim .the. submission is. complete .and when fill items !!.§. contained
in these

re~lations.

fil!d ~items requested by .the. Planning

Board ~ presented appropriately fill .the. rn .the. application .fil!fill
~scheduled

for .the. next Planning Board meeting for .a sketch

determination. At this meeting . .the.~ Environmental Quality
Review process. if it. i l l nQ1

already~

initiated . .s.hfil.l ~

initiated. The applicant shall b..e. notified Qf .the. scheduled meeting

ru:ifil: .t..Q. .the. meeting . .an.d shall ~
notified in writing. within five business days. M i.Q. rn

.a.1 lru!fil five business

~

determinations made fil .the. meeting. The sketch 1lli!.n .c..an ~
modified

.QI.

revised fil ih..e. Planning Board's request during

preliminary Qr final

illim processing. However. this plan shall b..e.

considered l l meeting fu minimum requirements for
development subject .tQ .the. findings Qf .the. environmental review.

IL The subdivider must make either .the. preliminary submission for
major subdivisions.

Q.L

fu final submission for minor

subdivisions within six .(fil months filkr .the.~ Qf .the. Planning
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Board's sketch . .Q.I: conditional sketch approval. Failure .iQ. .dQ fill

filllill automatically terminate fu application.
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Section ill) Mjpor Subdivision final Submission

A... Within six months filkr .the .da.tf Qf .the Planning Board's sketch . .Qr
conditional sketch approval. ihe. subdivider shall submit .a
complete Final Submission .ae. described in Subsection "B'' below.

Plfil1 i§ nQ! .§2 submitted. approval Qf ~ sketch plan shall 00.
revoked by .the Planning Board by resolution fil a public meeting.
If~

Nil Planning Board action will ~taken afifil: fil!ili revocation

lID.til a new Sketch Plan Submission ~ submitted.
IL .T.h.e. final plan submission .s.lliill. ~considered complete .a.n..d
officially submitted .2..nly when fu following have taken place
and/or~~

B.

submitted complete .fil1.d in ~ form:

Town Law, Section 276, states that the Planning Board shall hold
a hearing on the final map within 45-days of submission unless
the final hearing has been waived. However, in Southold, the
minor subdivision process does not provide for a preliminary
review stage. Therefore, the final hearing will not be waived.
However, the Law does not specify what a final submission
consists of. It just states that maps must be submitted in "final
form." Thus, local subdivision regulations should define the
term "final form" in order to determine when the time frame
begins.

ill

A completed Minor Subdivision Final Plan Application
Form.
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00

A Minor Subdivision Final Application fu M noted in
Article illI1.

1.32

Where applicable. fuw: ill copies fil th..e. drainage designs.
grading plans fill.d street profiles. ill prepared in
accordance with Article Nil.. In addition.

i! draft b..Qnd

estimate for .all reguired improvements prepared in
accordance with .the. Draft .B..Qrul Estimate Form fillli .Jlnit
Price Form bfilh fil which ™ available fil thil Planning
Board office.

ill

Twelve Ll..22 copies fil .the. Final Plan prepared in accordance

M.th Section Ll..22 Minor Subdivision Final Plan .

.(fil

A Negative Declaration ~ .I.le.en issued pursuant iQ .the.~
Environmental Quality Review A.ct CSEQRA). if fu
Planning Board has determined fui!t .the. development fil .the.
subdivision will IlQ1 significantly affect .the. environment .

.(fil

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement has lIBfil1 accepted
pursuant .tQ. th..e. State Environmental Quality Review M
CSEQRA). by .the. Planning Board M satisfactory in scope

mid content. if the Planning Board~ determined that .the.
development fil .the. subdivision might significantly affect

.the. environment.

ill

The subdivider hM erected i! sign(s). and submitted i!n
affidavit stating .th.at .the. sign(s) ~ ~ erected fill .the.
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subject parcel SY.cl!~ filllill ~displayed Qil .tM. parcel
lWQll which~ application~
.QJl which~

made.

facing~

public street

property abuts. giving notice .t.hfil. .an

application h.ll ~made 1Q. ~Planning Board for
subdivision approval. The film .alliill lliil ~located more
than ten U.Q2 fufil from ~ street line and filfill IlQt ~ ~
than llY.Q 00 nor more than six .(fil fufil above .tM. natural
~ade

fil ~ street line. The si@(s) shall ~ available fil ~

Planning Board Office. Md !filly fil!cll sign(s)

~~

used.

(7)

The present code does not require this type of advertising.
However, as per Town Law,

the Planning Board may

advertise a hearing in such manner as it deems most
appropriate for full public consideration of the preliminary
plat. If possible, the poster should state the date of the final
hearing. If not, it should at least state that hearing dates
will be posted in the local papers. The purpose of the poster
will be to alert the public to an application which is before
the Planning Board in the early planning stages. Under
the current practice, the public is not made aware of the
hearing until it is advertised in the paper, just five days
prior to the hearing date .

.(fil

The subdivider shall submit a letter from each public
utility company whose facilities are proposed to be
installed in the proposed subdivision. The subdivider
shall be required to install, .Qr .t.o. cause .t.o. ~ installed . .tM.
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underground service connection to the property line of each
lot.

Such letter shall include

.a. statement .a.s_ tJl fu

availability Qf filJ.cl:! utility ~ fufil service .ffill lw. available
when required.

{fil

Where applicable. letters directed iQ fu Chairman Qf fu
Planning Board. signed by a responsible official Qf fu ~
York State Department Qf Transportation m: .the. Suffolk
County Department Qf Public Works. approving proposed
construction

.Q1l.

state

QL

county rights-of-way .a..n.d

indicating that fu necessary permits will he. issued ™
submission Qf ~ appropriate permit ~

ilill.

If 280-A access approval is. required

from~

Zoning Board

Qf Appeals. such approval .mJ.!fil ~ obtained @.d submitted .tQ.

fu Planning Board.
il12 Where applicable. draft documentation for fill properties 1.Q
~

offered for dedication @.d conveyed 1.Q the Town.

il.22 Where a Homeowners Association is. required. a .draft Qf
such Association. prepared in accordance with all
requirements Qf Article .c.Y1.

il.3.2

A .draft of any Declaration Qf Covenants and Restrictions
which has b&fill required by ilig Planning Board. If fu
subdivision proposal i.s.1.Q lw. reviewed by~ Suffolk County
Planning Commission. fu Declaration Qf Covenants and
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Restrictions will IlQt ~ required until receipt fil ~ report
from fil.!..ffi Commission.

llil.. The items ~ in Subsection l i W and 14 ili2 below. fillfill
~required

before fu final

J2lfill shall bJl considered

complete and officially submitted. However.

~

Plannine-

Board may grant a six (fil month extension fil sketch :illiill
approval™ written request from~ subdivider . .Qilly if
~~~below are~ fil2k

items outstanding.

(a) At least™ ill mylar final subdivision !!l.l!..J2
containing .a valid signature .an..d. approval b.y fu
Suffolk County Department Qf Health Services.
where applicable. !lli.!.fil contain a stamp

QI

mexemption

from that Department.

(a)

Town Law does not specify exactly when maps with
Health Department approval must be submitted. It is
essential that Health Department approval be obtained
before final approval of the subdivision is granted,
especially since most land being subdivided in this
Town does not have access to public water or sewer.

The time it takes a subdivider to obtain Health
Department approval varies. In some cases a
variance is required and the application must go
through an appeals process. However,

this section

allows for an extension of sketch approval if the
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subdivider can prove that he I she is diligently
pursuing

an

application

before

the

Health

Department, and provided this, and perhaps (b) below,
are the only outstanding items for final plat
submission.

(b) One (1) certified copy of .the. Greenport Utility .Qr .o..thfil:
water or sewer district contract indicating that mains
will be installed and water will be transmitted to the
subdivision i!1l.d. ilifil. .a sewerage hookup will hSl
permitted. if public water and/or sewers™ 1Q M
provided.

Section il2..) Minor Subdivision Einal :elan Reg,uirements

A... The final olim shall .he. prepared in~ following manner. fillll
.s.lliill show .the. following information:

ill

All information reguired 12 he shown .Q.Il .the. sketch plan.

f.22

The layout shown fill fu sketch
modifications made

Q2

fil.rul including .a.Ill

b.Y ~Planning Board.

The subdivision name

.and~

phrase "Minor Subdivision

Final Plan".

(4)

An actual field survey of the boundary lines of the tract,
giving complete descriptive date by bearings and
distances, made and certified to by a licensed engineer or
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land surveyor.

The corners of the tract shall also be

located on the ground and marked by substantial stone
monuments or concrete monuments and shall be
referenced and shown on the plan. The distance iQ. the.
nearest street intersection filld ~number Qf ~nearest
telephone ~number .ahfill ~ shown.

(5)

The location of existing sewers, water mains, culverts and
drains on the property, with pipe sizes, grades and
direction of flow.

(6)

Contours at intervals of two (2) feet.

(7)

Elevations of existing roads.

(8)

The approximate location and size of all proposed water
lines, valves, hydrants and/or firewells, and sewer lines;
connections to existing lines or alternate means of water
supply or sewage disposal and treatment, as provided in
the Public Health Law; and profiles of all proposed water
and sewer lines.

ill}

Building envelopes .an..d. driveway locations for

fill~ .S!.5.

reguired in Article f.YI1

ilfil The names Qf fill proposed streets. Streets shall have names
and not numbers or letters (such as "1st", "First" or "A"
Street. Proposed street names shall be substantially
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different so as not to be confused in sound or spelling with
present names, except that streets that join or are in
alignment with streets of an abutting or neighboring
property shall bear the same name. Generally, no street
should change direction by more than ninety (90) degrees
without a change in the street name.

Section (13) Study of Minor Subdivision Final Plan
A.

The Planning Board shall study the practicability of the Final
Plan by taking into consideration the requirements of the
community and the best use of the land being subdivided.
Particular attention shall be given to the arrangement, location
and width of streets, particularly their relationship to the
topography of the land, the water supply, the sewage disposal, the
drainage, the lot sizes and their arrangement, the future
development of adjoining lands and the requirements of the
Master Plan, the Official Map and Zoning Ordinance.

IL The Planning Board .ilifill forward™ filU Qf ™ sm.d ~ lllm.d
estimate

.t.o. fu Town Superintendent Qf Highways. fu Town

Engineer.

QI.

other .dlli..y appointed reviewer. for review. The

Engineer shall

review~

final drainage plans. grading plans

street profiles and performance lllm.d estimate and shall request
revisions where appropriate. He .s.lliill deliver fu approved .Q.I
revised .b.ruld. estimate 1Q fu Planning Board along with his
approval and/or recommendations

.Q1l fu

drainage plan .an..d

street profiles within thirty-five mfil ~ Qf receipt. Failure .t.o.
respond within the thirty five !..3..5.2 .d.gy time period will nfil result in
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a default Qf review. However. this will Il.Q1 cause~ Planning
Board .tQ .dfilay ~ scheduling Qf a final public hearing within~
allotted forty-five .c.4..5.2 .dQY time period .

.C... The .dr.af1 Homeowner's Association. 1fil. .dr..af1 Declaration Q.f
Covenants and Restrictions. and g.ny offers Qf dedication will ~
forwarded 12 the. Town Attorney for review. The Town Attorney

fil1fill review the. .draft documentation. and filllill reguest revisions
where appropriate. He shall deliver the. documentation with his
approval and/or recommendations within thirty-five .l3.fil ~ Qf
receipt. Failure 1Q. respond

within~

thirty five rafil .d.ro:: time

period Mil D..Q.t result in a default Qf review. However. this will D..Q.t
cause ~ Planning Board .tQ .dfilay ~ scheduling Qf a final public
hearing within~ allotted forty-five .c.4..5.2 dl!y time period.

I1 The Planning Board shall forward fu appropriate number Qf
maps 12 the. Suffolk County Planning Commission. if applicable

a.s. defined in Article ill.1 Section lli1. The Final Plan Submission

filllill nQ1 fill considered complete lID.til receipt Qf fu Commission's
report. unless the. Commission defaults .Q.Il their review.

E.... .TI1& Planning Board shall forward .b:Y.Q i.22 .s.eis. Qf ™ .t2 ~ Fire
Commissioner Qf the District in which the. subdivision is_ located
for a determination a.5. .tQ if a fire hydrant fil: well~ reguired.

E... The. Planning Board may reguire temporary markers locating
~~layout in~

field.
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Section (14) Hearing on Minor Subdivision Final Plan
A.

Within forty-five (45) days after the receipt of a complete Final
Plan Submission, the Plaining Board shall hold a public
hearing thereon, which shall be advertised at least once in .a
newspaper Qf general circulation in~ Town at least five (5) days
before such hearing ~ ~ .and .by means Qf erectin~ posters .at ~
~~

described in Section .(112 ill11. The subdivider fil1fill provide

mi affidavit

statine- .thfil fil!cl1 posters ~ ~ erected. Failure m

submit fil!ffi affidavit fil1fill result in ~ adjournment Qf ~final
public hearing.

Section (15) Action on Minor Subdivision Final Plan
A.

Within forty-five (45) days after the date of such hearing, the
Planning Board shall approve, with or without modification, or
disapprove such final plan, and the ground for a modification, if
any, or the grounds for disapproval shall be stated in the records
of the Planning Board. Notwithstanding the foregoing
provisions hereof, the time in which the Planning Board must
take action on such plat may be extended by mutual consent of the
owner and the Planning Board. If .a Positive Declaration h.M

h.e.en issued in conformance with ~ ~ Environmental Quality
Review Act.

~hearing

shall Il..Q1 ~closed until fu Final

Environmental Impact Statement has

IL

If~

final

~accepted.

olfil ~ approved . .Q!'. approved with modification. fue

subdivider shall carry fil!t ~ ~ li.filfili below prior tQ. obtainin~

.the. Chairman's signature Qf approval fil .a public meeting. All
~

shall he completed within ™ hundred eighty ilfilll .dfil§ Qf ~

Planning Board's formal action. An additional period sllllll tQ. ™
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hundred eighty il.8fil ~ ™
P}annin~

~ ~ranted

rn petition .iQ. fu

Board if such period i.e. found .iQ. ~justified. If fill ~

~ IlQi completed

within this time frame. the approval. m: approval

.ffi.th. modification filllill expire. Expiration Qf .an approval filllill
mean .th.at. .any further action will reguire resubmission Qf ill
Minor Subdivision.: Final Submission reguirements. which will
allow the. Planning Board .iQ. review and change ill previous
findin~s.

B

The 180 day time limits are established by Town Law.

ill

Make .fill required corrections m: modifications isl fu
satisfaction Qf .till Plannin~ Board.

W

Deliver .iQ. .till Plannin~ Board .a .de.fill suitable for recordin~.

.a certificate .Qf filk and release Qf mortgage. if
applicable. for .ili& required parkland dedication. m: rn ~

to~ether filth

fu.e. in lifill thereof.
.(fil

Where applicable. rn .an inspection fu.e. in ~ amount equal
tQ 6% Qf ~ approved bQnd estimate.

ill

Where applicable. obtain .S!. performance bond. letter Qf
credit . .Q..r equivalent security. in the. amount Qf fu filill.d
estimate .and submit .till same .iQ. ~ Town Clerk .and .till
Planning Board in accordance with Article (VIII). The
performance QQrul ill.1!fil ~ prepared in accordance with
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Article CVIID an.d ID.Yfil ~ accepted by .the Town Board 1.Q
fulfill this conditions .

.{fil

Submit a filed™ Qf .the Homeowner's Association. if filJ&h
Association has

.(fil

Submit a filed

~

m

required .

Qf fu Declaration Qf Covenants arui

Restrictions. if such a Declaration~ b.film rea.uired by the.
Planning Board. The Liber and E..rure number Qf fu filed
document must ~ noted .Q!! fill final maps.

ffi

Submit permit approvals from .tll& N.iUY. York State
Department .Qf Transportation m: fu Suffolk County
Department Qf Public Works. if fil.!&h permits m:.e. rea.uired .

.(fil

Submit copies Qf the corrected final plfil M follows. All
copies must contain a valid stamp Qf Health Department
approval.

QL

where applicable. Health Department

exemption. and ID.Yfil indicate the. location Qf .the firewell(s)
if fil.!ffi have 1w.fill rea.uested and/or .the location Qf .the fire
hydrant(s) if public water~ .tQ ~ provided.

W Five

{fil complete paper~ containing the final

subdivision illan... .the final drainage plans . .the final
grading plans and .the final mad profiles.

ilil Two ill Mylar copies Qf the. final subdivision plan.
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.C....

Planning Board approval ill~ final

lili!i shall nfil b..e. deemed .an

acceptance by~ Town ill any street .ru: .Q.thm: land shown M offered
for dedication .IQ public !!filh

IL.. The signature ill~ Chairman constituting final approval ill~

man filfill expire filxty ffiQ2 .dfil§ filtfil: ~~ill~ signature.
unless within fil!cl1 time ~ final
~ill~

man .6.h.fill have he.fill filOO in ~

County Clerk. An unrecorded lili!i shall ~ Il.Q ~

status.

ill

If the.

subdivider~

nfil file the. map within .the. above

mentioned filxty [6fil ~ .and requests .a re-endorsement
ill~

map because ~ Health Department approval IDJJfil oo

updated before filing in ~ ~ ill .the. County Clerk. QI
because ~ maps have ~ changed .IQ conform .IQ™ QI
more Qf ~ filing procedures Qf ~~ill~ County Clerk.

l l i procedure listed in W through W below shall fil
followed. If .any changes .IQ ~ design .QI layout ~ he.fill
made. ™

fililll nfil b..e. re-endorsed without ~ scheduling

ill .a public hearing in accordance with fill procedures Qf ~
Subdivision Regulations.

(1)

The Planning Board Chairman frequently is asked to reendorse maps. In most cases this is because the subdivider
has neglected to file the maps in the allotted time.
Therefore, before the maps can be filed in the office of the
County Clerk, the subdivider must obtain updated Health
Department approval, and another endorsement from the
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Planning Board. The Planning Board currently reendorses maps at a public meeting. However, before the
maps are re-endorsed, the Board reviews them to make
sure that the design and layout have not been changed.

These revisions set a procedure for the Board to follow
when a subdivider requests re-endorsement of an
approved subdivision map.

W The subdivider I!lYfil submit .a letter reguestin~ lli
Chairman .tQ re-endorse filllil map. Said letter shall §.fil
forth tile reasons why tile ™ Illi!fil ~ re-endorsed. filld

.fillfill ~fill chan~es. if filJL ~ .t2 tile m
.(hl

Five complete paper Mia..

containin~

fu final

subdivision plan. lli final drainage plans. lli final
grading plans .an..d. lli final rQfill profiles.
submitted. All final subdivision plans

shall~

~contain

a

valid stamp .Qf Health Department approval. Qr where
applicable. Health Department exemption.

W Two {22 Mylar copies .Qf~ final subdivision oJ..ruh b.Qth
containing

.a valid

stamp Q.f Health Department

approval. m: where applicable. Health Department
exemption .

.(d.2 A .fi.fu iliill dollar processin~ fue. Illi!fil ~ submitted.
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W Upon submission Qf 1M. items listed above. fu
Planning Board Chairman fil1l endorse .th..e. maps .at
.the. ~ scheduled Planning Board meeting.
E.

No changes, modifications or revisions shall be made to any
final plat or on the existing real property that said plat describes
after approval has been given by the Planning Board and
endorsed in writing on the plat, unless the said plat is first
resubmitted to the Planning Board in accordance with ill
re<J,uirements Qf ~ Subdivision Regulations. In the event that
any such final plat is recorded without complying with this
requirement, the same shall be considered null and void, the
Building Inspector shall not issue building permits and the
Town shall institute proceedings to have the plat stricken from
the records of the County Clerk.
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Section ilfil Major Subdiyision Preliminary Han Submission

&

Within six months filtfil: ~ ~ fil ~ Plannin~ Board's sketch. m:
conditional sketch approval.

~subdivider

complete Preliminary Plan Submission
Subsection "B" below.

shall submit

a

.a.a described in

Failure iQ. .d..Q. fill shall automatically

terminate ~ application fil!d filliill reguire ~ resubmission fil ~
entire Sketch Plan Submission.

A.

The current regulations also have a six month expiration date. It
has been a policy of the Board to grant two additional six month
extensions of sketch approval, if such is requested by the
subdivider. In most cases, this request has been made for minor
subdivisions, where the subdivider has been unable to obtain
Health Department approval within the six months. This
expiration date will be different for minor subdivisions. Health
Department approval is not required at the preliminary stage for
major subdivisions, thus the six month extension should not be a
hardship. The subdivider should be required to pursue the
proposal in a timely fashion.

IL The preliminary plan submission filliill b..e. considered complete
fil!d officially submitted Q1!ly when ~ followin~ have taken ~
and/or~~

B.

submitted complete.an.din~ form:

Town Law sets time frames for the preliminary review process.
Thus, it is important to define exactly when an application has
been officially submitted. The current code does not establish
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requirements

for

the

preliminary

submission

beyond

submission of the preliminary plat.

ill

A. completed Major Subdivision Preliminary Plan
Application Form.

122

A Preliminary Application & .a..s. noted in Article illI1

l.32

Four ill copies Qf fu preliminary drainage designs.
grading plans g_n_d street profiles. ill prepared in
accordance with Article (VI) Design Standards.

ill

Twelve il..2.1 copies .Qf fu Preliminary Plan prepared in
accordance with Section il12..

.(fil

A Negative Declaration ill!§~ issued pursuant iQ ~ ~
Environmental Quality Review A.ct CSEQRA). if fu
Planning Board ill!§ determined that ~ development Qf ~
subdivision will n.Q1 significantly affect fu environment .

.(fil

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement ill!§ 1w.!m accepted
pursuant 1Q tllll State Environmental Quality Review

~

CSEQRA) . .b.y tllll Planning Board .a..s. satisfactory in scope

and content. if~ Planning Board ill!§ determined that ~
development Qf .tM. subdivision might significantly affect

tilil environment.
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(6)

In Sun Beach Real Estate Development Corp. v. Anderson
the court concluded that "when the planning agency has
determined that development of the subdivision might
significantly affect the environment, the application for
preliminary approval is not complete until a Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) has been filed
and has been accepted by the agency as satisfactory in
scope and content." 2 The court held that the 45-day time
period set forth in the Town Law does not commence to run
until the application is "complete" pursuant to the State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA), this does
not occur until a negative declaration has been issued or a
DEIS has been accepted by the Lead Agency. 3 Based on this
court case, it is important to define exactly what constitutes
a "complete" application .

.C....

The subdivider shall ~a film which filall ~ displayed Qil ~
parcel ™which~ application i.-5 made. facing each public street
.Qil which~

property abuts. giving notice that fill application~

hfilm made .tQ .the. Planning Board for subdivision approval. The
~

shall not be located more than ~ {lill fue.t from the street line

.and shall IlQt ~ ~ than ~ 122 norm than fil .(fil feet above ~
natural

~ade

at :the. street line. The sign(s) shall ~ available at

.the. Planning Board Office . .filld. .QDJ.y fil.!cll sign(s) shall ~ ~
The sign(s) .ilifill M erected fil th.e. time th.e. preliminary ill.@
2Matter of Sun Beach Real Estate Development Corp . v. Anderson
3Environmental Impact Review in New York p. 3-176
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submission is. made. An affidavit stating .that the. posters lli!Y.e.
~

erected .Qil ~ subject parcel !lli!fil ~ submitted .tQ ~ Planning

Board prior tQ ~ scheduling Qf the preliminary public hearing.

(C) The present code does not require this type of advertising. As per
Town Law, the Planning Board may provide that the hearing be
advertised in such manner as it deems most appropriate for full
public consideration of the preliminary plat. Although it will not
be required that the poster state the date of the preliminary
hearing, it will be stated on the poster that hearing dates will be
posted in the local papers. The purpose of the poster will be to alert
the public to the application which is before the Planning Board
in the early planning stages. Under the current practice, the
public is not made aware of the hearing until it is advertised in
the paper, which is only five days prior to the hearing date.

Section il1} Major Subdivision Preliminary :elml Regpirements

A... .Tb..e. preliminary D.lan shall b..tl prepared in the. following manner.

fill.d. ~ show the. following information:
ill

All information required tQ he shown fill the. sketch plan.

121

The layout shown

Q.Il.

fu sketch plan including a.n..y

modifications made by the. Planning Board .

.(.3.2.

The subdivision name fillli. fu phrase "Preliminary
Plan".
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(4)

An actual field survey of the boundary lines of the tract,
giving complete descriptive date by bearings and
distances, made and certified to by a licensed engineer or
land surveyor.

The corners of the tract shall also be

located on the ground and marked by substantial stone
monuments or concrete monuments of such size as
approved by the Town Superintendent of Highways, and
shall be referenced and shown on the plan. The distance 12

the. nearest street intersection and nearest telephone P.Qk
number shall ~ shown.

(5)

The location of existing sewers, water mains, culverts and
drains on the property, with pipe sizes, grades and
direction of flow.

(6)

Contours at intervals of two (2) feet.

(7)

Elevations of existing roads.

(8)

The approximate location and size of all proposed water
lines, valves, hydrants and/or firewells, and sewer lines;
connections to existing lines or alternate means of water
supply or sewage disposal and treatment, as provided in
the Public Health Law; and profiles of all proposed water
and sewer lines.
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1.9.l

Building envelopes fill.d. driveway locations for

fill~~

reguired in Article .{Yl1

Section (18) Study of Preliminary Plan
A.

The Planning Board shall study the practicability of the
Preliminary Plan taking into consideration the requirements of
the community and the best use of the land being subdivided.
Particular attention shall be given to the arrangement, location
and width of streets, their relation to the topography of the land,
water supply, sewage disposal, drainage, lot sizes and
arrangement, the future development of adjoining lands and the
requirements of the Master Plan, the Official Map and Zoning
Ordinance.

B.

The Planning Board shall forward one set of maps to the Town
Superintendent of Highways, the Town Engineer.

QI.

other .dJ.tly

appointed reviewer. who will review all aspects of the drainage
design i!D..d street layout. and will submit a report to the Planning
Board with his/her recommendations within thirty-five Qfil .d.ro§
Qf receipt Qf the drainage plans

.a.n..d. Ifil!.d profiles. Failure ii!

respond within~ thirty-five 1.3.52 day time period. will not result
in .a default .Qfreview. However. this will nQ1 cause~ Planning
Board .t.o. delay .tM. scheduling Qf .a preliminary public hearing
within ~ allotted forty-five (4.5.2 .day time period.
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.C...

~Planning

Board filliill. forward .the. appropriate number 9.f

maps .t.2 .the. Suffolk County Planning Commission. if applicable

a.a defined in Article Lll1 Section fil

IL. The Planning Board shall forward ~ 00 ~ fil ™ tQ .the. Fire
Commissioner fil .the. District in which .the. subdivision is_ located
for a determination as. .t.2 if a fire hydrant .Qr well ~ reguired.

E...

~Planning

Board m

reguire temporary markers locating

tM ~layout in tM Mill
Section (19) Hearing on Preliminary Plan
A.

Within forty-five (45) days after the receipt of a complete
Preliminary Plan Submission, the Plaining Board shall hold a
public hearing thereon, which shall be advertised at least once in

a newspaper Qf general circulation in .the. Town at least five (5)
days before such hearing is. ~ iill.d. .b.y means fil erecting posters

at .the. ~as. described in Section ilfil .c.c2.. The subdivider ~
provide fill affidavit stating that fil!.ffi posters ~ been erected.
Failure tQ submit such affidavit filfill result in .the. adjournment Qf

.the. preliminary public hearing.
Section (20). Action on Preliminary Plan
A.

Within forty-five (45) days after the date of such hearing, the
Planning Board shall approve, with or without modification, or
disapprove such preliminary plan, and the ground for a
modification, if any, or the grounds for disapproval shall be
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stated upon the records of the Planning Board. Notwithstanding
the foregoing provisions hereof, the time in which the Planning
Board must take action on such plat may be extended by mutual
consent of the owner and the Planning Board. If a. Positive
Declaration

ill~

issued in conformance with ill State

Environmental Quality Review

~ill

hearing fillfill Il..Q1 ~

closed until th& Final Environmental Impact Statement ~ hfilill
issued. When approving a preliminary plan, the Planning
Board shall state in writing modifications, if any, that it deems
necessary for submission of the plan in final form.

A.

In the Sun Beach decision the court clarified that an application
was not complete until a Negative Declaration had been issued,
or until a DEIS had been accepted as satisfactory as to scope and
content.

The court also concluded that preliminary approval

determines important design features of a subdivision. The court
"implied that preliminary plat approval may be granted on the
basis of a DEIS, with the Planning Board postponing preparation
of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) until after
receipt of a proposed final plat.. This was inconsistent with the
court's interpretation of the relative importance of preliminary
plat approval and the limited authority afforded to the Planning
Board to reject a final plat that conforms to an approved
preliminary plat." 4 "The court's recommended procedure would
allow the Planning Board to take the more important of the two

4Environmental Impact Review m New York p. 3-176
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actions (preliminary plat approval, as distinguished from final
plat approval) without benefit of an FEIS and without having to
issue SEQRA findings. It seems doubtful that the court would
have suggested this approach if these issues had been brought to
its attention." 5

It would appear that the Planning Board should not make a final
determination on the preliminary plat application until an FEIS
has been prepared, and SEQRA findings have been issued. If an
FEIS can not be prepared and the SEQRA findings issued with the
45-day time period for acting on the preliminary map, the Board
can, and should request an appropriate extension of time from
the applicant. The applicant would have to agree to such
extension because any approval granted on an application could
be overturned if SEQRA is not completed.

However, if the

applicant is unwilling to grant an extension, the board can
refuse to close the hearing on the preliminary plat until the FEIS
has been issued.

B.

Within five (5) days of the approval of such preliminary plat, it
shall be certified by the Planning Board Secretary as having
been granted preliminary approval.

~

™

fillfill bil returned 12

.the subdivider. .QM retained by .the Plannin~ Board.

5Environmental Impact Review in New York p. 3-177
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C.... Approval fil a preliminary Wat fil:llill rurt constitute rumroval fil fue.

finfil subdivision lllim... lrnt rather it fillfill oo deemed .fill expression
!ll approval Qf the. layout submitted Qil the. preliminary llliill .a..s. a
~ tQ fue.

D.

preparation fil fue. final

~

Within six (6) months of the approval of the preliminary plan, the
owner must submit a complete final application submission. If
such plan is not so submitted, approval of the preliminary plan
may be revoked by the Planning Board by resolution fil a public
meetin~.

N.Q. Plannin~ Board action will _M taken

a.furr. fil!cll

revocation until a new preliminary llliill Submission is. submitted.

The. Plannin~ Board IDJ!Y ~rant a six .(fil month extension Qf
preliminary plfil approval upon written request from fu
subdivider. who fil1fill present adequate reasons for fue. .dfilay fil fue.

.fin.al plat submission.

D.

The Planning Board has a current policy of allowing only two
extensions of preliminary approval.

"D" above ,with the

exception of the underlined portion, is a provision from Town
Law. The Board should allow only one extension as stated
above. If there is legitimate reason for the request, it should be
granted. If there is not reason for the request, then the
preliminary approval should be revoked and the subdivider
should re-submit a complete Preliminary Plan Submission.
The Planning Board should not be granting extensions without
adequate reasons. The above mentioned time limit gives the
subdivider one year to submit the final application.
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Section .!2..1} Major Subdiyision final Submjssi,on

A... The. fin.fil. lilim .sh.all he. considered officially submitted .Q.nly when
~ followin~ ~ ~

A.

submitted complete and in gQQ.d form.

Town Law, Section 276, states that the Planning Board shall hold
a hearing on the final map within 45-days of submission unless
the final hearing has been waived. However, the Law does not
specify what a final submission consists of. It just states that
maps must be submitted in "final form." Thus, the regulations
should define the term "final form" in order to determine when
the time frame begins.

ill

A completed Major Subdivision Final Plan Application
Form.

1.2.l

Four

ill~ Qf

maps: each i l l i.£ iQ. include .a final

subdivision map . .a final drainage plan . .a final

gradin~

lilim .an.d final street profiles where applicable. At kafil ™
ill final subdivision !lli!ll ill.Y.fil contain .a Y.filid signature

and approval by ~ Suffolk County Department Qf Health
Services.

ru: where applicable. must contain .a stamp Q.f

exemption from .that Department.

(2)

Four sets of maps are requested; one set will be forwarded
to the engineer for final review, the remaining maps will
be retained for the Planning Board's review.
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Town Law does not specify exactly when maps with Health
Department approval must be submitted. It is important
that Health Department approval be required before final
approval of the subdivision, especially since most land
being subdivided does not have access to public water or
sewer. However, it is difficult to fit the requirement for
Health Department approval into the subdivision review
time frames set by Town Law. The time it takes to obtain
Health Department approval varies. In some cases a
variance is required and the application must go through
an appeals process. However, as discussed in the time
frames for preliminary approval, an extension of
preliminary approval will be granted if the subdivider can
prove that he I she is diligently pursuing an application
before the Health Department, provided this is the only
outstanding item for final plat submission .

.(fil

One (1) certified copy of the Greenport Utility m: .Q.tllirr water
or sewer district contract indicating that mains will be
installed and water will be transmitted to the subdivision

.and that .a sewerage hookup will ~ permitted. if public water
and/or sewers ~ 12 ~ provided.

ill

The subdivider shall be required to install, m: 12 cause 12 ~
installed.~

underground service connection to the

property line of each lot within the subdivision for such
required utilities before the street is paved. The subdivider
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shall submit a letter from each public utility company
whose facilities are proposed to be installed in the proposed
subdivision. Such letter shall include a statement ~ .t2 ~
availability Qf fil!ffi utility SQ .th.at service filll ~ available
when required.

{fil

Letter directed t.Q. fu Planning Board. signed by a.
responsible official .Qf fu school district in which fu
subdivision i§. t.Q. ~located acknowledging receipt 2f
subdivision plans and indicating availability .Qf school
facilities for new pupils QI gny needed facilities

QI~ .that

relate .t2 the. subdivision™

(5)

The current code does not require any review by the school
system. There should be some input from the schools as the
development could affect the system.

{fil

Where applicable. letters directed .t2 the. Chairman Qf the.
Planning Board. signed by a responsible official Qf the. NfilY
York State Department Qf Transportation

Qr. the.

Suffolk

County Department Qf Public Works. approving proposed
construction

Qil.

state

QI.

county rights-of-way a.n...d

indicating that .the. necessary permits will ~issued ™
submission Qf the. appropriate permit ~
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ill

If 280-A access approval is. reQ.uired from~ Zoning Board
Qf Appeals. fil!cl1 approval Illi!fil ~obtained .i!illl submitted m
~Planning

{fil

Board.

Draft documentation for all properties tQ bil offered for
dedication and conveyed .tQ. ~ Town .

.{fil

A d.r.afi llimd estimate for fill reQ.uired improvements. The
estimate is. .tQ. ~ prepared

using~

Draft :fu!llil Estimate

Form and 1I.nit Price Form available fil ~ Planning Board
office.

Ufil

Where .a Homeowners Association is. required . .a .d.r.afi Qf
such Association. prepared in accordance with

ill

requirements Qf Article {.Yl.

U.U A drafi Qf fillX Declaration Qf Covenants and Restrictions
which ~ ~ required by~ Planning Board.

Section 1221 Major Subdivision Einal £lan Regpirements

A... The final nilln .ffifill h.e. prepared in ~ following manner. and
fillfill show ~ following information:
ill

All information required .tQ. h.e. shown .o.n. ~ preliminary
plan.
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122

IM_ layout shown .Qil t.M. preliminary lli.filh including .any

modification made by t.M. Planning Board .

.(.32

~location

Qf t.M. firewell(s) if fil!cll ~ ~ requested.

~location

Qf t.M. fire hydrant(s) if public water~ tQ ~

provided.

ill

~

subdivision name and t.M. phrase "Final Plan"

.{fil

~

names Qf .fill proposed streets. Streets shall have names

and not numbers or letters (such as "1st", "First" or "A"
Street. Proposed street names shall be substantially
different so as not to be confused in sound or spelling with
present names, except that streets that join or are in
alignment with streets of an abutting or neighboring
property shall bear the same name. Generally, no street
should change direction by more than ninety (90) degrees
without a change in the street name.

Section !2ID Study mMaior Subdivision Eimll Flml
~

The Planning Board filfill. forward ™ .s..fil Qf

™

fil1.d .the_ b..Qrul

estimate 1.Q. .the. Town Superintendent .Qf Highways . .the. Town
Engineer. m: other .d.YJ.y appointed reviewer. for review. The
Engineer .s.hfill review t.M. final drainage plans. grading plans
street profiles and performance b.mld estimate fil1.d filliill request
revisions where appropriate. He shall deliver .the. approved Q.r
revised h.@d estimate 1.Q. fu Planning Board along with his
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approval and/or recommendations cl~ drainage i;ilim filld street
profiles within thirty-five rafil daya cl receipt. Failure iQ respond
within .the. thirty five .l3..fil day time period will n.o1 result in a
default cl review. However. this Mll rurt cause ~ Planning Board
iQ .d.elay ~ scheduling cl a final public hearing within ~ allotted

forty-five {1fil day time period.

IL .T.h.e. .d.r.a.fi. Homeowner's Association . .the. .d.r.a.fi. Declaration Qf
Covenants filld Restrictions. filld any offers cl dedication will h.e.
forwarded .tQ .the. Town Attorney for review. The Town Attorney

fillall review .the. draft documentation. filld ~ request revisions
where appropriate. He §hfill deliver ~ documentation with his
approval and/or recommendations within thirty-five rafil ~ .Qf
receipt. Failure .tQ respond within .the. thirty five (3_fil .dl!y time
period will rurt result in a default .Qf review. However. this will rurt
cause ~ Planning Board .tQ .d.filay .the. scheduling .Qf a final public
hearing within~ allotted forty-five .{1fil day time period.

Section~ Hearing 2D Major Subdivision Final :elan

A... Within forth-five (45) days of .the. receipt cl a complete final lllill!
submission. a hearing shall be held by the Planning Board
thereon, which shall be advertised at least once at least five (5)
days before such hearing; provided, however, that when the
Planning Board deems the final plat to be in substantial
agreement with the preliminary plat as approved and/or as
modified in accordance with requirements of approval, the
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Planning Board may waive the requirements for such final
public hearing.

Section 12fil Action Qll Maior Subdiyision Fioal Flan
~

Within forty-five (45) days after the date of the hearing on said
final plat, or in the event that such hearing was waived, within
forty-five (45) days of the submission of the plat in final form for
approval, the Planning Board shall

~

approyin~. disapprovin~ .QI approyin~

filth modification. :the. final

formal action either

l2laL and a written notification Qf fil!cll action shall oo ~ .t.Q ~
subdivider. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions hereof, the
time in which the Planning Board must take action on such plat
may be extended by mutual consent of the owner and the
Planning Board.

lL

If~

fin.fil pil!1 ~ approved . .QI approved filth modification. fu

subdivider shall m
~Chairman ' s

~ .6hsill
Plannin~

.Q.Y.1; ~ ~ lifilfill below prior .t.Q obtainin~

signature Qf approval

a.ta public meeting. All

oo completed within QM hundred ei~hty ilB.Q2 .dru§ Qf 1fil.

Board's formal action. An additional period fillUl .t.Q ~

hundred eighty f.lfilll ~ rn .b..e. ~ranted r n petition .t.Q fu
Plannin~

Board if fil!ffi period ~ found iQ :00 justified. If fill ~

™ DQt completed within this time frame. ~ approval. .QI approval
filili. modification .s.hfill expire. Expiration Qf .an approval .s.hfill
mean fu..fil .any further action will require
final

a resubmission .Qf ~

lllim .and fill reguirements Qf Sections 1.2.12 through .cz..51 an
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additional filing

~in

i l l amount described in Article Ll.ill

Section 2..6 ill.21.as. well .as. a review Qf fill previous findings.

C.

The 180 day time limits are established by Town Law.

ill

Make fill reguired corrections

.QI.

modifications iQ. ih.e.

satisfaction Qf .the. Planning Board.

12..l

Deliver .tQ. .the. Planning Board a .d..e..e..d. suitable for recording.
to~ther

with a certificate Qf filk fill.d release Qf mortgage. if

applicable. for .the. re<JYired parkland dedication. m: rn .the.

fue. in lliill thereof.
.(.3.2

ru an inspection ~ in fu amount egual 1Q 6% Qf fu
approved bQnd estimate.

ill

Obtain a performance bond. letter Qf credit. m: eguivalent
security. in fue amount Qf fue bQnd estimate fill.d submit fue
same iQ. fu Town Clerk .a.n.d. fu Planning Board in
accordance with Article CVIID. The performance bQnd ill.Y..fil
~

prepared in accordance with Article (VIII) and must ~

accepted by .the. Town Board .tQ. .fulfill this conditions.

lfil

Submit a fik.d .Q®Y Qf .the. Homeowner's Association. if .6J.!ci1
Association ~ ~ reguired.
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{fil

Submit a filed

m

Qf the. Declaration Qf Covenants M.d

Restrictions. if fil!cll .a Declaration~ hfilm reguired by~
Planning Board. The Liber and ~ number Qf the. filed
document .Illl!fil ~ noted .on all final maps.

ill

Submit permit approvals from 1h..e.fuJ£. York State
Department Qf Transportation

.QI.

.the. Suffolk County

Department Qf Public Works. if fill.Ch permits ~ required .

.(fil

Submit copies Qf the. corrected final l2lfil ~ follows. All
copies must contain a yalid stamp QfHealth Department
approval. ru:. where applicable. Health Department
exemption.

W Five

(fil complete paper ~containing

1h..e. final

subdivision ID.a& the. final drainage plans. the. final
grading plans

(hl

I2...

If~

and~

final mad profiles.

Two i..2.2 Mylar copies Qf~ final subdivision plan.

final plfil ~ 1Q ~ filed with the County .ckrk in sections. ~

subdivider will file

~

final plfil with ~ Town Clerk

E... Planning Board approval Qf ~ final plfil ~ not ~ deemed fill
acceptance .by ~ Town Qf fil1Y street m: 2thfil: lfilld shown .a.s. offered
for dedication 1Q public .Yfilt.
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E... The si~ature Qf ~ Chairman constituting final approval Qf ~

l2lan shall expire .filx.ty ffiQ2 ~ .i!fkr ~ ~ Qf fil.!cil signature.
unless within ~time .the. final plan .Qr a section thereof filllill

haE ~ filfill in ~ Q.flke. Qf ~ County Clerk. An unrecorded

ill.at shall ~ill!~ status.
ill

If .the.

subdivider~

n.Qi file

tM. m

within .tfil. above

mentioned .filxty ffiQ2 ~.and reguests a re-endorsement
Qf ~ map because ~ Health Department approval must

oo

updated before filing in tM. ~ Qf .the. County Clerk . .Qr
because .the.™ haE ~ changed t.Q conform .tQ ™.Qr
more Qf ~ filing procedures Qf ~ ~ Qf ~ County Clerk.

fu procedure listed in W through W below shall fil
followed. Maps shall n.Qi ~re-endorsed without fu
scheduling .Qf a. public hearing in accordance with all
procedures Qf ~ Subdivision Regulations if .s!DY changes .tQ
~design .Qr layout~~

(1)

made.

Many times the Planning Board is asked to re-endorse
maps. In most cases this is because the subdivider has
neglected to file the maps in the allotted time. Therefore,
before the maps can be filed in the office of the County
Clerk, the subdivider must obtain updated Health
Department approval, and another endorsement from the
Planning Board. The Planning Board currently reendorses maps at a public meeting. However, before the
maps can be re-endorsed, the Board must review them to
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make sure that the design and layout have not been
changed.

These revisions set a procedure for the Board to follow
when a subdivider requests re-endorsement of an
approved subdivision map.

W The subdivider Iilllfil submit .a letter requesting the.
Chairman iQ re-endorse fillid m

&id letter~ ill

.furth th& reasons filly th& ™ Illi.!fili oo re-endorsed . .filld
shall ~fill changes made iQ th& r n

ili2 Five complete

paper~ containing~

final

subdivision plan. the. final drainage plans. the. final
grading plans .a.rul the. final mad profiles . .s.hfill :12.e
submitted. All final subdivision plans .5hfill contain a
valid stamp Qf Health Department approval.

QI

where

applicable. Health Department exemption.

W Two .(22 Mylar copies Qf the final subdivision plan. b.Q1h
containing a. valid stamp Qf Health Department
approval. m: where applicable. Health Department
exemption .

.c..d.2 A fifty .(Qfil dollar processing fue. Illi.!fili oo submitted.
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W Upon submission .Qf fu items listed above. :t.h..e.
Planning Board Chairman will endorse .the. maps fil

.the. next scheduled Planning Board meeting.
G.

No changes, modifications or revisions shall be made to any
final plat or on the existing real property that said plat describes
after approval has been given by the Planning Board and
endorsed in writing on the plat, unless the said plat is first
resubmitted to the Planning Board in accordance with fill
reguirements Qf ~ Subdivision Regulations. In the event that
any such final plat is recorded without complying with this
requirement, the same shall be considered null and void, the
Building Inspector shall not issue building permits and the
Town shall institute proceedings to have the plat stricken from
the records of the County Clerk.
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ARTICLE (Ill)
~Schedule

Section .{2fil Am>lication Fm.

The current code does not have a separate fee section. The application fees
are contained within the sections for each type of subdivision. Fees for
outside consultants to do an environmental review or an engineering
review, are not specified in the code, although the Planning Board has been
charging the subdivider for the environmental review and for part of the
engineering review. The revisions contain two sections which pertain only
to fees.

One section pertains to application fees, and the other section

pertains to fees for outside consulting services.

An in depth critique of the amount of the application fees required was not
done. The fee schedule was amended in November 1988, and there have been
no requests or justified complaints in reference to the amount of the fees. A
survey done in 1989 by planning staft6 concluded that Southold's fees were
similar in amount to those of other Towns, and no adjusting was necessary.
This section does not revise the actual amount of the fee, however, it
restructures the time at which the fee is required.

There is a discrepancy in the current code which in some cases causes the
application fee for a minor subdivisions to be more than that for a major
subdivision. The current fees are calculated on a per lot basis for minor

6 Robert Kassner, Planning staff, conducted a phone survey of some of the
Towns in Suffolk County. It was difficult to compare the fees, as the Towns
varied in the way and times at which they required the fees. Some Towns
included a park and recreation fee in their application fee, some included the
inspection fee, etc.
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subdivisions and a per acre basis for major subdivisions. Changing these
fees so that they are consistent, either both per lot or both per acre was
considered to try to eliminate the above mentioned discrepancy. However,
although such a change would eliminate the discrepancy, it would have the
potential to cause other problems, such as the Planning Board having to
refund money if the number of lots changed. A change in the number of lots
is usually not a problem with minor subdivisions, however, it is a frequent
occurrence with major subdivisions. Also, such a change would result in
changes to the amount of the fee, and as stated above, there is no immediate
reason to change the amount of the fees required. It was concluded therefore,
to leave the fees as they exist; on a per lot basis for minor subdivisions, and
on a per acre basis for major subdivisions.

A... Minor Subdivision Application ~
ill

The application ~ fill.fill

oo .b£.Q. hundred and fifty dollars

($250.) Qll).y if the. proposal~ for~ .b£.Q. 12.t subdivision fufil
meets ill requirements listed in either Subsection W

Qr

Subsection ill below .an..d. there hll been no other
subdivision. whether hy ~Qr hy prior Planning Board
approval Qf the. parcel in guestion.

(1)

The current subdivision regulations allow for a division
of land which is classified as a set-off Although the set-off
is not referred to throughout the regulations, it is included
and detailed in the Definition Section as a subset of the
definition for Subdivision. Also included in this
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Definition Section is the fee for a set-off.

From

discussions with Planning Board members, it appears that
the original intent of the set-off was to allow a parcel to be
"set-off' from an existing farm. In this manner, the
farmer could create housing for his family or sell off one
lot while still maintaining the farm.

Since the intent of a set-off is not clearly defined in the
regulations, the average reader does not know the
difference between a set-off and a two lot subdivision.

In many cases, the two lot subdivision, or 'set-off' will
affect how the remainder of the property can be subdivided.
Thus, it is important that the Planning Board review all
subdivisions of land, even if they are only for two lots.

Looking at the true intent of the set-off it is evident that
some mechanism should allow a parcel to be set off without
all of the usual expenses of the subdivision process.
However, it is also important to allow the Planning Board
to have an in-depth review of all proposals. The revised
Code, while requiring that the plans be reviewed in all
respects like a minor subdivision, provides a special fee
for what was classified as a set-off by clearly stating what
types of subdivisions will qualify for the reduced
application fee.

In effect, this refiects what the Planing

Board is currently doing.
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W The proposed subdivision will create .tYLQ }.Q.16. .tQ. allow
.tYLQ pre-existing.

currently habitable dwellings. which

~fill QM }Qt t2 ~ located. QM fill

fil!cll proposed l.Qt..

.{hl The proposed subdivision will create:

ill

~

M which conforms .tQ. i!ll requirements Qf .the.

Zonin~ ~

sm..d. .the. Subdivision Regulations:

grul is. ~ .tillm ~ .the. minimum requirements

.Qf fu Zoning District in which

fu parcel is.

located: Sill..d

(i)

The lot must be of a size so that it can not be
further subdivided to create another lot in
conformance with the minimum requirements
of the Zoning District.

(ii) A second Mother than :thfil described in ill above.
which will ~ .t!ill Uill m

m: more in area:

(ii) Ten acres was chosen as this is the smallest
parcel of land

which will allow the parcel to

remain in an agricultural district for tax
purposes.

00

For fill minor subdivisions which .d..Q. !lQ.i meet fu
requirements Qf Subsection W above . .the. application ~

slliill ~~follows:
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(2)

The current code requires that the application fee be
submitted in total with the final application for minor
subdivisions and with the preliminary application for
major subdivisions. However, a majority of the Planning
Board's review is done prior to the granting of sketch plan
approval. As a policy, the Board has been requiring that
application fees be submitted prior to the granting of sketch
plan approval. However, this is not refiected in the code.

The split application fees will enable the Planning Board
to require the payment of an established fee if a certain
level of approval has expired. Also, in the event that the
application fees are increased during the course of review,
the subdivider will be responsible for submitting an
updated fee if that stage of the application has not yet been
submitted.

This will eliminate the Planning Board's

processing of applications with outdated fees.

W Five hundred dollars ($500) ~ ~ hundred Q.lld fifu
dollars ($250) per proposed }Qt. tQ oo submitted~ IIBrt fil
ibg sketch plan submission:

.lhl Five hundred dollars ($500) ~ ~ hundred and fifu
dollars ($250) per proposed }Qt. tQ 00 submitted~ IIBrt m

ill final plan submission:
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W An inspection~ Qf 6% Qf ~ bQnd estimate. if .fil!Y ~
.Qf r.2tl ~required. The inspection

fil must .b...e.

submitted prior 12 endorsement Qf ~ r n and/or prior
12 construction Qf ~ Nfill..

ill)

Where applicable. fill minor subdivisions fill.fill he. subject 12
outside consulting ~ M specified in Section 1.2.12 5lf this
Article . .filld a~ in i l l m lan.d. dedication for

l2a.rk rulli

playground purposes M specified in Article (VII).

11.. Major Subdivision Application Fee

ill

Five hundred dollars ($500) ~fifty dollars .($Q.Q2 mu: rn

.o..r. P11I.1 there

Qf.. .t.Q ~ submitted with

.t.h.e. sketch filan

application:

ill

Five hundred dollars ($500) ~fifty dollars .($Q.Q2 mu: rn
ID: rum~ .QL iQ 00

submitted filth~ preliminary plan

application:

.(fil

An inspection fee Qf 6% Qf ~ bQnd estimate. The inspection
~

ill

must ~ submitted prior .1;Q endorsement Qf the map.

All major subdivisions fill.fill
outside

consulting~ M

oo subject 12... where applicable.

specified in Section 1.2.12 mthis

Article . .filld a~ in i l l ill lan.d. dedication for park rulli
playground purposes M specified in Article (VII).
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.C... LQ1 Line Amendment Application m
The application for .a l&t Line Change fillfill ~ fifty dollars

ill

($50):

i22

All I&1 Line applications shall rut subject iQ.... where
applicable. outside consulting ~ .a.e. specified in Section
(212 Qf this Article.

Section !211 ~ E2r Ou@de Consulting Seeyices

A... In performing reviews Qf subdivisions. fu Planning Board™
refer fil.lcl:! applications .tQ fil!.ffi engineering. technical. planning.

a.a ii shall deem reasonably
necessary .tQ enable it .tQ review fillffi applications .a.e. reguired by

QL

environmental consultants

~

H.... The applicant shall. in addition .tQ payment Qf application ~ ~
forth in Section (2fil above. submit payment for .any outside
consulting services required. A .QQfil estimate

will~~

.tQ fu

subdivider prior .tQ ~commencement Qf mu work. Payment filll
~

required prior .tQ ~ Planning Board authorizing ~ outside

consultant to proceed with~ review.
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ARTICLE (IV)
Lot Line Amendments

Section (28) General Requirements
Prior 12 chaneing a M line in fillY approved Qr recorded subdivision lili!.h
QI

in any™ QI iiliill legally established prior m ~ adoption many

reeulations controlling subdivisions. whereby ~ proposed change
nQ.t

~

create fillY additional ~ ~ requirements .Qf this Article shall apply.

The Planning Board has a procedure for reviewing lot line changes.
There is a set application fee, and certain requirements which must be
met prior to approval of such change. However, these requirements are
not contained in the Town Code or the Subdivision Regulations. These
revisions present a separate section to set forth the requirements for such
applications.

This section is basically a shortened and amended version of the
requirements for subdivision approval. Therefore, so as not to be
redundant, the commentary has not been repeated in this section.

Section !2fil Presµbmis.filon
Prior 1Q. submission Qf the. l&i Line Amendment application.
applicantCs)

~he.

~

entitled m™ presubmission conference fil.th ~

.a.ruL. if necessary.™ additional pre submission
conference Mfu ~ Planning Board at a public meeting. The purpose .Qf

Planning staff.

this presubmission conference is. .1Q enable ~ applicant(s) .1Q ~time

filld expense Jn: reaching .a general agreement with~ Planning Board
and .M.th ~ filfilI .a.s.12 ~general form and layout and~ objectives .Qf
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~

procedures prior .tQ. submission Qf ~ application. The presubmission

conference shall ~ ~ within thirty l.3.Q2 calendar .dID§ from ~ .d.a.t..e
Qf written reguest thereof.

Section !3fil Ldll Lim Amendment Submission
~

~

applicant .ffifill submit ~ following .iQ. ~ Planning Board

Secretary:

ill

A completed I&t Line Amendment Application Form

!.fil

A l&t Line Amendment Application ~~noted in Article
illl2...

f.32

Em!!: copies Qf ~ Short Environmental Assessment Form.
The Long Environmental Assessment Form filll M
reguired for fillY applications located within a. Critical
Environmental Area.

ill

A statement in affidavit form setting forth

~

names .and

addresses Qf fill persons. corporations. partnerships. and
associates having .fill interest. direct . .m: indirect. in .the.
application . .and ~ nature Qf fililll interest .

.{fil_

Where applicable. a. statement in affidavit form from

~

owner(s) Qf ~ property granting permission for fill agent .t2
~ Qil

behalf Qf ~ owner(s).
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.(fil

A

m

Qf .any existing Declarations Qf Covenants

.a.llil

Restrictions .th.at™ effect all Q! fil1Y lill.tl .Qf 1M subject
parcels.

ill

The deeds for fill :t.M effected properties. including metes

filld bounds description .
.(fil

A

™

.Qf any riders .tQ W

may~ .al1 Q! fil!Y

ifil

~ ~anting rights

.Qf access thfil

ru!rt .Qf W parcel ~ subdivided.

An affidavit that™~ Planning Board's approval .Qf ~

lfil line amendment. Il.Q new building lfil will ~ b..filul
created. and fillY larul involved in ~ proposed application
will ~ merged with QnQ .Qf ~ existing ll@ involved in ~
proposal.

il.Q2

Twelve l..lll copies Qf fu l.21 line o.la..n. prepared in
accordance with Section i.3.12 below.

Section !al} I.Qi I,J.m Amendment Mall Regpirements

&

The IDJU2 for .tllil lfil line amendment .s.lliill ~ prepared in .tfill
following manner fillil shall show :t.M following information:

ill

It mt~~ .QJl w town tax m
equals QnQ hundred ilQill fu.fil...

fil g

~ Qf .QJle ill inch
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00

ll Iill!fil ~ prepared. stamped filld signed by a licensed land
suryeyor QI. engineer.

1.3.2

ll IDJ.!fil ~ appropriately marked :.1&.t Line Amendment"
and shall contain 1h.e name Qf fill property owners involved
in 1h.e application.

.L..42

Am™ showing 1b..e location Qf 1b..e parcels. including a
tie line .t2 S!Il existing street .

.{fil

The name Qf .the. Hamlet Town fillll County in which ~
parcels ar.e. located .

.(fil

The North point. whether ~ QI magnetic: if magnetic. 1h.e

.d.fil.e. Qf reading.

™

ill

The Suffolk County tax

.(fil

The zoning district(s)

.(fil

Name and address Qf owners. and engineer QI. surveyor.

ilQ2

The name Qf all adjoining property owners a.s, listed .Qil 1h.e

number (section. ~ filld l.Q.t1.

towntaxrn
il..ll

Contours shall ~ indicated fil intervals Qf nQ.t more than five
{fil fue1.
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U2l

The iQ.tfil acreag-e Qf fil!..ch parcel ~ existing and ~ proposed.

UID Notations Qf fill existing restrictions Qil ~ ™ Qf laillL
including easements. covenants .a.n.d. restrictions . .a..n..d
rights-of-way.

00 Existing buildings arul structures located Q!l .thil .filk..
ilfil Existing wooded areas.
Ufil

Existing wetlands (tidal .a.n..d. fresh). marshes. bogs.
swamps. ponds. lakes. streams . .QI any Q..thfil: water bodies.
Qil

w subject properties. arul within five-hundred fufil iliQill

thereof. The above mentioned areas

which~

located

outside Qf W property boundary. lmt ~ located within fivehundred fufil Qf fil!cl! property. ™~located ml

U1l

w mm

Horizontal areas Qf slopes which exceed .a. erade Qf twenty
.(2.Q2 percent.

ilfil

Horizontal areas Qf escarpments. bluffs . .QI~ seaward
~

il.92

Qf primary dunes.

Beaches below mean high water.~ defined by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

.{2Ql

The Coastal Erosion Hazard Line if .thil subject property~
acljacent 12 Long Island Sound.
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12..ll The ™ hundred ilQQ2 EillJ: floodplain .s!.5. designated by ~
Federal Emeqrnncy Management Agency.
Section !321 Study ml.Qt Lim Aniendment

A... Wben ~ application ~ hfilfil submitted in accordance filth~
requirements Qf Sections i3.Q2 and raJJ above. ~ Planning Board
~

initiate the. environmental review in accordance ID.th the.

~York

ill

fil& Environmental Quality Review A.ct CSEQRA).

Pursuant 1Q. SEQRA . .tfil. Planning Board .5.hfill issue a.
Negative Declaration if il h.a§. hfilill determined that .th.e.
proposed application will Il.Q.1 significantly affect fu
environment.

1.22

Pursuant 1Q. SEQRA . .tfil. Planning Board .5.hfill issue a.
Positive Declaration if i1 ill~ determined .th.at .i,M
proposed application will significantly

affect~

environment. If fil.!.cll determination ia made. a. Draft
Environmental Impact Statement IDJJ.fil he. accepted by ~
Planning Board M being satisfactory in r n an.d content.
prior .tQ .the application ~ deemed complete.

H.... The Planning Board shall review ~ application based l!PQ!l lb&
circumstances presented. along with .th.e. overall development.
neighborhood character. topographic an.d natural features Qf lb&

land and other reguirements M stated in Article (VI).
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.C....

TM Planning Board fil:uill. forward ili.e. appropriate number fil
maps tQ .tM. Suffolk County Planning Commission~ if applicable.

as. defined in Article an.. Section f.5.1 The application ~ Il.Q1

oo

deemed complete until receipt fil a report from fil!cll Commission.
unless fil!cll Commission has defaulted Q!l ill review.

D....

~

Planning Board may reguire th.at a Declaration Qf Covenants

and Restrictions oo filfill in~~ Qf ~ County Clerk t2 insure

ili.e. implementation fil .all requirements fil Article (VI) Design
Standards.

Section

.ram FiuaJ Submisfilon

When all reguirements Qf Section .{3fil through Section {322 above ~ ~
fulfilled. and if~ Planning Board lli!.s_ reguested any changes tQ ~ r n
~ .{fil

corrected final ~ have ~ submitted. ~ application .ffiilll

oo

deemed complete.

Section~

Fjpal Hearing

Within forty-fiye .{Afil .d.a.ll after fu application

~

h.filill. deemed

complete. ~ Planning Board shall hold a public hearing thereon. which
shall
~

oo advertised a.t leafil rn in a newspaper Qf general circulation in

TuMl at k.afil five .(.5.2 .dru§ before fil!.cll hearing ~ held.

Section 135.l Action 211 .Lfil Line Amendment

A... Within forty-five .(1fil .d.ru§ .af.t.fil: ili.e. ~ fil fil!ill hearing. ili.e.
Planning Board~ approve. with m: without modification.

m:

disapprove fil.!ffi application. and .tM. grounds for a modification. if
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mlYa m: ~ ~ounds fur

w

disapproval shall he stated in ~ records Qf

Planning Board.

IL. If w final pl.an is. approved. m: approved fil..th modification. W
applicant shall m

w

.Q1!1 ~~~below before iQ obtaining

Chairman's signature Qf approval

~ filillU he

at a public meeting. All

completed within .one hundred eighty il8Q2 .dfil§ Qf ~

Planning Board's formal action. An additional period Qf YJ212 ™
hundred eighty il.8fil ~may~ granted YP.Q!1 petition iQ fu
Planning Board if fil!cll period is. found iQ ~justified. If all ~

™ nQt completed within this time frame. ~ approval. Qr approval
fil.th modification shall expire. Expiration Qf fill approval .ffifill
mean .t.hfil rn further action will require resubmission Q..f
requirements Qf this Article.

ill

Make all corrections m: modifications noted in fu Board's
conditions Qf approval 1Q. fu satisfaction Qf fu Planning
Board.

1.22

Submit a filed

.c..QDY Qf fu

Declaration Qf Covenants .an.d

Restrictions. if fil!cll a Declaration ha..s. b.e.e.n required by~
Planning Board. The Liber a.n.d ~number Qf fu filed
document must b!! noted .Q!l all final maps.

1.3..l
.C....

Submit five .(fil paper copies Qf ~final plan .

No. changes. modifications Qr revisions filillll ~made iQ fillY final

lllfill .a.fk.r approval has been given b.y fu Planning Board a..n.d
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endorsed in

writin~ .Q1l ~plan.

resubmitted i.Q. ~

Plannin~

reguirements Qf this Article.

unless

~

fil!i.d :clfil is. first

Board in accordance with ill

11 7
ARTICLEM
Cluster Development

The requirements for a Cluster Development are currently contained in the
Zoning Code in Article XVIII. However, it presently is not referenced in the
Subdivision Regulations.

Section 281 of New York Town Law allows the Town Board to authorize the
Planning Board to modify applicable provisions of the Zoning Ordinance to
"enable and encourage flexibility of design and development of land, to
facilitate the adequate and economical provision of streets and utilities, and
to preserve the natural and scenic qualities of open lands." 7

It is proposed that the current Cluster Development section be included in the
Subdivision Regulations.

The sections of the Subdivision Regulations

pertaining to map requirements will include the requirements for cluster
developments and will also refer the subdivider to this Section. For the most
part, the Cluster Development section has not been revised. All changes are
underlined.

Section .mm Purpose
The purpose of this Section is to encourage flexibility and innovation in
the design of residential development that cannot be achieved on many
sites through adherence to traditional zoning and subdivision

7Town Law, Section 281
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regulations. Further, the application of the cluster development technique
is intended to achieve:

A.

Maximum reasonable conservation of land and protection of
groundwater supply and groundwater recharge areas.

B.

Preservation of agricultural activity by encouraging retention of
large continuous areas of agricultural use.

C.

Variety in type and cost of residential development, thus
increasing the choice of housing types available to town
residents.

D.

Preservation of trees ... wetlands and outstanding natural
features, prevention of soil erosion, creation of usable open space
and recreation areas and preservation of scenic qualities of open
space.

E.

A shorter network of streets and utilities and more efficient use
of energy than would be possible through strict application of
standard zoning.

Section .ra7l Applicability
Town Law Section 281 states that the Town Board, in empowering the
Planning Board to allow cluster developments , shall specify the lands to
which this procedure may be applicable. This section describes where
cluster developments must be applied, and where they may be applied.
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A.

On lots of ten (10) or more acres in the A-C AgriculturalConservation, the R-40 and R-80 Districts and the Low Density
Residential R-120, R-200 and R-400 Districts, clustering will be
required, subject to the following conditions:

(1)

The residential use will be single-family detached homes
for lots sizes of thirty thousand (30,000) square feet or
larger and detached or attached houses for lot sizes less
than thirty thousand (30,000) square feet.

(2)

The density of these homes will be as specified in the
particular district and determined as indicated in Section

.c.3.8.2 below.

(3)

The minimum lot size shall be:

(a) Without public water and sewer: thirty thousand
(30,000) square feet.

(b) With public water: twenty thousand (20,000) square
feet.

(c) With public water and sewer: ten thousand (10,000)
square feet.
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B.

In the Low-Density Residential Districts, to wit, the A-C
Agricultural-Conservation,

R-80, R-120, R-200 and R-400

Districts, clustering is permitted and may be mandated by the
Planning Board in the exercise of discretion.

Section .!.aB.l Determination of Density and ~ning Modification
A.

An application for cluster development shall include a map or

maps showing the proposed cluster design or designs offered for
consideration by the Planning Board, together with a map which
shall be prepared for consideration as a standard rifil..d. ill.fill
conforming to all requirements of the Zoning Code and
Subdivision Regulations of the Town of Southold. All maps filllill.
conform t..Q. fill reguirements Qf Section ill Sketch Plan
Submission.

B.... The total building lot yield of the standard filld illi!!1 shall be
used to determine the yield in the number of building lots which
the Planning Board may grant in a cluster development. A
cluster development design may be prepared for any
contiguously owned holdings, whether or not they are separated
by an existing street offering direct access to such holdings. In
all other cases, the holdings shall be considered as separate
parcels.

C.

In a cluster development, lot area, width, depth, front yard, rear
yard and side yards may be reduced to less than the minimum
requirements set forth in the bulk schedule, provided that such
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modification or changes shall not result in a greater average
density or coverage of dwelling units than is permitted in the
zoning district wherein the land lies. Building envelopes.
delineating .the. front ~ r.em: yard arul ~ yards for filiffi lfil
man~

indicated.

Section !3fil Regyirements
A.

The area of a cluster development shall be in a single ownership
or under unified control.

B.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit in a cluster
development, a site plan shall be submitted to, and approved by,
the Planning Board in accordance with Article XXV (Site Plan
Approval) of the Zoning Code and the conditions listed in
Subsections (1) and (2) below, unless .the. Planning Board waives

.the reguirement for -'! fil..re man and instead requires th.fil .the. cluster
development .b..e. in accordance filth all reguirements Qf fu
Subdivision Regulations.

B.

Town Law, Section 281 requires a site plan. Although the current
Cluster Development Article requires a site plan, the Planning
Board does not exercise this authority, and instead treats cluster
subdivisions, for review purposes, as a subdivision.

The

majority of the cluster subdivisions in Southold are single
family homes in a two-acre zone (the lots are clustered to one
acre and the remainder is left as open space). However, if a plan
for attached homes is submitted, the Planning Board may wish to
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exercise the option to require a site plan. This section should be
amended, however, to allow the Board the option to waive the site
plan. The way the Article reads currently, the Planning Board is
to require a site plan, but is also to proceed in accordance with the
Subdivision Regulations.

(1)

Said site plan shall include areas within which structures
may be located, the height and spacing of buildings, the
location of open spaces and their landscaping, off-street
open and enclosed (if any) parking spaces and streets,
trails, site easements and recreation facilities, driveways
and any other physical features relevant to the proposed
plan and determined to be necessary by the Planning
Board.

(2)

Said site plan shall include a statement setting forth the
nature of all proposed modifications of existing zoning
prov1s10ns.

C.

Nothing contained in this Article shall relieve the subdivider of
a proposed cluster development from receiving final plat
approval in accordance with ill other reg,uirements Qf the
Subdivision Regulations.

A.

The Planning Board shall establish such conditions on the
ownership, use and maintenance of common areas, including
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open space, as it deems necessary to assure the preservation of
such areas for their intended purpose. Common areas and/or
open space may either be retained by a condominium corporation
or it may be deeded to a homeowners' or homes association
comprised of the residents of the subdivision and reserved for
their use or other mechanism acceptable to the Town Board and
Town Attorney. Said common areas may be used for
agricultural use, for passive recreational uses, for visual
amenity and/or nature study or for necessary accessory uses
such as parking.

B.

A cluster development shall be organized as one (1) of the
following:

a

condominium corporation;

a

homes or a

homeowners' association approved by the Federal Housing
Administration for mortgage insurance as a planned unit
development and the

Plannin~

Board; a homes association

approved by the Town Attorney and

Plannin~

Board; or any

other arrangements approved by the Town Attorney and
Planning Board as satisfying the intent of this chapter.
Whenever a homes association is proposes, the Planning Board
shall retain the right to review and approve the Articles of
Incorporation and the charter and bylaws of said homes
association and any amendments or revisions thereof and to
require whatever conditions deemed necessary to ensure that the
intent and purpose of this Section is carried out. In consideration
of said approval, the Planning Board shall, in part, require the
cluster development to meet the following conditions:
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B.

The term "Planning Board" was substituted for the term "Town
Board" in the above section.

(1)

A homes association shall be established as a not-for-profit
corporation operating under recorded land agreements
through which each lot owner, and any succeeding owner
according to the deed to each unit, is automatically a
member and each lot is automatically subject to a charge
for a proportionate share of the expenses for the
organization's activities, including real property taxes
and the maintenance of the common land and facilities.
Each lot shall be subject to a lien in the event of
nonpayment by the owner thereof of his proportionate share
of the expenses for the association.

(2)

Title to all common property shall be placed in the homes
association or definite and acceptable assurance shall be
given that it automatically will be so placed within a
reasonable period of time.

(3)

Each lot owner shall have equal voting rights in the
association and shall have the right to the use and
enjoyment of the common property.

(4)

Once established and title to the common land is conveyed
to the homes association, all responsibility for operation
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and maintenance of the common land and facilities shall
lie with the homes association.

(5)

Dedication of all common areas shall be recorded directly
on the final plat an/or be reference on that plat to a
dedication

in

a

separately

recorded

document.

Resubdivision of such areas is prohibited. The dedication
shall:

(a) Save the title to the common property to the homes
association free of any cloud of implied public
dedication.

(b) Commit the developer to convey the areas to the homes
association at an approved time.

( c) Grant easement of enjoyment over the area to the lot
owners, subject to restrictions as shall be imposed by
recorded restrictive covenants.

(d) Give to the homes association the right to borrow for
improvements upon the security of the common areas.

(e)

Grant to the homes association the right to suspend
membership rights for nonpayment of assessments or
infraction of established rules.
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C.

Covenants shall be established, limiting all lots to one-family
use and all common lands to open space uses approved by the
Plannin~

Board. No structures may be erected on such common

lands except as shown on the approved site plan

IiliU and approved by the

Plannin~

QI

subdivision

Board. Such deed restriction

or covenant shall specifically prohibit any development for other
than open space or agricultural use on the specified open land
and/or conservation area.

D.

Each deed to each lot sold shall include by reference all recorded
declarations and other restrictions, including assessments and
the provision for liens for nonpayment of such.

E.

The homes association shall be perpetual; it shall purchase
insurance, pay taxes, specify in its charter and bylaws an
annual homeowner's fee , make provision for assessments and
provide that all such charges become a lien on each lot in favor of
said association. The association shall have the right to proceed
in accordance with all necessary legal action for the foreclosure
and enforcement of liens, and it shall also have the right to
commence action against any member for the collection of any
unpaid assessment in any court of competent jurisdiction.

F.

The developer shall assume all responsibilities as previously
outlined for the homes association until a majority of the
dwelling sites are sold, at which time the homes association shall
be automatically established by the developer at the developer's
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expense and title to the common area conveyed by the developer to
the homes association.

G.

Prior to plat approval, the developer shall file a performance bond
in accordance with Article (VIII), with the Town Board to ensure
the proper installation of all required improvements, including
recreation improvements, and a maintenance bond to ensure the
proper maintenance of all common lands until the homes
association is established and title to the common lands is
conveyed to the homes association. The amount and terms of
said bonds and the form, sufficiency, manner of execution dn
sufficiency of the surety shall be approved by the Town Board and
the Town Attorney.

H.

The certificate of incorporation of the organization and its
bylaws shall contain the following provisions, and notice of said
provisions shall be specifically given in any brochure or
prospectus issued by the developer:

(1)

That such organization is established to own and
maintain common open space or common elements and
that, if such organization or any successor organization
shall, at any time after title to such common land and other
common elements is conveyed to it, fail to maintain the
common open space and other common elements in
reasonable order and conditions in accordance with the
plan proposed, the Town Board may cause a written notice
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to be served by certified mail upon such organization, at its
address as shown upon the last completed town assessment
roll, or in the same manner upon the owners of the lots in
such subdivision at their address as shown upon the last
completed assessment roll, which such notice shall set
forth:

(a) The particulars in which the common open space and
other common elements have not been maintained in
reasonable order and condition;

(b) A demand that such deficiencies in maintenance
shall be remedied within thirty (30) days from the
date of such notice:

(c) That, upon the failure to remedy such default in
maintenance within the time specified, the Town
Board will hold a hearing upon the matter upon not
less than five (5) days' notice in writing sent by
certified mail to such organization or to such lot
owners;

(d) That, after such hearing, the Town Board may take
such action as it deems appropriate to provide for the
proper maintenance of such common open space and
common elements; and
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(e) That any and all costs and expenses incurred by the
town for such purposes may be assessed upon all of the
lots in such subdivision and be collected in the same
manner and at the same time as real property taxes
are collected in the Town of Southold.

I.

The Planning Board and Town Board, in order to ensure that the
open space will be used for its intended purposes, shall have the
continuing right to impose building controls and restriction on
the use and maintenance of the common open space lands.

J.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Town Board may, in its
discretion, accept an offer for dedication to the town of the open
space and/or common lands created by use of the provisions of
this Article.
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ARTICLE (VD
Design Standards

Section W) J)etailed Index
Brief Outline Qf Specifications for Streets

Section (45-G)

Building Envelopes

Section (48-A)

Compliance With Zoning Ordinance

Section (43-A)

Corner l&t§

Section (43-C)

..I2fillll End Streets/Cul-De-Sacs

Section (45-B)

Disturbance .tQ Sil&

Section (48-D)

Double Frontage and Reverse Frontage Lots

Section (43-E)

Drainage flan Reguirements

Section (46-E)

Drainage

Section {1fil

Driveways

Section (44-C)

Erosion gnd Sedimentation Control

Section (48-E)

Fire wells

Section (47-D)

Flag~

Section (43-F)

General Access t2 ~

Section (44-A)

General Reguirements

Section (42)

Horizontal Alignment

Section (45-D)

Intersections

Section (45-C)

l&t Yield and l&t Area

Section (43-B)

..L&!§ Qil Countv m: .Stru& Roads

Section (44-B)

Provision for Future Resubdivision

Section (43-G)

Public Utilities

Section (47-E)

Right-of-Way Width. Pavement Width .

.c..w:b and Sidewalk Requirements
Recharge Basins

Section (45-F)
Section (46-G)

13 1
Restrictive Easements fill.d llifili Restrictions

Section (48-B)

~Lines

Section (43-D)

Street Arran~ement

Section (45-A)

Street Li~htin~ Standards

Section (47-C)

Street Profile Requirements

Section (46-F)

Street~

Section (47-B)

Street~

Section (47-A)

Topsoil

Section (48-C)

Vertical Ali~ment

Section (45-E)

Section Wl General Requirements
In considering applications for subdivision of land, the Planning Board
shall be guided by the standards set forth hereinafter. The said standards
shall be considered to be minimum requirements.

Subdivision

desi~n

.s.h.all preserve and protect. insofar ~ possible. natural

terrain features. fil!ill ~ filli1 and freshwater wetlands. beaches. prime
awcultural ~ filfilm slopes. bluffs. unique vegetation fill.d animal habitat.
floodplains.

~oundwater

fill.d natural drainage patterns in accordance with

.the. Master Plan. Zoning Ordinance and filhfil: applicable ordinances of .the.
Town Qf Southold.

Section Wl I.Qt
~

mm Block Ammgement, Standards mm Specifications

Compliance With Zoning Ordinance

All building M.s shall fil l.fil!fil comply with ~ requirements Qf ~
Zonin~

Ordinance Qf ~Town Qf Southold.
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B.

The present code is not clear on what can and can not be excluded
from the total lot yield or the individual lot area. It has been the
Planning Board's policy to exclude wetlands, land under water,
bluffs, easements preventing use of land for the construction of
buildings, or any other unbuildable area, from the individual lot
area. However, the authority to do this is not definitively
included in the Subdivision Regulations and whether or not the
areas can be excluded from the total lot yield or the individual lot
area is left open to interpretation.

Buildable land is defined in the Zoning Code as "the net area of a
lot or parcel after deducting wetlands, streams, ponds, slopes
over fifteen percent (15%), underwater land, easements or other
restrictions preventing use of such land for construction of
buildings or development. However, this definition is not
contained in the Subdivision Regulations. Nor do the
subdivision regulations specify whether this land can be
included in the minimum lot area required by the applicable
zoning district ..

Planning Literature recommends that as a general rule,
placement of lots, buildings, and roads should complement and
preserve the natural features of the site, such as bodies of water,
environmentally sensitive areas, scenic views, and existing
8Parts of this section adopted with amendments from Southampton Code,
Riverhead Code, and RPPW Proposed Subdivision Regulations
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stands of trees. 9 Land unsuitable for development and of a
fragile environmental nature should be protected, a restriction
that can be justified on the grounds of protecting the health,
safety, and welfare of the public. 10 The literature is not clear on
exactly what should be excluded from lot area, and what
standards should be used. In view of the Supreme Court decisions
on takings, however, restrictions for environmental reasons
must be carefully determined.

This section attempts to define as precisely as possible the areas
that should be preserved and where development should be
avoided. It also defines total lot yield and lot area. Precise
definition is important; the delineation between developable
areas, undevelopable areas , and areas which can or can not be
contained within individual lot boundaries, must be clear,
consistent, and based on sound, not capricious, reasons in order
to avoid legal challenges and in order that all parties understand
exactly where development is proscribed.

The lot arrangement shall be such that in constructing a
building in compliance with the Zoning Ordinance there will be
no foreseeable difficulties. All l..Q.ll shall

~ desi~ned

in

accordance with lli following:

The areas listed in Subsection B

ill through B Ufil .s.lliill. ~

excluded from consideration M areas contributing iQ Mfil }Qt
9The Subdivision and Site Plan Handbook, page 25
1OThe Subdivision and Site Plan Handbook, Page 25
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D.eld., Em:~ purooses Qf .thia section. ~ ~ contributin~ 1Q 1Qtfil

M yield" .sm..d. :12.t area" filall Mt~ identical

meanin~.

The

"total M yield" shall ~ ~ .tQ.tfil number Qf Ma which will result

fuml ~ division Qf a parcel Qf ~ property. The :l,Q.t ~ ia ~
1Qtfil rn circumscribed lu ~ boundaries Qf a particular l.Q.t... The

:121 area" r n include areas described in Subsection B ill
throu~h

B ffi} listed below. provided that iillcll M fill.all ~ the.

minimum lo..t. r n reguired by .the. respective

zonin~

district.

exclusive Qf ~ aI.™ described in Subsection B ill through B ffi2
listed below.

ill

Water surfaces

(1)

Water surfaces are universally considered to be
unbuildable .

.(fil

Tidal Wetlands .s!..§ defined below:

(2)

The definition of Tidal Wetland is taken from the
Wetlands Chapter of the Town Code. The definition also
includes all land immediately adjacent to such tidal
wetland and within seventy-five (75) feet landward of the
most landward edge of such wetland. This section of the
definition was not included. Although this land must be
protected to insure the protection of the wetland area, this
area is not unbuildable land. Therefore, it should be
considered a part of the lot area. However, this area should
be placed in a conservation easement with restrictions on
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disturbance of any kind. This type of restriction will be
discussed in a subsequent section.

W All lan.d generally covered m: intermittently covered
with. m: which border Q.Il... fulfil waters.

Qr

beneath lid..fil waters. which ai mean

lands ~
low~~

covered by tidal waters .t.Q a maximum depth Qf five .{fil

.fue..t... including hfil n.Q1limited1Q. banks. bogs . .s.alt
marsh. swamps. meadows. flat.a .QI. other l.mY lying
~subject .t.Q tidal action:ll

.{h2

All banks. bogs. meadows . .fla.t.£ an.d. .tidal marsh
subiect .t.Q fil!.cll ~ smd m
m

.QI.

which grows QI™ m

any fil t.fill following:

saltworts.

™lavender.~

fil!1t ~black grass.
cordgrass. high bush.

cattails. groundsel. marshmallow an..d. low marsh
cordgrass.12

i.32

Freshwater Wetlands a.s. defined below:

(3)

This reference is taken from the Wetland Section of the
Town Code. The freshwater definition also includes land
lying within seventy-five (75) feet landward of the
landward edge of such wetland. As with Tidal Wetlands,
this area will be placed in a conservation easement, rather
than be excluded from lot area.

1 lsection 97-13, Southold Town Code
12section 97-13, Southold Town Code
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W Freshwater wetlands ~ defined in Article 24. Title L
Section 24-0107. Subdivisions lC.a2 i.Q. .lldl inclusiye. fil

.the. Environmental Conservation L.sm fil .the. State fil
NewYork13

ill

Horizontal r n Qf beach. escarpments. bluffs

.o..r. fu

seaward ~ fil primary dunes

(4)

Building in these areas would not only require special
building materials, but would have the potential to cause
environmental degradation, such as erosion.

{fil

Any llm.d. below mean hig-h water .a.n.d. .any llm.d. lyingbetween ~line @.tl. .the. unbuildable areas outlined in
Subsection ill above.

(5)

Again, building in such areas could cause environmental
degradation such as erosion and water pollution.

.(fil

Horizontal areas fil slopes which exceed a grade fil fifteen

U5.2 percent.
(6)

The literature does not present a universal decision on
severity of slope. With proper building material, buildings
can be placed on almost any type of slope. However, the

13 Section 97-13, Southold Town Code
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Planning Board should not create lots which will require
special types of building procedures and which will
promote erosion. A slope of 15% is commonly considered a
high constraint to development.

ill

Areas .Qf special fl.Q_Q_d. hazard

a.a shown .Q.Il ill Federal

Emergency Management Agency Maps.

(7)

Lots created in {food hazard zones will require special
types of building procedures. Again, the Planning Board
should not be creating lots which require special building
procedures.

Also, building in these areas results in

changes to topography which may affect drainage patterns
on and off the site .

.{fil

Areas reguired for rights-of-way .a.n.d. ill streets within

ruu: Section (45-F) provided that this
rn ~ rurt .t.Q. ~dedicated .t.Q. the. Town m: retained by a
~rights-of-way~

Homeowner' s Association.

(8)

Rights-of-way and the streets contained within them will
either be dedicated to the Town, owned and maintained by
a Homeowners Association or owned by an individual lot
owner with access rights granted to the other lots. If the
area is dedicated to the Town, or .owned by a Homeowners
Association, it cannot be included as part of the individual
lots. However, if neither of the above is to occur, the rightof-way should not remain as a separate parcel. It should
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therefore be included in each lot. However, because this
area is unbuildable in the sense that all other property
owners will have access over this right-of-way, this area
should not be included in the individual lot area.

{fil

Areas reguired for

existin~

m: proposed utilities for public

facilities. except minor utility easements Qf direct service 1Q.
~

(9)

subdivision.

Long Island Lighting Company has transmission lines
located within a right-of-way running through part of the
Town. This land is unbuildable, therefore it should be
excluded from the total lot yield. This area also should be
excluded from lot area. However, this is not realistic
because the lots will have to be designed with this right-ofway passing through them.

UQl

Areas reguired for

1llir.k dedication pursuant 1Q. Article

(VII).

(10)

If a park and playground area is required, it will be owned
by either a Homeowner's Association or the Town.
Therefore, such area can not be included in the individual
lot area.

illl Areas reguired for rechar~e basins Qr. for natural™
rechar~e.
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(11)

Such areas will be retained by a Homeowner's Association
or dedicated to the Town. Therefore these areas can not be
included in the individual lot area.

il2.l Areas required fur rights-of~ fil1d ~ streets within ~
rights-of-way~ m Section (45-F) provided .thfil this .area i.e.
1Q ~either dedicated 1Q i l l Town

.o.r. retained lu. .a.

Homeowners Association.

(12)

As stated in Number 8 above, if the area is dedicated to the
Town, or owned by a Homeowners Association, it cannot
be included as part of the individual lots.

C.

Corner Lots.

(1)

Corner 12.t.§. .s.hfill ~designed .tQ ensure

sufficient~

for

front yards mi fil!cll street. ™ill™ yard fil1d ™ill~
~.and

leaving adeguate building rn for .i!11 average

house.

(2)

Where practicable, corner lots shall be so laid out that their
driveways have access to that street which carries or is
intended to carry the lesser amount of traffic.

D.

Side Lines.
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All side lines of lots shall be at right angles to straight street
lines and radial to curved street lines, unless a variation from
this rule will give a better street or lot plan.

E.

Double Frontage m.d Reverse Frontage l&.t.e...

Double frontage m.d reverse frontage l21s. should he. avoided except
.tQ. preclude driveway access Qntu a major thoroughfare. Reverse

frontage

~

which ~ their ™yard abutting a collector m:

major street .s.lliill he. provided ID.th screening .Qf sufficient depth
~~Ml

width Qf ~ ™ propertv line .tQ screen~ rear~

from adjacent traffic.

~~

.e.hfill b..e. allowed .Q..D]y where M design in accordance

ID.th these standards would cause undue hardship. unnecessary
length Qf road.

m: environmental harm.

A~

M .s.lliill ill!.v_e

access thereto .by means Qf fill accessway. having .a width .Qf Il.Qt le..5..5.

.th.an. fifteen il.fil fu!tl.. serving Qil}y ~ l.Q.t... The rn Qf .t.h..e.
accessway mall Il.Qt he. included in determining ~ M .are.a Qf MY

lat... The front yard Qf fillY M having access .tQ .a street .by means Qf

.an access rn .e.hfill b..e. ~ required front yard specified fu .t.M
district in which ~ M

~

located .and shall he. measured from ~

rear M line m~ front~
F.

Flag lots should be used only in certain cases. The use of /fog lots
in all subdivisions is not beneficial. Flag lots have the potential
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to create inferior lots that are designed as such just to add to the
number of lots being created. Flag lots also have the potential to
cause safety problems if the access is not adequate.

In some

cases, however, flag lots are beneficial. They allow for greater
fiexibility of layout and design which may be helpful in
environmentally sensitive properties. They can enable the road
length to be reduced and even eliminated in some situations.
Parts of this section on fiag lots were in the Zoning Code. The
section should be only in the Subdivision Regulations.

G.

Provision for Future Re subdivision

Where a tract is subdivided into lots substantially larger than the
minimum size required in the zoning district in which the
subdivision is located, the Planning Board

~

require that

streets and lots be laid out so as to permit future resubdivsion in
accordance with the

requirements

regulations. When Qn application

contained in these

~before ~Planning

Board

for a partial division Qf a parcel. .the. Planning Board !!!l!Y require

.that .a layout he designed fur ~ entire parcel.

Section Wl Sbmdards fQr !Qi~
A... General Access 12 ~
ill

Proposed l.Q..t.s. .sh.all he. designed filth access

to.™ Qf ~

following:

W An existing state. county m: town highway:
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.{hl

A street shown .Qil ~ llli!t tQ :00 approved by .the Planning
Board:

W A street shown fill .a. liliU approved by~ Planning
Board.

1.2.2

Where ~ enforcement Qf ~ provisions Qf A-(l)(a) through
A-O)(c) above would entail practical difficulty

.Q..r

unnecessary hardship . .ru: where .the. circumstances Qf ~
subdivision d.Q nQ.t require .the !mW .tQ bf related .tQ existing m:
proposed streets .ru: highways.

~

subdivider may appeal

from fu decision Qf fu administrative office having
charge Qf ~ ~ Qf permits tQ ~ b.Qm:d Qf appeals. 14

(2)

This section alerts the subdivider to the provisions of
Section 280-a of the Town Law.

IL.

~ .Qil

County m: ~Roads

When more than iYl.Q. l.Qts. QN proposed 1Q M subdivided from a
parcel Mth frontage Qil a County m: ~ .m&L frontage .fur fill !lll!fil

bf .Q!l internal streets where practical. aruL not Qil ~ County .Qr
~

highway. Each lQt permitted .tQ front .Qil a County m: Still& I:Qfill

Iilllfil provide for fill improved Qil .:.fil.re. turnaround fill~ .tQ obviate
14Section 280-a Town Law , with amendments
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.the. necessity Qf any vehicles backin~ filltQ .fil!.ffi roadway. Common
driveways

Q..

shall~

designed where practical.

Driveways

ill

Where l.Q.t.s. will access

ill.

off-site public street. common

driveways filliill he.~ where practical U! minimize .the.
number Qf ~ .c.uts_ required.

f.2.2

All l.Qia usine- common driveways .ffifill provide a driveway
maintenance agreement .tQ ~ reviewed and approved by ~
Plannine- Board and Town Attorney .

.(fil

Driveway grades between ~ street pavement and buildinesetback line shall IlQt exceed 1fill

ill

A lQ.: K .ail: turnout shall

um percent.

~required

for every filllL Qf

driveway. The exact location Qf ilie. turnout(s)

shall~

determined by~ Plannine- Board with~ review Qf ~fire
department. fill.d shall ~ indicated .Q!1 ~ subdivision m

Section (45) Street Design and Specifications

The section on streets in the existing Subdivision Regulations is
unorganized.

Information

on street design and road specifications

is

contained in numerous sections of the Subdivision Regulations and also in
the Highway Specifications, which is a separate Chapter of the Town Code.
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The Subdivision Regulations and the Highway Specifications contain
confusing and often confiicting information.

Originally, there were three classifications of streets: major, secondary or
collector, and minor. Most subdivisions were designed with minor streets,
as the definition of a minor street was one of limited continuity intended to
serve the local needs of a neighborhood or a section thereof. In a major
subdivision (any subdivision requiring the construction of a new street) the
road is generally built to the minor specifications only. Over the years, the
Town adopted "alternate" road specifications to allow roads with
specifications less than that required for the minor road. At first, there was
only one "alternate" road specification.

In

November 1990, the Town

adopted numerous classifications of the "alternate" road.

However, the

piecemeal fashion of these additional specifications resulted in one section
of the Code referring to one set of "alternate" specifications, and other
sections referring to the original "alternate" specification. To further
confuse matters, these "alternate" specifications were not classified other
than by the required width.

Another source of confusion has been the use of the terms "Major
Subdivision", "Major Street," and "Minor Subdivision" and "Minor
Street". As stated above, a major subdivision does not necessarily require a
major street, and a minor subdivision does not necessarily require a minor
street.

The proposed revision addresses these problems by giving each type of road a
separate classification. These roads are all classified as Local Streets. The
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different pavement width is represented by the letters ''.A" "B""C"or "D".
Further, all road specifications are presented in one table.

In addition to clarifying the specifications for roads, all other requirements
are contained in this section, rather than some in one section and some in
another. Any specifications or requirements that are not continued in the
subdivision regulations, but are included in the Highway Specifications are
referenced as such in the Subdivision Regulations.

For example, actual

road construction requirements are not within the Planning Board's
jurisdiction. Therefore, they are contained in the Highway Specifications,
but are referenced in the Subdivision Regulations.

For the most part, this revised section does not change any of the required
standards. However, it changes the order in which they are presented and,
in many cases, also clarifies the wording. Information which is contained
in the existing regulations is presented in " plain text". However, most of
this information has been reorganized or copied from the Highway
Specifications.

Streets and hi~hways Mall he. Qf fil!.cl:! width filld Mall he. constructed in

fil!.cl:! manner a.a .t2 conform .t2 ~ standards contained in this Article filld
~

Southold Town Highway Specifications. They Mall he. located fill~ .tQ

accommodate t.b& prospective traffic. 1.Q. facilitate access
emer~ency

h fire .S!Il..d

service vehicles filld .t2 comprise .a convenient system for mad

maintenance. Streets filld highways filfill he. properly related .t2 ~Master
Plan.

&.

if~

exists . .arul .ffifill he. coordinated with each other.

Street Arrangement
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ill

The arrangement of streets in subdivisions shall provide
for the continuation of streets on adjoining areas in order
to make possible necessary fire protection, movement of
traffic and extension fil utilities and public services. This
fil.ll include

fu provision Qf i..a.Jl streets for proper

continuation fil streets into adjoining properties which ~

nfil yet subdivided.

ill

12.cfil streets shall
traffic will

oo lfil.d ID.!.t fil2. that their ~ fur through

oo discouraged. The purpose m~ streets filfil1.

oo 12 facilitate guick convenient access from arterial roads
and through streets 12 internal roads. Particular attention
should ~ giyen 12 eliminating possible bypasses around
traffic signals .and major intersections.

(3)

Where a parcel is subdivided into lots substantially larger
than the minimum size required in the zoning district in
which the subdivision is located, the Planning Board shall
require that streets be laid out so as to permit future
resubdivision.

(4)

Subdivisions containing twenty (20) lots or more shall
have at least two (2) street connections with existing public
streets or streets shown on the Master Plan, if such exists,
or streets on a recorded final plat. If fil fu time fu
subdivision is. approved. fillly ™ Qf i l l access points
connects with Sill existing street. ™

means msecondary
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access

~~provided

for

emer~ency

purposes. This

access shall he. maintained .unill. mcll time .tlli!.t ~ second
access i.5. available.

(4)

Two access points are required for traffic circulation and
for emergency reasons. If a road has access on a road from
an approved but not built subdivision, this will not serve as
a second access point to the proposed subdivision. However,
for planning purposes, the future connection may present
the best design. It is therefore better to plan for the
connection and to provide a second emergency access until
such time that the future street is constructed.

IL. 12.e.ad End Streets/Cul-de-sacs
(1)

All dead-end streets shall terminate in a circular
turnaround (cul-de-sac) having a minimum right-of-way
radius of fifty (50) feet and pavement radius of forty-four
(44) feet, curb to curb.

(2)

At the end of temporary dead-end streets, a temporary
turnaround with a pavement radius of forty-four (44) feet,
curb to curb, shall be provided, unless the Planning Board
approves

{fil

The

QI

requests an alternate arrangement.

Plannin~

Board ™ require ~ central ™ fil ~ ~

de-sac 1Q ~planted QI 1Q retain its. natural lllimt material

lYhfill fil!cll ~ fmmd :tQ ~ acceptable by .th& Board.
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(4)

The Planning Board may require the reservation of a ten
foot wide easement to provide for continuation of
pedestrian traffic and/or utilities

beyond~

cul-de-sac.

where necessary.

(5)

Where dead-end streets are designed to be so permanently,
they should not exceed eight hundred (800) feet in length.
Dead-end streets
.at~

exceedin~ .Bill! .fu.fil ID.fill~

permitted .QDJ.y

discretion Qf ~ Plannin~ Board .and filllill require

ilifil .a second access he. provided .and~ maintained for
emer~ency

C.

purposes .

Intersections

(1)

No more than .tYLQ proposed streets shall intersect m: IDQfil at
any

(2)

™ ill point.

All streets shall join each other so that for a distance of at
least one hundred (100) feet, a street is approximately at
right angles to the street it joins.

(3)

Intersections filQng ~ streets shall ~ spaced fil least ™
hundred fifty !.15.ill fufil apart. measured from ~ points Qf
intersection Qf ~

(4)

center~

Minor or l.ru&!l street openings into a major street shall be
at least five hundred (500) feet apart.
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.(fil

Adequate sight distance

shall~

required .a.1. ill

intersections. In order to provide visibility for traffic
safety, that portion of any corner lot, whether at an
intersection entirely within the subdivision or of a new
street with an existing street, which is shown shaded on
Sketch A, shall be cleared of all growth (except isolated
trees) and obstructions above the level three (3) feet higher
than the center line of the street. If directed by the
Planning Board, the subdivider shall regrade this area.

IL Horizontal alignment
ill

The recommended minimum center-line radius for .a street
curve shall fill~ hundred .c.2.Qill fu.fil .Q11 .a~ street and

full: hundred f.4Q.Q.2 fufil QI! a minor street.

i.22

A tangent distance Qf at kafil .fifty iliQ2 fufil shall fill provided
between reverse curves.

1.3.2

Minimum radius at .a corner fillfill fill twenty-five {2.5.2 fufil at

ih.it property line. except .t.hfil .a larirnr radius shall

~

provided at major intersections.

E.... Vertical alignment
ill

All street gradients fillfill conform as. much as. possible .t.Q .the.
natural terrain. minimizing excessive

~and

fills.
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.{Z}

Street grades filliill lliil he.~ than one-half Qf ™ [Q_,fil
percent nor more than nine illl percent. Careful
consideration ~ he. giyen iQ. entrapment Qf stormwater

nm QfI fil property lines.
E..

Right-of-Way Width. Pavement Width. Curb an.d. Sidewalk
ReQ.uirements.

F

Road specifications are not changed from that which is existing.
The information is re-organized in order to present it in a more
readable manner. In addition, the different road widths are
classified as Local A, Local B, etc.

ill

The following tables (Table A .and Table ID prescribe .the
minimum street right-of-way widths. pavement widths .and
~.and

sidewalk requirements for subdivisions located

in various zoning districts Qf fu Zoning Ordinance Qf fu
Town.

15 1
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TABI.EA

lli2'.ht:
2f-Wal'.'.

Pavin2'.

~

Width

Widths

Curbs

QI~

~

~

Regpired

Major

lOo+

yes

Secondary/
Collector

yes

Minor

yes

Local A

yes

Local B

yes

Local C

16

no*

Local D

12

no*

+ It is difficult to interpret from the existing code exactly what these numbers
are, as the specifications differ in different parts of the code . However, these
specifications are the ones used for the existing roads . In only one or two cases
(ex tensions of these existing roads) would this type of road specification be
proposed .
+ (same)
+ (same)
+ (same)
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NOTES:

* Designates road pavement without curbs,

utilizing drainage in swales vs.

roads with curbing and drainage basins within the pavement area.
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TABT,EB

Nnmberm
2-0njng

~Serviced

1S

Sidewalks

District#

by Street

2f Strwt

Required

All R zones

1

Local D

no

All R zones

2-4

Local C

no

R-200*, R-400*

5 and over

Local C

no

R-120*, ARD*, HD*

5 and over

Local B

no

R-80, R-40, ARD and HD

5 and over

Local A

+

Industrial and Business

All

Minor Street

+

NOTES:

# For a zone district designation or land developed at a density of zone

district, i.e., R-80 Zone, but developed at R-120 density, the road width would
be ~ specified in ~ cllru:t fur that density.

* On-site parking as required by the

Planning Board.

+ To be determined by Planning Board.
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(2)

The Planning Board may require wider roads when
necessary.

(3)

The specifications set forth in the Table A and Table B
shall apply to all constructed roadways after December 1,
1990.

G...

Brief outline Qf specifications for streets.

Detailed specifications. construction arul inspection
reguirements ~ contained in ~ Hi~hway Specifications. Street
improvements ffifill. ~ lfil..d mil and constructed in accordance

filt.h .the. standards i l l forth in .the. Hi~hway Department's
Specifications.

ill

Major. Secondary/Collector. Minor fill.d Local A Streets

1 1/2" Wearing Course
2 1/2" Binder Course
Fine Grade
4" Compacted Base Course
3/4" Stone Blend or Crushed Concrete

1.2.l

~IL~ C.. and~

D Streets

1 1/2" Asphaltic Concrete Wearing Course OR
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Bituminous Surface Treatment -Double Coated
2 V2" Binder Course
Fine Grade
4" Compacted Base Course
3/4" Stone Blend or Crushed Concrete

Section !1fil Drainage15

A.... The drainage design for fill subdivisions .5.lliill conform 1Q. fu
criteria as_ outlined in this

Section~~

Highway Department

Specifications.

H... All storm water shall b..e.. recharged
groundwater reservoir. fil!.d Il.Q. system

i.n.t..Q.

fu subsurface

will~

allowed which

directly discharges fil.lcl:l waters into any surface water ™

m: into

a fresh m: filili water wetland .
.C....

Natural drainage m: alternate systems .may~ considered by~
Planning Board. provided that .they~ feasible

~

ecologically

sound.

I2... The subdivider .5.hall establish .that adequate provision ~ made for
~

disposal Qf surface Qr spring water without any damage tQ ~

proposed development .QI.1Q. ~ adjacent .QI. nearby land. The
subdivider may be required by the Planning Board to carry away
15This section taken with amendments from Southampton Town Code and
PRRW Proposed Subdivision Regulations. This section will be reviewed by an
Engineer prior to presentation of this section.
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by pipe or open ditch any spring or surface water that may exist
either previous to or as a result of subdivision. Such drainage
facilities shall be located in the street right-of-way where feasible
or in perpetual unobstructed easements of appropriate width. A
culvert or other drainage facility shall, in each case,

~

Qf

adeguate .filz.e. to accommodate the potential runoff from the entire
upstream drainage area, whether inside or outside the
subdivision area. The design and size of this facility shall be
subject to the approval of the Highway Superintendent, Town
Engineer .o.r Q.thfil: authorized reviewer.

E.... Drainage Plan Reguirements

A drainage man prepared hY a re21stered professional engineer

man he. reguired. and .shall contain the. following:
ill

Vicinitv sketch .at a

suitable~

showing ilif ~within a

half-mile Qf ill perimeter Qf ill land being subdivided
showing fill existing and proposed watercourses. wetlands.
sanitary fillli storm drains. culverts. rechaqrn basins.
ponds (fresh .arul fil!li water) . .arul .all surface .an.d. .fil!h:.
surface drainage patterns from 1h..e.. property being
subdivided.

1.2.2

An estimate Qf the. quantity Qf storm water surface runoff
flowing from the. land proposed tQ. he. subdivided .and th.at
which would he. generated by ili.e. proposed subdivision.
calculated QD. a~ Qf a six .{fil inch rainfall in twenty-four
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.l.2±1 hours. The Town Engineer. Superintendent of
Highways

QI

.o.th..e.r. authorized reviewer. and the Planning

Board shall approve the design and size of facility, based
on anticipated runoff.

(3)

An estimate Qf fu Quantity Qf storm water surface runoff
entering~

subdivision naturally from upstream areas

fil.th fu watershed under present conditions. calculated .Qil

the. basis Qf a six (6) inch rainfall in a twenty-four (24)
hour period.

ill

A complete drainage system for fu entire subdivision ..

{fil

The outline Qf .fill street rights-of-way. drainage easements.
recharge basins filld Qthfil related features .

.(fil

Precise street center-line gradients in percent indicated

fil.th arrows .tQ establish ~ direction Qf flow.

IT2

Critical street center-line elevations .

.(fil

Boundaries Qf stormwater runoff watersheds for .fil!.ffi major
drainage facility an.d their r n in acres.

illl

Identification Qf drainage structures by~ an.d whether
existing QI proposes.
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ilQl

All appropriate details arul dimensions necessary 1.Q.
clearly explain~ proposed construction.

including~

Qf

construction. material. .filzih :IDkh a.n.d. invert elevations
amon~

filhfil: thin~s. in accordance Mth ~ engineerin~

practice.

Ul2

Location .Qf ~holes. description .Qf fil2il conditions a.n.d.
water ~ .at rechar~e b.a.filn locations .and filhfil: points ~
required .by .the. Town
Hi~hways

ilfil

~for

En~neer

and/or Superintendent Qf

filllill ~ shown.

rechaqrn basins fil1fill include bottom elevations

a.n.d. high water elevation. water capacity sm.d. elevations
~~tQl2Qf~~

E.... Street Profile Requirements

ill

Drawings

shall~

made on standard profile paper with~

following scales:

W Horizontal scale: one ill inch equals fifty 1.5.ill ~

ili2 Vertical scale: ~ill inch equals ~ .{1Q.2 fufil...
.(22

A profile ID.ill oo submitted for fil!tl! proposed street .and .fur
any existing street in

design.

.the. subdivision if it will affect .the.
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ill}

The center-line profile. existing m: natural and proposes.

the. typical ™

section and a system Qf survey stations

.ahfill b..e. included.

ill

Notations ~ .tQ percent Qf ~adient. critical elevations filld
vertical curve ~ shall b..e. included.

ffil.

Location a.n.d. invert elevation Qf fill proposed drainage
structures in street rights-of-way filliill b..e. shown .

.G.... Recharge Basins

ill

All recharge basins filllll b..e. designed in accordance with

the. requirements Qf the. Highway Specifications .
.(fil

All recharge basins .ahfill b..e. screened. fu!cll screening filllll
b..e. included in .the. performance h2n.d estimate.

Section W) Other Improvements
~

Street~16

ill

Street trees shall

12.e. planted in ill subdivisions. The

Planning Board may waive this requirement if there ™
existing ~ Q1l the. property which ™ .t.Q remain. and
which~

located in such manner i.Q.

requirements Qf this section.
16Section A108-41, Southold Town Highway Specifications

fulfill~
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(2)

Trees shall be of freshly dug nursery stock and shall have
grown for a period of at least two (2) years, under the same
climatic conditions as the location of the development.

(3)

Trees shall be of symmetrical growth, sound, healthy, free
from insect pests, disease and suitable for street trees.

(4)

The average trunk diameter at a height of four (4) feet
above the finished ground level shall be a minimum of two
and one-half (2 1/2) inches to three (3) inches, depending
on good practice, with reference to the particular species to
be planted.

(5)

Trees shall be planted at intervals of from thirty (30) feet to
forty (40) feet depending on the species and location of the
lot lines along both sides of the proposed street(s),

Qr

if Il.Q

street is. proposed.

alon~ ~ existin~

Board™ reguire

that~~ planted~ .QQth proposed

street. The

Plannin~

and. existin~ street(s). Trees shall be planted within the
right-of-way where their spacing from the property line
will be determined by the Superintendent of Highways and
the Planning Board. In order to provide visibility for
traffic safety, no trees shall be planted within a minimum
length of twenty (20) feet from the ends of the right-of-way
curve radius at intersections. Where sidewalks are
required, street trees will be planted on private property.
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(6)

Only the following species and varieties for street trees
area acceptable:

Scientific Name

Common Name

Spacing (feet)

Acer platanoides

Norway maple

-0

Acer saccharum

sugar maple

-0

Fraxinus americana

white ash

3)

fraxinus pennsylvanica

green ash

lanceolatus
Gleditsia triacanthos

honey locust

3)

Gleditsia triacanthos

moraine

3)

.

.

inerm1s

honey locust

Quercus borealis

red oak

-0

Quercus palustris

pin oak

-0

Tilia cord a ta

little-leaf linden

3)

Tilia tomentosa

silver linden

3)

ill

Street~
~

(7)

shall ~ planted ~mu:~ methods specified in

Hil:hway Specifications Section A108-41.

In most cases the subdivider is not the person who will be
planting the street trees. The subdivider is only interested
in how many, and what kind of trees will be required. The
actual planting information i.e. the size of the pit and the
type of soil, will be contained in the Highway
Specifications.
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B.

Street Signs

Street identification signs of a type approved by the
Superintendent of Highways shall be provided by the subdivider
and placed at all intersections in locations within the right-ofway approved by the Superintendent of Highways.

C.

Street Lighting Standards

Street

li~hts ~he.

reguired fil all major intersections in

a

proposed subdivision. Where required by the Planning Board,
street lighting standards of a design conforming to the Town
specifications shall be placed in a manner and location approved
by the Town Superintendent of Highways. In the case of a
subdivision involving a County or State highway, approval shall
be obtained from the appropriate highway agency.

ll... Firewells
Reguirements for firewells. location. W.e fill.d number fil ~ m:
shallow fire wells .ffifill b..e. determined lu ~ Plannin~ Board. In
making such determination, the Planning Board

~

seek the

recommendation of the Commissioners of the Fire District in
which the proposed subdivision is located. Where public water
supply exists and hookup for hydrants ~ required. requirements
for firewells

E..

™

Public Utilities

b..e. waived.
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Local electric power. telephone and~ television line .6.illill b.e.
placed

undeq~round.

Utility companies shall place special

emphasis .Qil preservin~ fu..e vitality and appearance fil trees. All
utilities m~ l.Q.t.§ shall b.e. placed underground.

Section !ifil Preseiyation .and Protection 2f Natural Environment

A...
A.

Buildin~

Envelopes

The Planning Board uses building envelopes to insure that each
lot created has a developable building area, and also, in certain
situations, to limit the area within a lot that can be developed.
However, there are no standards for building envelopes specified
in the Subdivision Regulations.

A standard building envelope is the portion of a lot located within
the minimum prescribed front, rear, and side yard setback
distances.

Typical setback requirements allow building

envelopes to encompass a large percentage of the lot. Building
envelopes should be more narrowly defined in the regulations.
They should be used to keep development away from sensitive
areas, and to restrict the actual developable area of a lot.

ill

Building envelopes .6hfill show fu..e ID.Qfil suitable areas for
development within fu..e required setbacks fil fu..e particular
zonin~

district for .fil!..ffi l.u.t...
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1.22

Buildin~

envelopes for .fill lots adjacent to Long Island

sound and upon which there exists a bluff or bank
landward of the shore or beach shall be set back not less
than one hundred (100) feet from the top of such bluff or
bank17

(2)

The setbacks contained in numbers 2,3,4 and 5 are
currently included in the Zoning Code, in Section 100-239.4
- Building Setback Requirements Adjacent to Water
Bodies and Wetlands. The Planning Board is thus
required to incorporate these setbacks into the subdivision
layout. Although this section of the Zoning Code refers to
buildings and not lot lines, the Planning Board must
insure that the lot arrangement shall be such that when
constructing a building in compliance with the Zoning
Ordinance there will be no foreseeable difficulties for
reasons of topography or other natural conditions. The
setbacks mandated by this section should thus be
referenced in the subdivision regulations.

(3)

Except as otherwise provided in Subsection A (2) above,
buildin~

envelopes for .fill lots adjacent to Long Island

Sound shall be set back not less than one hundred (100) feet
from the ordinary high-water mark of Long Island
Sound.18

17Section 100-239.4 Zoning Code
18 Section 100-234.4, Southold Town Zoning Code
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(4)

All buildings located on lots adjacent to any freshwater
body shall be set back not less than seventy-five (75) feet
from the edge of such water body or not less than seventyfive (75) feet from the landward edge of the freshwater
wetland, whichever is greater.19

{fil

All buildings located Qil l.m adjacent i.Q. fil1Y .tidfil water
h.o..dy filliill ~ill~ nfil ~than seventy-five CTfil ~
from~~ fil fil!cll

water hfilly m: IlQ.t ~than seventy-five

CTfil futl from fu landward~ Qf fu .tidal wetland.
whichever is. greater.

(6)

Building envelopes for .fill lots upon which a bulkhead,
concrete wall, riprap or similar structure exists and which
are adjacent to tidal water bodies shall be set back not less
than seventy-five (75) feet from the bulkhead, concrete

lYilll.. riprap m: similar structure.20
ill

Building envelopes shall .ruU. ~drawn in.tQ. rn r n
specified in Section (43-B) fil this Article.

1.8..l

Accessory buildings filld structures filliill ~ located within
~

building envelope areas unless otherwise specified !ill

~

subdivision t>1..filh

9section 100-239.4, Southold Town Zoning Code
20section 100-239.4, with amendments, Southold Town Zoning Code
l
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{fil

Individual 121 grading plans

rn h.e. required by :the.

Planning Board 12 assess ~ extent Qf disturbance .Q1l .a M
priQr 12 determination Qfbuilding envelope placement.

ilfil Building envelopes shall ~ in locations killfil likely 12 ~

.o.r. interrupt scenic vistas l l ™from
roadway(s). Building envelopes

for~ .Q.Il

ru public

existing streets

.5.h.all fill ill~ .a sufficient distance 12 provide .a visual
buffer where practical.

Ji.. Restrictive Easements .and~ Restrictions
B.

Restrictive easements can be used to restrict development of a
portion of a tract, for environmental protection or as a buffer
area. They can also be used as a way to keep the property as open
space without the creation of a Homeowners Association if the
parcel is not large enough to form a sufficient open space area.
Restrictive easements should be used in concert with building
envelopes. If applicable, areas outside of building envelopes
should be placed in conservation easements.

(1)

The Planning Board

rn require areas

outside Qf fu

building envelope 12 ~ subject 12 certain restrictions. The
Board rn require th.at existing vegetation ~ preserved in

.5..Y.cll areas where disturbance ~ n..Qt necessary outside ~
building envelope. The Board

rn limit fu types Qf

development th.at~ allowed in ~ particular r n These
areas m

fill placed in .a restrictive easement .6J.!ci1 ~.a
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conservation easement. scenic easement m: similar ~ ill
easement. The terms for such easement shall

~

determined by~ Planning Board and~ he. contained
in

a. Declaration Qf Covenants an..d. Restrictions .t..a. ~

approved by~ Town Attorney and~ Planning Board.

All subdivision plats filall contain a. reference 1.Q. fil!.C.h
restrictive easements.

A .d..e..e..d restriction shall fil.s..Q. contain

reference t.Q. .fill .sJJ&h restrictions.
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Those ~ described in Section (43-B) ill this Article shall

he. located outside building envelopes and ~ for such ~
~he.

.(fil

restricted by restrictive easements .

Conservation easements filllill he. required for .fill wetland
areas. iill.d .fill limd ~ seventy-five CTfil fu.tl landward ill

.6..1!cl! areas . .8.um areas .5.illill he. lfilt in their natural~

.and shall IlQt ~disturbed. Structures IDfill ~located within
~

building envelope in a manner fill ihfil I!Q rn ill~

easement will he. disturbed during construction.

(3)

It is typical for a building envelope to be placed right at the
75 foot setback. It is then possible for a building to be
constructed on this setback line. Such placement of the
building requires the construction machinery to encroach
on the easement area. The last sentence will eliminate
such occurrence.
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ill

Conservation easements filillll he. required for .all transition
areas from the. b.ay and sound ~ specified in Section 118..:

Af.21 M.3.1 A(4) filld A(5)l. ~areas filillll he. l.efi in their
natural ~ .and fillall nQt he. disturbed. Structures fillall ~
located within ili.e. building envelope in a manner fill .thfil lli2

™ mili.e. easement MU he. disturbed during construction .
.{fil

Conservation easements fillall he.~ 1Q restrict the. rn
identified ~ rn space .o.n a cluster lilim if }Qt lines ~

h.e..e.n. extended fill there is. IlQ. common™ space. These
~~

.C...

tQ he. deed-restricted against further development .

Topsoil

.Tug natural fertility

mili.e. fil!il fill.ill he. preserved by disturbing il

a.a .li.ttk a.a possible . .and lli2 topsoil~ he. removed from ili.e. filk.. If
fillY topsoil
gradin~

is. removed from ~ natural position in ili.e. process m

.tfil. subdivision~ fil!ili topsoil fil1all ~replaced 1.Q

minimum depth approximately equivalent tQ .thfil existing prior tQ

fil!cll ~adin~. except in streets. driveways and foundation areas.

IL. Disturbance .tQ Site
The natural vegetation .and ~

ma subdivision filre fill.ill nQt he.

disturbed prior tQ final plat approval by ili.e. Planning Board. except

fur fil!cll minimal disturbance ~ MU he. needed and approved by
fil!lll Board relative 1Q. survey boundary work. excavation Qf

17 1
approved kfil ~ .sm.d .Q.tfil.r acceptable minor ~ preparation
needed fur ene)neerin~ .sm..d. plannin~ evaluation.

E... Erosion .sm.d Sedimentation Control
The

Plannin~

Board may reg,uire such erosion a...n._d

sedimentation control methods
features.

includin~

~~

needed .to. protect terrain

fil!.ffi methods which am noted in .the Erosion

.sm..d. Sediment Control Technical Handbook prepared by Suffolk
County Sfill .sm.d Water Conservation Distinct.
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ARTICLE

MD

Park and Recreation ReCJ.uirements

Section (49) Park and Recreation Standards .awl Character !ll Sim

Town Law Section 277 (1) provides the authority to Towns to require that a
subdivision plat show park lands available for playground or other
recreational purposes, or in the alternative, to require the payment of a fee in
lieu of such land to be used by the municipality for such purposes. The
existing Subdivision Regulations refiect this. The fee section of the the
Subdivision Regulations was revised in May of 1990, to require a set fee per
lot, instead of using a variable fee based on an independent appraisal of the
entire property.

Providing land or depositing a fee in lieu of land is easily calculated for a
conventional subdivision as this type of subdivision does not create any
open, or common land.

However, when a subdivision is designed as a

cluster subdivision in accordance with Town Law Section 281, which then
creates open space, the requirements for land for park and playground
purposes become less defined.

The question which arises is can the open

space area be used to fulfill the park and playground requirement?

In a recent court case [Bayswater Realty and Capital Corp. v. Planning
Board of the Town of Lewisboro, 76 N,Y,2d 460 (1990)], the Court of Appeals
held that "In approving a cluster subdivision plat, the Planning Board is not
required to accept the open spaces created by the clustering process in
satisfaction of its requirement that the developer either provide recreational
land or pay a fee in lieu thereof. Provided the Planning Board makes the
determinations called for by Town Law Section 277 (1) to the effect that
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additional recreational land is, in fact, needed in the town and that such
need will not be met by open lands created within the plat itself, the Board
may demand the substitutional monetary payment pursuant to Town Law
Section 277 (1) even though, under the authority of Town Law Section 281 (d),
it is also requiring the developer to set aside the open lands resulting from
the cluster." The court concluded that "Both Section 277(1) and Section
281(d) are intended to serve the general aim of fostering the preservation of
open lands, but the focus of Section 277(1) is the reservation of lands needed
by the broader community for park and recreational purposes, while the
focus of Section 281 (d) is on the preservation of open lands within the
subdivision itself."

A key issue in that case was that the Planning Board had the power to require
land, or a fee in lieu of such land in cluster subdivisions. However, the
Board could only do this if a ''proper case" existed. Section 277(1) is designed
to meet the needs of the town or the community at large, not the isolated needs
within the subdivision, itself. If the Planning Board considers the potential
contribution of the open space area in a cluster subdivision, in relation to the
recreational needs of the town, and the Planning Board finds that additional
recreational land is still needed, the Board is not precluded from requiring,
that the developer provide additional land or pay a fee in lieu thereof. The
Bayswater decision requires analysis by the Planning Board in support of a
mandate that land be set aside for recreational purposes or that payment be
made in lieu of such land dedication, in conventional and cluster
subdivisions alike.

The existing section in Southold's Subdivision Regulations pertaining to
Park and Playground fees does not require much revision other than to
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include reference to the analysis required for cluster subdivisions.
However, the Bayswater decision certainly affects the methods by which the
Planning Board makes their determination of whether to require land for
park and playground purposes or a fee in lieu of such dedication. Currently,
the Planning Board does not assess recreational needs at all. The
Bayswater decision will force the Planning Board to do so. Accordingly, the
Subdivision Regulations should present the guidelines for the Planning
Board to follow in this analysis.

A.

The Planning Board may require that land be reserved for parks
and playgrounds or other recreation purposes in locations
designated on the Town Plan or Official Map, or otherwise
located within a proposed subdivision. where it deems that such
reservations would be appropriate. Each reservation shall be of
suitable size, dimension, topography and general character and
shall have adequate road access for the particular purposes
envisioned by the Planning Board. The area shall be shown and
marked on the plat, "Reserved for Recreational Purposes."
When recreation areas are required, the Planning Board shall
determine the number of acres to be reserved on the basis of
providing five (5) acres of recreation area for every one hundred
(100) families or dwelling units.21 [Amended 5-8-73]

B.

In general, land reserved for recreation purposes shall have an
area of at least four (4) acres. If a reservation Qf ~ than fu.ur W

21 Review of Planning Literature does not reveal a common standard for
calculating the amount of land to be reserved for park and playground
purposes. This standard was used as this is what is contained in the current
regulations.
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acres

~

permitted. the Board shall require that the recreation

area be located at a suitable place on the edge of the subdivision so
that additional land may be added at such time as the adjoining
land is subdivided.

C.

Land reserved for recreation purposes shall be of a character and
location suitable for use as a playground, playfield or other
recreation purpose and shall be relatively level and dry. All
land to be reserved for dedication to the town for park purposes
shall b..e. offered .tQ fu Town Board for dedication. and .ilifill b..e.
accepted by fu Town Board. prior .tQ endorsement Qf fu final
subdivision ID.at.,.

D.

None of the subsections above shall be construed as prohibiting a
developer from reserving other land for recreation purposes in
addition to the requirements of this Article.

Section !OOl

eam awl Recreation Reg;µirements in Cluster

Develo.pments

A... The Plannin~ Board may accept .fill QI rufil Qf .the m
created by cluster developments ~

satisfyin~

space ™

filL .Qr rurrt .Q£ .the

rurrk and play~ound requirement. provided that .the rn space
™~suitable. fillli intended for. recreational™ for fu town.
fill.d. ~ ~ Il.Q1 limited solely iQ. members .Qf fu particular
subdivision.

H.... In acceptin~ m
Plannin~

rn areas created in a cluster subdivision. .the

Board .ill.1.!fil consider .the potential contribution Qf ~
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areas :t.o. fu town's recreation needs in

determinin~

additional recreational land~ reguired. If fu
~ ilia!

whether

Plannin~

Board

additional recreational li!nd ~ needed. it Illi!Y pursuant

.tQ ~ authority fil Tuffil LIDY Section 277(1), reguire ~provision ill

additional li!nd QI ~ ~ in fuu.! thereof.

Section !51) Alternate Procedure: Money in Lieu of Land
A.

Where the Planning Board deems that a reservation of land
would n.Q1 ~ Qf suitable .filz..e.... dimension.
character .

.QI.

topo~raphy

m: ~eneral

would M..t. h..aY..e. adeguate !:Qfill access for .the

particular purposes envisioned

.b.x ih.fil Board. for park or

playground use, either alone or in conjunction with abutting
reservations on adjoining subdivision, the Planning Board may
waive the requirement for such reservations, with the condition
that the subdivider deposit with the Town Board a cash payment
in lieu of land reservation. Such deposit shall be placed in a
special fund as required by Section 277 of the Town Law, as
amended, and separately identified to show the name and
location of the subdivision for which the deposit was made.

B.

Such deposit shall be used by the town for fu establishment and
perpetual maintenance .Qf a neighborhood recreation area,
including the acquisition of property. Such deposit must be used
within a reasonable period of time and any such expenditure
must be for facilities that will be actually available to and benefit
the persons in said subdivision

alon~

with Q.tllirr residents fil fu

Town. and be located in the vicinity of the subdivision.
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C.

The amount to be deposited with the Town Board shall be two
thousand dollars ($2,000.) per lot for each vacant lot in the
subdivision. For the purpose of this section, a "vacant lot" shall
be construed as a lot that does not contain an existing residential
structure at the time the subdivision received final approval. In a
subdivision containing lots designated as "affordable" pursuant
to the town's affordable housing code, those lots so designated
shall be exempt from this computation. [Amended 5-22-1990]
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ARTICLE (VIII)
Performance .and Maintenance JiQnd

The present subdivision regulations do not contain a separate section on
bonding and the procedures for such. General bonding requirements are
mentioned throughout the regulations, however , they are neither specific.
nor contained in one section. The proposed section clarifies exactly what the
procedure is.

There will be a separate section listing exactly what

improvements are to be included in the bond, or there will be a referral to the
applicable sections.

Section 1521 PwJ>ose Qf Perfonnance Bwd
A performance bQnd ~ posted .by the subdivider tQ ~arantee .tQ the town .thfil
he/she filll faithfully construct m: cause 1Q b.e. constructed.

~

reguired

public improvements which .ru:.e .an inte~al JWrl Qf 1ll& approved final plat

.anda further. th.at 1ll& construction filliill b.e. completed within a reasonable
period Qf~ For the purposes Qfthis Article. a security shall b.e. defined~
a performance bond. passbook. Letter Qf Credit . .o..r any other form Qf

security approved .by 1ll& Town Board.

Section~ Perfonnance~
~

Before ~Planning Board grants final approval Qf a subdivision

lili!L 1ll& procedures .s,fil .furth below shall~ place.
ill

The subdivider Mfil.l prepare. m: cause 1Q b.e. prepared . .an
estimate Qf 1h.e. total

~ Qf

1h.e. required capital

improvements. including hill n.Q.t. limited .to_ roads.
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drainage. clearing. street trees. street signs. fire protection

fillli lighting, nlfil .a reasonable estimate fil anticipated
increased construction ~ during fu life period Qf fu
security. The estimate filfil.l ~ prepared fill ~ Draft Bond
Estimate Form .an.d. !l.ni1 Price Form available a1 i l l
Planning Board Office.

(1)

The Draft Bond Estimate Form and Unit Price Form will
set forth the Planning Board's policy on certain
improvements (for example, where street lights must be
located). It will also set the unit costs for such
improvements. The prices and standards will be set by the
Planning Board and will be revised on a yearly basis.
The Form will be included as part of the final application.

1.2.l

The Town Engineer. Superintendent QfHighways.

m: mhfil:

dJJly appointed reviewer. will review~ estimate and Ell

submit .a written itemization Qf additions and/or reductions
12 ~ estimate.

.(ID

The Planning Board shall

™.a. resolution either

approving m: modifying~ performance QQnd estimate .as.
recommended by fu Town Engineer. Superintendent Qf
Highways. m: mhfil: IDJ1y appointed reviewer.

(3)

The current policy is to send the bond estimate, after
approval by the Planning Board, to the Town Board. The
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Town Board acts twice on the bond; the first time on the
estimate and the second time on the actual security posted
by the subdivider. Town Law requires only that the Town
Board accept and approve the bond as to form, sufficiency
and manner of execution.

The revision eliminates the

unnecessary first step.

ii}

~subdivider

.sh.fill either file fil.t.h. ill Town Clerk a

certified check iQ. cover fu full

~

fil fu reguired

improvements. m: ~ subdivider .5.hall file with ~ Town
Clerk a. security in llllt full .c..Q..tl .Qf ~ reguired
improvements. A ™ Qf ill above .sh.fill he. submitted
simultaneously .t.Q ill Plannin~ Board Secretary by fu
subdivider .

.{fil

The

Plannin~

Board fil!.d ~ Town Attorney .5.hall review

the. security ~ .t.Q form. sufficiency. manner Qf execution
.an.d. surety. The

Plannin~

Board office shall place

.a.

resolution mi ~ Town Board agenda fur the Town Board .tQ.
accept the security.

.(fil

The Town Board .ahllil approve m: disapprove the security ~
presented by ~ Plannin~ Board. The Town Clerk .5.hall
notify~ Plannin~

action.

Board. in writin~ . .Qf~ Town Board's
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ill

~

Chairmen Qf .t,M Planning Board .ah.all oo filgn a final

liliU until notification by fu Town Clerk .Qf fu Town
Board's approval Qf.t.M security.

Section !fill &l;rimtion mid Turm 2f Pedonpance lkmd

A... The security fill.fill nm fur a term :tQ ~ fufill by .t.M planning Board.
hY..t in llil ™for .a. longer term .than three years. provided.
however . .that ~ term Qf fil.!cll performance b..Qnd may ~ extended
by~

A.

Planning Board with consent Qf .the parties thereto.

Town Law sets the three year time limit.

IL Till:. Will Qf fu security may he extended .Qil application io. fu
Planning Board. m: by ~ Planning Board prior io. .t.M expiration

.dak .Qf .e..a.id. security. In approving .any fil.!.C.h extension. fu
Planning Board fill.fill consider fu present ~ .a.n.d anticipated
increases during ~ period Qf fil!cll extension and fillall adjust .t.M
~

amount accordingly. The extension Qf any security fill.fill he

reviewed by .t.M Town Attorney and Planning Board fil :tQ form. A
formal written declaration Qf extension by fu bonding company

m: insuring llfil1y must~ .filed prior :tQ ~ en>iration Qf .the existing
security. Absent io.. fil!ili extension fu Planning Board will
recommend :tQ fu Town Board .th.fil fu security he declared in
default. fill .th.at ~ .Tmm may proceed io. recover funds io. complete

.filldl improvements.
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Section~

Release QfB2Ixl

.Afkr construction Qf the public improvements covered by the performance
.bQnd and ruiQr .t2 the release fil the bmld.... ~ subdivider .filllill prepare a &1 Qf
~

approved

draina~e

plans and. street profiles amended to. indicate a.s..:.

constructed information. The Town Board fillall release

~

1w.n.d. .1lllQ!l

certification Qf ~ Town Ene)neer and/or Superintendent Qf Hi~hways
and.~ Plannin~

Board.

Section ,{5fil Majnfppance HQnd
The current code does not have a provision for a maintenance bond. Such
bond is beneficial in that it insures that all improvements are
functional.

Ai fu time Qf release Qf fu security. a. maintenance h2.n.d. shall

~

furnished by the developer .t.Q ~arantee upkeep and the workmanship and
materials Qf all reguired improvements for a period fil ™ill y,ear from
~ .dfil& fil release

Qf ~ perlormance OOnd by~ town. This bQnd shall ,00

in the amount which~ one-third Qfthe security estimate. &cl! b.Q!1d .filllill

he. satisfactory to. fu Plannin~ Board and Town Attorney M to. form.
sufficiency and manner fil execution.
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ARTICLE (IX)
Variances and Waivers

Section (57) Variations in Cases of Hardship
Where the Planning Board finds that extraordinary and unnecessary
hardships may result from strict compliance with these regulations, it
may vary the regulations so that substantial justice may be done and the
public interest secured, provided that such variations will not have the
effect of nullifying the intent and purpose of the Official Map, the Master
Plan or the Zoning Ordinance, if such exist.

Section (58) Waivers of Required Improvements
Where the Planning Board finds that, due to the special circumstances of
a particular plat, the provision of certain required improvements is not
requisite in the interest of the public health, safety and general welfare,
or is inappropriate because of inadequacy or lack of connecting facilities
adjacent or in proximity to the proposed subdivision, it may waive such
requirements, subject to appropriate conditions.

Section (59) Board t.o Impose Conditions
In granting variances and modification, the Planning Board shall
require such conditions as will, in its judgment, secure substantially the
objectives of the standards or requirements so varied or modified.

Section (60) Approval of Board of Appeals Actions[Added9-23-80]
Heretofore and between the period from January 1, 1971, and September 5,
1979, the Board of Appeals made certain determinations on appeals to it
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involving area variances and/or the relocation of lot lines and/or the set
off of lots, all of such determinations being set forth on a schedule caused
to be compiled by the Planning board. Many of the Board of Appeals'
determinations on said schedule may have required approval by the
Planning Board. However, due to misunderstanding, inadvertence or
oversight, the owners of the lands involved did not thereafter apply to the
Planning Board for its approval. In the intervening time, many of the
lands involved in such Board of Appeals' determinations have been sold
and/or built upon in reliance upon the Board of Appeals' determination
and the subsequent issuance of building permits and/or certificates of
occupancy. The Planning Board has reviewed all of the determinations
set forth on the aforesaid schedule. In view of the foregoing, the Planning
Board (and the Town Board, as evidenced by its approval of this
amendment) determines that an extreme hardship would be caused if
such owners were, at this time, required to obtain approval from the
Planning Board. Accordingly, it is hereby determined that any
Planning Board approvals that may have been required with respect to
the Board of Appeals determinations set forth on said schedule are hereby
deemed to have been granted with the same force and effect as if the same
had been submitted to and approved by the Planning Board in accordance
with the applicable laws and regulations. It is further determined that
said schedule shall be endorsed by the Chairman of the Planning Board
and filed in the Town Clerk's office simultaneously with the effective
date of this amendment.
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CHAPI'ER5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study has presented the statues pertaining to subdivision review,
and the particular regulations involved with subdividing land in Southold
Town. Planning Literature involving all aspects of subdivision review,
and Model Subdivision Ordinances were examined, along with other
Town's Subdivision Regulations. These were all reviewed in accordance
with the existing Subdivision of Land chapter of the Southold Town Code.
The study resulted in a revised document proposed to take the place of the
existing Subdivision of Land chapter.
Although Model Subdivision Ordinances are available for assistance
in preparing revised Subdivision Regulations, it is important that such
Models be adapted for each individual Town. The revised document for
Southold Town was written in accordance with the goals of Southold Town.
Although other Town's Subdivision Regulations were reviewed, in many
cases, what those Towns were trying to achieve through their regulations
differed from that of Southold Town. Therefore, the proposed revision to
Southold's Subdivision of Land chapter is particular to Southold Town.
However, the revisions included in this study also referenced regulations
which are State or County wide. Thus, these parts of the revised document
are applicable to other communities on Long Island and in New York State.
The revised document is a complete change to the existing chapter. It
reorganizes the contents, and adds the processes and policies which are not
addressed in the existing chapter. It is to be presented to the Town to be
adopted as a whole document. However, the document will be presented as a
working draft, as it is likely that further revisions will be made upon
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by the Planning Board, the Town Board, and the citizens of the community.
Subdivision Regulations are not written to be adopted and never
amended or revised. Since the time of their adoption, the Subdivision
Regulations of Southold Town have been amended in a piecemeal fashion.
This has resulted in a document open to varying interpretations and
containing conflicting, and often contradictory sections, both within the
Subdivision Regulations and between other chapter of the Town Code. The
document presented in this study is meant to be adopted by the Town, and
continually updated as the practices, policies, laws and regulations
pertaining to the subdivision of land and subdivision controls change and
evolve.
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SUBDIVISION OF LAND

Chapter Al06

SUBDIVISION OF LAND
ARTICLE I
General Provisions

§ Al06-10. Authority of Planning Board.
§ Al06-11. Declaration of policy.
§ Al06-12. Short title; adoption.
§ Al06-13. Definitions.

:i:1
w

ARTICLE II
Procedures

§ Al06-20. General requirements.
§ Al06-21. Sketch plan.
§ Al06·22. Approval of minor subdivision.
§ Al06-23. Preliminary plat for major subdivision.

§ Al06-24. Final plat for major subdivision.
§ Al06-25. Required improvements.
§ Al06-26. Filing of final plat.
§ A106-27. Public streets; recreation areas.
ARTICLE III
Design Standards

§ Al06-30. Standards to be minimum requirements.
§ Al06-31. General requirements.
§ Al06-32. Street layout.

§ A106-33. Street design.
Al0601

8 - 2~ - 83

§ A106-l0

SOUTHOLD CODE

§ A106-34. Street names.

SUBDIVlSIOt\ OF LAND

§ Al06-l 1

ARTICLF. I
General Provi s ions

§ A106-35. Lots.
§ A106-36. Drainage improvements.

§ A106-10. Authority of Planning Board.

§ A106-37. Other improvements.

By the authorit.y of the resolution of the Town Board of tl': c
Town of Southold adopted on September 26 , 196i, pursuant to the
provisions of Article 16 of the T own Law of the State of New
York, Chapter 63 of the Consolidated Laws of New York, the
Planning Board of the Town of Southold is authorized and empowered to approve plats, with or without streets. for subdivisions within the l;mits of said town.

§ Al06-38. Parks, open spaces, school sites and natural features.
ARTICLE IV
Documents to be Submitted

§ A106-40. Sketch plan.
§ A106-41. Minor subdivision plat.

§ A 106-11 . Declaration of policy.

§ Al06-42. Major subdivision preliminary layout.

I l is declared to be the policy of the Planning Board to consider
land subdivision plats as part of a pl an for the orderly, efficient
and economical developmen t of th e town . This means, am ong
other th ings:

§ A106-43. Major subdivision plat.
::to'I

§ Al06-44. Accompanying documents and information.

*"'

A. That land to be subdivided shall be of such character that
it can be used safely for building purposes without danger
to health 0r peril from fire, flo od or 0ther menace.

ARTICLE V
Variances and Waivers

B . That proper provision shall be made for drainage, water
suppl y. sewerage and other needed improvements .

§ Al06-50. Variations in cases of hardshi,.
§ Al06-51. Waivers of required improvements.

C. That all proposed lots shall be so laid out and of such size
as to be in harmony with the development pattern of the
neighboring proprrti es.

§ A106-52. Board to impose conditions.
§ Al06-53. Approval of Board of Appeals actions.
[HISTORY: Adopted by the Planning Board of the Town of
Southold 9-6-67; approved by the Town Board of the Town of
Southold 9-26-67. Sections Al06-13, Al06-27, A106-38F and
Al06-42A amended during codification; see Ch. 1, General
· Provisions, Article II. Other amendments noted where ap·
plicable.]
GENERAL REFERENCES
Soll removal - See Ch. 81.
Wetlands - See Ch. 97.
Zoning - Set" Ch. 100.

D . That th e proposed street::; s hall compose a convenieut
system co nforming to the Official Map , if such exists. and
shall be properly related to the proposals shown uT! tLe
Comprehensive Town Plan, as such may be in existence
from time to time, and shall be of such width, grade and
loca ti on as to accommodate the prospective traffic, to
afford adequate light and air, to facilitate fire protectio n
anJ to provide acces:, of fir e-fight ing equi pment to
buildings.
E. That proper provision shall be made for open spaces,
eluding parks and pla~· grour;ds.

A10602
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§ Al06 -l l

SOUTHOLD CODE

§ Al06-13

F . That adequate provision shall be made to conserve the
natural beauty of the town .
G . That an unusually detailed review shall be afforded to

development plans for waterfront property.

§ Al06-12. Short title; adoption.
In order that land subdivisions may be made in accordance with
this policy, these regulations, which shall be known as, and which
may be cited as. the "Town of Southold Land Subdivision
Regulations," have been approved by the Town Board on September 26, 1967, and adopted by the Planning Board on S eptember 6, 1967.

:i>i
I
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§ A 106-13. Definitions.
For the purpose of these regulations, certain words and terms
used herein are defined as follows :
CONDITIONAL APPROVAL OF A FINAL PLAT Approval by the Planning Board of a final plat subject to
conditions set forth by the Planning Board in a resolution
conditionally approving such plat. Such conditional approval does not qualify a final plat for recording nor
authorize issuance of building permits prior to the signing
of the plat by a duly authorized officer of the Planning
Board and recording of the plat in the office of County
Clerk of Suffolk County. [Added 5-8-73)

§ .\106-13

SUBDIVISION OF LAND

§ :\106-1.3

ENGI.:\EER
or
LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEER - A person licensed as a profession,1!
engineer by the State of New York.
FINAL PLAT - A drawing prepared in a mann er
prescribed by these regulations, showing a propos t:d
subdi\'ision and containing, in such additional detail ns
shall be provided by these regulations , all informatioi~
required to appear on a preliminary plat and th ~
modifications , if any, required by the Planning Board <H
the time of approval of a preliminary plat of such proposed
subdi\'ision if such preliminary plat has been so appnAe ..i .
!Amended 5-8-73]
FIN A!. PLAT AP PROV AL - The signing of a final plat
by a duly authorized officer of the Planning Board after a
resolution granting final approval of the plat, or after
conditi ons specified in a resolution granting conditio1~ a !
appro\' al of the plat are completed . Such final approval
qualifies the plat for recording in the Suffolk County
Clerk 's office . [Added 5-8-73)
LOT - A portion of a subdivi~ion or other parcel 0f land
intended a:; a unit for t ra nsfer of ownership or f fJ r
de,·elopment.
l\lAJOR SUBDIVISION - All subdi\'isions not cl ass ifi r J
as minor subdivisions, induding, but not limi Lt'd t o.
sub di visio ns of five (5) or more lots, or any s ubdi vi s i,rn
req uir ing the construction of a ne-..v street or the extell :., ,on
of municipal facilities.

CUL-DE-SAC (COURT) - A short street having one ( 1)
end open to traffic and being permanently terminated by a
vehicular turnaround.

MASTEH OR TOWN PLAN - A plan for the develop men t of all or portions of the Town of Southold , prepared
by the Planning Board pursuant to Section 27 2-a of the
T own Law, which plan indicates the general loca t ions
recommended for various public works, places nnd
struct ures and the general physical development of th e: town. and includes any unit. nr part of such plan separatrl~·
adopted and any amendment to such plan or parts th erc> in .

EASEMENT - A grant of the use of a strip of land by the
public or by a corporation or persons for specific purposes.

1\1 l NO H SUBDIVISION -- Any subdi,·ision conta in in g
not more than four (4) lots fronting on an existing s trre l r:r

CROSSW ALKW A Y - A right-of-way dedicated to public
use, ten ( 10) feet or more in width, which crosses a block to
facilitate pedestrian access to adjacent streets and prop·
erties.

Al0604
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not requiring the extension of municipal facilities, and not
adver sely affecting the development of the remainder of
th e parcel or adjoining property and not in conflict with
a ny pro\·ision or portion of the Master Plan, Official Map
or Zcrning Ordinance, if such exists, 1 or these regulations.
O FFICIAL MAP - The map established by the Town
Roard pursuant to Section 270 of the Town Law, showing
s treets. highways; parks and drainage rights-of-way, both
ex is ting and proposed .
f'LA:'.\:\ING BOARD or BOARD - The Planning Board
rJf the Town of Southold, Suffolk County, New York.

::i:i
I
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PHELI~HNAHY PLAT - A drawing prepared in the
manner prescribed by these regulations, showing the
layout of a proposed subdivision, including, but not
restricted to, road and lot layout and approximate
dime nsions, key plan, topography and drainage, au
proposed facilities unsized . including preliminary plans
a nd profiles, at suitable scale and in such detail as these
regulations require. [Amended 5-8-73]

PRELI'.\tINARY PLAT APPRG-...1 AL - Approval by the
Planning Board of the layout of the proposed subdivision
as set forth in a preliminary plat. but subject to the approval of the plat in final form in accordance with the
provisions of Subdivision 7 of Section 276 of the Town
Law . [Added 5-8-73)
SKETCH PLAN - A rough sketch of the preliminary
layout (or final plat, in the case of minor subdivisions) to
enable the subdivider to save time and expense in reaching
general agreement with the Board as to the form of the
layout and pursuant to the objectives of these regulations .
STREET - A way for vehicular and pedestrian traffic,
whether designated as a street , road , avenue, lane or other
way , located between right-of-way lines.
STHEET, LOCAL SERVICE - A street running parallel
to and in the immediate vicinity of a major highway for the
1 f:!lit1Jr"" '\nt(': See Ch . JOO, Zoning .
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purpose of relieving traffic on the major highway at the
points of crossing.
STREET, MAJOR - A street or highway of great continuity which serves or is intended to serve as a major
traffic artery within the town or county, or both, and which
is designated on the Town Plan as a main arterial highway,
major thoroughfare, parkway or other equivalent term to
identify those streets comprising the basic structure of the
street plan.
STREET, MINOR - A street supplementary to a major
street and of limited continuity which serves or is intended
to serve the local needs of a neighborhood or a section
thereof.
STREET OR RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH - The distance
between property lines, measured at right angles to the
center line of the street.
STREET, SECONDARY - A street or road of considerable continuity which serves or is intended to serve as
the principal or collector trafficway between large and
separated areas or districts and which is the main means of
access to the major street or primary road system.
SUBDIVIDER or APPLICANT - Any person, firm,
corporation, partnership or association who shall lay out,
for the purpose of sale or development, any subdivision or
part thereof, as defined herein, either for himself or others .
SUBDIVISION [Amended 9-23-80]:
A . The division of any parcel of land into two (2) or more
lots, plots, blocks, sites or other divisions of land, with
or without streets or highways, including any extension of any existing street, for the purpose, whether
immediate or future, of sale or building development,
and including resubdivision; provided, however, that
the term "subdivision" shall not include the setoff or
creation of a single lot from a parcel of land, provided
that before any such setoff or creation shall take place,
the owner shall submit such proposal to the Planning
Board for its approval and determination of whether
such setoff or creation constitutes a subdivision. In
Al0607
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SOUTHOLD CODE
ARTICLE II
Procedures

making such determination, the Planning Board shall
give consideration, among other things, to :
(1) Whether the lot to be set off is of such character
as to be suitable for the intended purpose without
danger of flood or other perils.
(2 )

Whether adequate provision is or will be made for
drainage, water supply, sewer disposal and other
necessary · utilities and improvements.

(3) Whether the lot to be set off is of such size as to
conform with the present or future development
of neighboring lands.
(4)

(5)

::i::-

Whether the proposed set off will be consistent
with the present or future street layout of the
ne_ighborhood.
Whether the proposed set off will requi.re the
extension of municipal faciliti es or services.

(6) Whether the proposed set off will be in harmony
with the future growth and development of the
town.

1
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(7)

Whether adequate means of access and off-street
parking are provided.

(8) Whether the proposed set off will adversely affect
the present or future uses of neighboring lands .
B.

If the Planning Board grants approval to set off a lot
as hereinbefore provided, it may impose such conditions as it deems necessary or appropriate.

C.

An application to the Planning Board to set off a lot as
herein provided shall be acco mpani ed by a fee of two
hund red fifty dollars !$250.). [Added 4-19-83; am ended
3-10-87]

SUPERBLOCK - A block of exceptionally large size in
both dimensions, with access to interior lots by culs-de-sac
branching in from surrounding streets and providing one
(1) or more open spaces.
SURVEYOR - A person licensed as a land surveyor by
the State of New York.
A10608
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§ Al06-20. General requirements.
Before making any offer to sell, or before entering into a con- ·
tract for the sale of, any part of a proposed subdivision, and before
any permit for the erection of a structure, removal of topsoil or for
dredging any channel in such subdivision shall be granted, and
before undertaking any land clearance, grading or channel
dredging operations, 2 the subdivider shall apply to the Planning
Board for approval of such proposed subdivision in accordance
with the requirements and pursuant to the procedures set forth in
these regulations.

§ Al06-2L Sketch plan.
A. Submission of sketch plan. The applicant shall submit to
the Planning Board at least two (2) weeks prior to the
regular meeting of the Board twelve (12) copies of the
sketch plan of the proposed subdivision, with road profiles
and topographic elevations at five -foot contours and the
proposed drainage areas. Such plan shall comply with the
requirements of Article IV, § A106-40. [Amended 5-8-73)
B. Discussion of
classification.

improvements,

requirements

and

(1) At its meeting with the applicant, the Planning Board
should discuss the objectives of these regulations and
the requirements for street improvements, drainage,
sewerage, water supply, fire protection and other
similar aspects. In addition, the review will cover the
availability of existing services and other pertinent
information.
(2) At this meeting, the Planning Board shall classify the
proposed subdivision as a minor or major subdivision,
as defined in these regul ations. However, when it
deems it necessary fo r protection of the public health ,
(Cont 'd on page 10609)
'Edltor'A Note: Se e also Ch . 81 , Soll R e moval, and Ch . 97 , We tland s .
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safety and welfare, the Board may require that a
minor subdivision comply with all or some of the
requirements specified for major subdivisions. If a
proposed subdivision is classified and approved as a
minor subdivision, the subdivider shall then comply
with the procedure outlined in Article II, § A106-22,
of these regulations. If it is classified as a major
subdivision, the subdivider shall comply with the
procedures outlined in Article II,§§ A106-23, A106-24
and A106-25.
C. Study of sketch plan. The Planning Board shall determine
whether a subdivision sketch plan meets the purposes of
these regulations. Any changes to be made on the proposed
subdivision map required by the Planning Board shall be
submitted, in writing, to the applicant or his duly
authorized representative. All such changes shall be incorporated in the applicant's next submission to the
Planning Board.
~

I
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§ Al06-22. Approval of minor subdivision.
A. Application and fee.
(1)

Within six (6) months after the approval of the sketch
plan by the Planning Board, the subdivider shall
submit an application for approval of a final plat. If
such application is not received within six (6) months,
the Planning Board approval of the ~ketch plan shall
expire. The plat shall follow the layout of the sketch
plan, as approved by the Board, plus any recom-·
mendations made by the Planning Board. Said application shall also conform to the requirements listed
in Article IV, § A106-41.

(2)

All applicatio~s for plat approval for minor subdi\~ sion
shall be accompanied by a fee of five hundred dollars_
($500.) per lot. together with an inspC'ction fee of one
thousand dollars ($1.000.). [Amended 4-22-80; -1-9-85;
12-2-86; 11-1-88]

Al0609
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(2)
B. Number of copies. Six (6) copies of the final plat shall be
presented to the Planning Board at least two (2) weeks
prior to a regularly scheduled Planning Board meeting.
C. Subdivider to attend Planning Board meeting. The subdivider or his duly authorized representative shall attend
the meeting of the Planning Board to discuss the final plat.

The application fil ed with the Town Clerk shall be
accompanied by a fee of one thousand dollars ($1 ,000.)
plus one hundred dollars ($100.) per acre, or part thereof,
in the proposed subdivision. An inspection fee equal to six
percent (6%) of the amount of the approved performance
bond must be paid after approval of the bond amount by
the Town Board and before final approval of the plat.
[Amended 4-9-85; 12-2-86; 11-1·88]

D. When officially submitted. The final plat shall be considered officially submitted only when all the surveys,
plans, required certifications and signatures and other data
required in Article IV, § Al06-41, are submitted complete
and in good form, together with the application and fee, at
regular meeting of the Planning Board.

!Cont'd on page Al0611 )

E. Public hearing. Before the Planning Board shall act on the
final plat, it shall hold a public hearing in accordance with
§ 276 of the Town Law.

:c:I
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F. Action on subdivision plat. The Planning Board shall,
within forty-five (45) days from the public hearing date,
approve, approve with modification or disapprove the final
plat.

§ Al06-23. Preliminary plat for major subdivision. [Amended 5·
8-73]
A. Application and fee.
(1)

Prior to the filing of an application for the approval of
a major subdivision plat, the subdivider shall file with
the Town Clerk an application in duplicate for the
approval of a preliminary plaL of the proposed subdivision, in the form prescribed in Article IV,§ A10642. The preliminary plat shall comply with the re·
quirements set forth in these regulations, including
Article IV, § A106-42, and §§ 276 and 277 of the
Town Law.

A 10!)10. l
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B . Number of copies . Twelve 1121 paper prints of the
preliminary plat and the duplicate application shall be filed
with the Town Clerk at least two (2) weeks prior to a
regularly scheduled Planning Board meeting. The Clerk
shall immediately forward to the Planning Board four (41
prints of the plat and a copy of the application.
C. Subdivider to attend Planning Board meeting. The subdivider or his duly authorized representative shall atteml
the meeting of the Planning Board to discuss the
preliminary plat.
D . Study of preliminary plat.
( l)

The Planning Board shall study the preliminary plat,
taking into consideration the requirements of the
community and the best use of the land being subdivided. Particular attention shall be given to th e
arrangement, location and wid t h of s tree ts, thrir
relation to the topography of the land, channels, water
s upply, sewag i.~ di s posal, drainage. lot sizes and
arrangement, the future d evelopment of adj0ining
land s and the requirements of the Master Plan, the
Official M ap and Zo ning Ordinance , if such e:{ist.3

(2)

The Town Superintendent of Highways will review all
abo\" e aspects of the design of the propo sed su!Jdivisi on, including a field check, and submit a repor L
to th e Planning Board with his recommendations prior
to the scheduled m eeting.

:t>'
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E. Hearing and action on preliminary plat.

J

( 1)

Within fony-five ( 45) days after the receipt of such
preliminary plat by the Clerk, the Planning Board
shall hold a public hearing thereon, which shall be
advertised at least once at least five (5) days before
such h earing.

(2)

\\'ithin forty-five (-15) days after the date of s uch
hearing, the Planning Boa rd s hall appro\'e, with 0r
without modification, or disapprove such preliminar;.·

t~ clllor's

:\otc: SN• Ch. 100, Zoning .
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plat, and the ground for a modification, if any, or the
ground for disapproval shall be stated upon the
records of the Planning Board. Notwithstanding the
foregoing provisions hereof, the time in which the
Planning Board must take action on such plat may be
extended by mutual consent of the owner and the
Planning Board . When approving a preliminary plat,
the Planning Board shall state in writing
modifications, if any, that it deems necessary for
s ubmission of the plat in final form.
(3)

Within five (5) days of the approval of such
preliminary plat, it shall be certified by the Clerk of
the Planning Board as having been granted
preliminary approval, and a copy shall be filed in his
office and a certified copy mailed to the owner.

(4)

Within six (6) months of the approval of the
preliminary plat, the owner must submit the plat in
final form . If such plat is not so submitted, approval of
the preliminary plat may be revoked by the Planning
Board.

>'I
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§ Al06-24 . Final plat for major subdivision. [Amended 5-8-73]
A. Application for approval.
( 1) The subdivider shall, within six (6) months after the
approval of the preliminary plat, file with the Town
Clerk an application in duµlicate for final plat approval of all or part of the proposed subdivision, using
the approved application blank. Thus, the subdivider
may develop the subdivision in progressive stages
instead of in its entirety. But no subdivision or portion
thereof shall be considered unless it has frontage on a
public street or abuts an existing street on the town's
Official Map or an approved street for which a bond
has been filed .
(2)

Failure to submit all or a portion of the final plat for
final plat approval within six (6) months shall
automatically cancel the preliminary plat approval,

/I 1 l\C: 1 <)
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unless a request for an extension of time is granted hy
the Planning Board. Such extension shall be granted
only if the proposed subdivision fully conforms to the
zoning regulations in effect at the time such extension
is applied for.
B . Number of copies and date of official submission. In order
for a final plat to receive Planning Board approval. the
documents listed in Article IV, § A 106-43 shall be fil ed
with the Town Clerk, in good form, at least two (2) weeks in
advance of the regular meeting at which it is to be considered officially submitted . The Clerk shall immediately·
forward such maps to the Planning Board, which shall
fo1 ward one ( 1) copy to the Town Board Highway Committee .
C. Endorsement of state and county agencies. Water and
sewer fac ility proposals contained in the final plat s hall be
properly approved and endorsed by the re<]uired county
agencies. which such approval and endor~ement s hall be
secured by the subdivider before official submi~siun of th e
final plat. Three (3) cloth prints of th e pro posed final plat
shall be submitted to said county agencies, together wi th
all other necessa ry details required by the Planning Board.
In addition. applications for approval of pl a n s for sewe rs or
water facilities will be filed by the subdivider with a ll
neces sa ry town, county and state agencies.
D . Reports of Town Superintendent of Highway s and
Planning Board Engineer. Within thirty (30) days after
said plat is submitted for final approval, the Superintendent shall submit a report to the Planning Board on the
h;ghways in the proposed s ubdivision . The Planning
Board's Engineer shall, within said period of tim e, s ubmit
a detailed list of all improvem ents and construction items
and an es timate of the cost of construction .
E . Public hearing. Within forty-five 145) days of the submis s ion of a plat in final form fer approval by the Planning
B oard , a hearing shall be h eld by the Planning Board
thereon, which shall be advertisrd at least once at leas t fi\·e
(5) days before such hearing; provided, however, that when

A IOG13
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the Planning Board deems the final plat to be in substantial agreement with the preliminary plat approved and
mndified in accordance with requirements of such appro\'al , if such preliminary plat has been approved with
modification, the Planning Board may waive the
n::qu irements for such public hearing.
F. Action on final plat.
( 11
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(2)

\\"ithin forty-five (45) days after the date of the
hearing on said final plat, or in the event that such
hearing was waived, within forty-five (45) days of the
s ubmission of the plat in final form for approval, the
Planning Board shall, hy resolution, conditiona!ly
approve, conditionally approve with or without
modifications, disapprove or grant final approval and
authorize the signing of such plat. Notwithstanding
the foregoing provisions hereof, the time in which the
Planning Board must take action on such plat may be
ex tended by mutual consent of the owner and the
Planning Board.
In the resolution granting conditional approval of
such final plat, the Planning Board shall empower a
duly authorized officer to sign the plat subject to
completion of such requirement as may be stated in
the resolution. Within five (5) days of such resolution,
the plat shall be certified by the Clerk of the Planning
Board as conditionally approved, and a copy shall be
filed in his office and a certified copy mailed to the
ow ner, including a certified statement of such
requirements which, when completed, will authorize
the signing of the conditionally approved final plat.
Upon completion of such requirements, the plat shall
be signed by said duly authorized officer of the
Planning Board. Conditional approval of a final plat
shall expire within one hundred eighty ( 180) days after
the date of the resolution granting conditional approval unless such requiremenh have been certified as
completed. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Planning Board may extend the time in which a
conditionally approved plat in final form must be

AlOfil ·I
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submitted for signature, if in its opm10n such intention is warranted by the particular circumstances
thereof, for not to exceed two (2) additional periods of
ninety (90) days each.
(3)

In all cases where the Planning Board requires the
furnishing of a performance bond, the final plat shall
not be signed until such bond has been approved by
the Town Board and a certified copy of the Town
Board resolution approving the same is filed with the
Clerk of the Planning Board .

§ A106-25. Required improvements.
A. Waiver of required improvements. The Planning Board
may waive the provision of any or all such improvements
and requirements as. in its judgment of the special circumstances of a particular plat or plats, are not requisite in
the interests of the public health . safety and g enera l
welfare. In the case of each waiver granted, the Planning
Board s ha ll enter upon its records the reason wh y the
particular improvement is not necessary and it shall attach
appropriate conditions or require such guaranties as may
be necessary to protect the public interest. A waiver of any
requirements by the Planning Doard shall not become
effective until approved in writing by the Town Board
Hi g hway Committee. [Amended 5-8-7:3]
B. If at any time before or duri!'lg the construction of the
required improvements it is demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Town Superintendent of Highways th Ht
the unforeseen conditions make it necessary or preferable
to modify the location or design of such required improvement.s, the Superintendent may, with consent of t.he
Planning Board and upon written request of the sub·
divider, authorize the modifications, provided th ese
modifications are within th e spirit and intent of th e
Planning Board's approval. The Superintendent. in issuing
an authorization under this subsection, shall do so in
writing and shall transmit a copy of such authorization to

.--\ 1061 :i
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th e Planning Board and Town Board Highway Committee
at their next regular meeting. [Amended 5-8-73)

::i::1
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C. 1nspection of improvements. In order to assure that all
town specifications and requirements are met during the
construction of all required improvements, and to assure
th e satisfactory completion of improvements and utilities
as required by the Planning Board, a construction inspector representing the Board shall inspect the improvements during the progress of construction . It shall be
the duty of the subdivider to notify the Planning Board
and Highway Department two (2) days prior to the
commencement or completion of any work on each stage or
opera ti on of the construction of improvements. Said
construction inspector shall, after completion of cons truction, certify to the Planning Board that all required
improve ments have been constructed as required by the
Board. In addition, the subdivider shall furnish a certified
set of drawings showing all improvements as constructed,
in the same detail as required. for the approved final plat,
including the m ethod of installation. [Amended 11-7-68 and
5-8-73)
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F. Safeguards during construction. In order to prevent
flooding, erosion or any other dangerous or hazardous
condition from occurring during the progress and completion.of required improvements, the Planning Board may
require the developer or his contractor to take such action,
including the construction and/ or installation of temporary
facilities, as the construction inspector may recommend.
[Added 4-22-80]
(Cont'd on page Al0617)

D . Utilities required . The subdivider shall submit to the
Planning Board a letter from eac': public utility company
wh ose facilities are proposed to be installed in the proposed
subdivision . Such letter shall state that the utility compan y will make the installations necessary for the furni s hing of its services.
E. Proper installation of improvements. If the construction
inspector shall find, upon inspection of the improvements
performed before the expiration date of the performance
bond , that any of the required improvements have not been
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications
filed by the subdivider, he shall so report to the Town
Board , Building Inspector and Planning Board. The
Planning Board then shall notify - the subdivider and, if
necessary, the bonding company, and take all necessary
steps to preserve the town's rights under the terms of the
bond.
A10616.l
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§ A106-26. Filing of final plat.
A. Final approval and filing. Upon completion of the above
requirements and notation to the effect upon the final plat, it
shall be deemed to have final approval, and the plat shall be
properly signed by the appropriate officer of the Planning
Board and shall be filed by the applicant in the office of the
County Clerk. Any plat not so filed or recorded within sixty
(60) days of the date upon which such final plat is approved or
considered approved by reasons of failure of the Planning
Board to act shall become null and void. [Amended 5-8-1973;
1-23-1990]
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B. Plat void is revised after approval. No changes, erasures,
modifications or revisions shall be made in any final plat after
approval has been given by the Planning Board and endorsed
in writing on the plat, unless the said plat is first resubmitted
to the Planning Board and such Board approves said
modifications. In the event that any such final plat is recorded
without complying with this requirement, the same shall be
considered null and void, the Building Inspector shall not issue
building permits and the town shall institute proceedings to
have the plat stricken from the records of the County Clerk.

§ Al06-27. Public streets; recreation areas.
A. Public acceptance of streets. The approval by the Planning
Board of a final plat shall not be deemed to constitute or be
evidence of any acceptance by the town of any street, right-ofway or easement shown on such final plat. The applicant shall
comply with all town rules and regulations regarding the
dedication of highways. 4 (See Section 278 of the Town Law as
amended.)

B. Ownership and maintenance of recreation areas. When a park,
playground or other recreation area shall have been shown on
a plat, the approval of said plat shall not constitute an
acceptance by the town of such area. The Planning Board may
require the plat to be endorsed with appropriate notes to this
effect. The Planning Board may also require the filing of a

-----

' Editor's NoU>: Spe<:ifications for highways to be accepted by the town are on fil e in the
office of the Town Clerk Rnd are &\'&ilnble for insJX'<'tion during r<'gular office hours.
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written agreement, in proper form for recording in the
County Clerk's office, between the applicant and the Town
Board covering future title, dedication and provision for the
cost of grading, development, equipment and maintenance of
any such recreation area.
C. Future status of streets, parks and easements. Acceptance of
formal offers of cession of streets, easements and parks shall
rest with the Town Board. In the event that the applicant shall
elect not to file the plat in the office of the County Clerk within
the required period, then such formal offers of cession shall be
deemed to be void.

::i:1
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D. Improvements required before buildings in subdivision may
be occupied. Where a permit is desired for the occupancy of a
building in the subdivision prior to the completion of the
improvements as required in the Planning Board's approval of
the final plat, the street serving the proposed building shall be
completed to a degree satisfactory to the Planning Board and
Town Superintendent of Highways. Jn general, the extent of
said street improvements shall be adequate for vehicular
access by the prospective occupant and by police and fire
equipment prior to the issuance of an occupancy permit.
Where such permit has been issued , the street shall be
maintained by the subdivider in suc!1 satisfactory condition.
E. Plats straddling municipal boundaries. \Vhenever access to the
subdivision is required across land in another municipality,
the Planning Board may request assurance from the Town
Attorney that access is legally established and from the
Superintendent of Highways that the access road is adequately
improved, or that a performance bond has been duly executed
and is sufficient in amount to assure the construction of the
access road. In general, lot lines should be laid out so as not to
cross town boundary lines.

(Cont'd on page Al0619)
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ARTICLE III
Design Standards

§ Al06-30. Standards to be minimum requirements.
In considering applications for subdivision of land , the Planning Board shall be guided by the standards set forth hereinafter.
The said standards shall be considered to be minimum
requirements .

§ Al06-31. General requirements.
A . Character of land . Land to be subdivided for building
purposes shall be of such a character that it can be used
safely without danger to the residents from any menace.
B. Conformity to Official Map and Master Plan. Any subdivision shall conform to the Official Map of the town, if
such exists. and shall be in harmony with the Master Plan .
C. Specifications for required improvements. All required
improvements shall confonn to the town specifications,
which may be obtained from the T own Clerk. Where approval of the New York State and/ or Suffolk County
Departments of Public Works and Health are required,
specifications for required improvements may be obtained
from the respective agencies .

§ A 106-32. Street layout.
A. Width, location and construction. Streets shall be of
sufficient width of not less than fifty (50) fel:!t, suitably
located and adequately constructed to conform to the
Southold Town Highway Specifications and with the
Master Plan, if such exists, and to accommodate the
prospective traffic and afford access for fire fighting, snow
removal and other road maintenance equipment. The
arrangement of streets s hall be such as to cause no undue
hardship to adjoining properties and shall be coordinated
so as to compose a convenient system . [Amended 5-8-731
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B . Arrang ement. The arrangement of streets in the subdi vis ion s hall provide for the continuation of major s treets
of adjoining areas and for proper projection of such streets
into adjoining properties in order to make possible
necessa ry fire protection, movement of traffic and constru cti on or extension, presently or when later required, of
needed utilities and public services, such as sewers and
waler drainage · facilities . W!-.2re, in the opinion of the
Planning Board, topographic or other conditions make
s uch co ntinuance undesirable or impracticable, the above
conditions may be modified upon written approval of the
T ow n Superintendent of Highways and the Town Board
Hi g hway Committee. [Amended 5-8-73)
C. Min or s treets. Minor streets shall be so laid out that their
use by through traffic will be discouraged .
:i:1
.......
-....]

D . S pecial treatment along major streets . Where a subdivision
ab uts or co ntains an existing or proposed major street, the
Board may require local service streets, reverse frontage
with screen planting contained in a nonaccess reservation
along the rear property line, deep lots with rear service
alleys or such other treatment as may be necessary for
adequate protection of residential properties and to afford
separation of through from local traffic.
E . Provision for future resubdivision. Where a tract is subdivid ed into lots substantially larger than the mini.mum
size required in the zoning district in which the subdivision
is located, the Board may require that streets and lots be
laid out so as to permit future resubdivision in accordance
with the requirements contained in these regulations. 5
F . Dead -end streets . The creation of dead-end or loop
residential streets will be encouraged wherever the Board
finds that such type of development will not interfere with
normal traffic circulation in the area, provided that interior
parks arc covered by appropriate covenants as to maintenance . In the case of dead-end streets , wh ere needed or
desirable, the Board may require the reservation of a tenS Edit.or ' s :-.; ote : For provisions regarding lot slz.es In the varlou• zoning distri c ts , s l'e
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foot-wide easement to provide for continuation of
pedestrian traffic and utilities to the next street. Subdivisions containing twenty (20) lots or more shall have at
least two (2) street connections with existing public streets
or streets shown on the Official Map, if such exists, or
streets on a recorded final plat.
G. Block size.
(1) Blocks shall not be exclusively long. Blocks, generally,
shall not be less than four hundred (400) feet in length
nor more than one thousand two hundred (1,200) feet
in length. In general, the width of a block shall not be
less than twice the normal lot depth.
(2)

In blocks exceeding eight hundred (800) feet in length,
the Planning Board may require the reservation of a
ten-foot-wide easement through the block to provide
for the crossing of underground utilities and
pedestrian traffi::, where needed or desirable, and may
further specify, at its discretion, that a four-foot-wide
paved footpath be included. The Planning Board shall
require the proper maintenance of any such easement.

(3)

Irregularly shaped blocks, including superblocks,
indented by culs-de-sac and containing interior spaces,
will be acceptable when properly designed and
coordinated with the overall plat and when adequate
provision for the maintenance and ownership of public
areas is provided for.

H. Intersections with major streets. Minor or secondary street
openings into a major street shall, in general, be at least
five hundred (500) feet apart.
I. Street jogs. Street jogs with center-line offsets of less than
one hundred twenty-five (125) feet shall generally not be
permitted.

J. Angle of intersection. In general, all streets shall join each
other so that for a distance of at least one hundred (100)
feet a street is approximately at right angles to the street it
joins .

Ch . 100, Zoning .
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K. Relation to topography. The street plan of a proposed

;i..
I
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§ A106-33. Street design.

A. \\'idths. [Amended 6-6-89]
(1)

Widths of rights-of-way. Streets shall have the following
\\idths. When not ind icated on the Master Plan or Official
Map, the classifi cation of streets shall be determined by
the Board.
Minimum
Right-of-Way
Type of Street

(feet)

Major
Secondary or collector
Minor

100*
80*
50*

* NOTE: Except when the Master Plan specifics a greater or
lesser \\·idth.
(2)

§ Al06-33

feet in width. However, where it is determined that such
width is not needed, the Planning Board, in its discretion,
may designate that the width be reduced to twenty-four
(24) feet in width, provided that the subdivider agrees to
covenant that the individual lots will be so designated as
to accommodate all off-street parking [at the rate of four
(4) spaces per lot, not including each garage space].

subdivision shall bear a logical relationship to the
topography of the property, and all streets shall be
arranged so as to obtain as many of the building sites as
possible at or below the grade of the streets. Grades of
streets shall conform as closely as possible to the original
topography. [Amended 5-8-73)
L. Other required s.t reets. Where a subdivision borders on or
contains a railroad right-of-way or a major street right-ofway, the Planning Board may require a street approximately parallel to and on each side of such right-ofway, at a distance suitable for the appropriate use of the
intervening land (as for park purposes in residential districts or for commercial or industrial purposes in appropriate districts). Such distances shall also be determined with due regard for the requirements of approach
grades and future grade separations.

SUBDIVISION OF LAND

(3)

Subdivision roads built to either the twenty-eight- or
twenty-four-foot road width shall meet the specifications
set forth in Chapte r A108, Article III, including
Standard Drawing Nos. SD-854A and SD·854M.1

B. Improvements. Streets shall be graded and improved with
pavements, curbs and gutters, sidewalks, drainage
facilities, water mains , sewers, streetlights and street
signs, street trees and fire hydrants and/or firewells.
Firewells shall have an eight-inch casing and a twenty-foot
stainless steel screen and shall have a pumping capacity of
three hundred fifty (350) gallons per minute. There shall
be a depth of water of at least forty (40) feet. The numbe r
and location of fire hydrants and/ or firewells shall be determined by the Planning Board. In making such determination, the Planning Board may seek the recommendation of the Commissioners of the Fire District in
which the proposed subdivision is located. Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon request, the Planning Board,
upon written approval of the Superintendent of Highways
and the Town Board Highway Committee, may waive,
subject to appropriate conditions, such improvements as it
considers may be omitted without jeopardy to the public
health, safety and general welfare. Pedestrian easements
shall be improved as required by the Planning Board. Such
grading and improvement s shall be approved as to design
and specifications by the Town Superintendent of Highways and the Town Board Highway Committee. [Amended
5-8-73; 12-9-75; 4-22-80]

Width of pavement within ri ghts-of-way. All m inor
streets in major subdhisions shall be twenty-eight (28)
1 F.dilor'' Nole: Departnwnt of Highways Sla ncl an! Drawin"' arr in eludl"d al lhe end of
Ch. A 108, Highway S1~c ificalions.
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C. Major subdivisions. [Added 10-18-88; 2 amended 6-6-89)

:i:-

,_.1
\.0

(1)

In a major subdivision, the roads shall be built to
specifications stated in Chapter A108, Article III.

(2)

In a major subdivision where the number of lots to be
serviced by a proposed street is four (4) or fewer and,
further, there is no likelihood of the street servicing more
than four (.4) lots, the Planning Board, at its discretion,
may waive the major road specifications as they are set
forth in Chapter A108, Article III, and, in their place,
may substitute alternate road specifications as set forth in
§ A108-42B.

D. Utilities in streets. The Planning Board may require that
underground utilities be placed in the street right-of-way
between the paved roadway and the street line to simplify
location and repair of lines when they require attention.
The subdivider shall install underground service connections to the property line of each lot within the subdivision for such required utilities before the street is
paved. Such underground utilities shall be located within
the sidewalk area. [Amendt:J 5-8-73]
E. Utility easements. Where topography is such as to make
impractical the inclusion of utilities within the street
rights-of-way, perpetual unobstructed easements at least
twenty (20) feet in width shall be otherwise provided with
satisfactory access to the street. Wherever possible
easements shall be continuous from block to block and
shall present as few irregularities as possible. Such
easements shall be cleared, graded and seeded where
required. [Amended 5-8-73]

all growth (except isolated trees) and obstructions above the
level three (3). feet higher than the center line of the street. If
directed by the Planning Board, the subdivider shall regrade
this area.

~~
. '.•: <}"'
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/STREET LINE

SKETCH A !Amended 5-8-73]

(Cont'd on page Al0625)

F. Steep curves; visibility at intersections. Sharp curves shall be
avoided. In order to provide visibility for traffic safety, that
portion of any corner lot, whether at an intersection entirely
within the subdivision or of a new street with an existing
street, which is shown shaded on Sketch A, shall be cleared of
' Editor's Note: This rcsolulion also rcdesignatcd former
as Suhscctions D, E. F, G, II, I and .J, respectively.
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G. Dead-end streets. Where dead-end streets are designed to be
so permanently, they should, in general, not exceed eight
hundred (800) feet in length and shall terminate in a circular
turnaround having a minimum right-of-way radius of fifty
(50) feet and pavement radius of forty-four (44) feet, curb to
curb. At the end of temporary dead-end streets, a temporary
turnaround with a pavement radius of forty-four (4·1) feet,
curb to curb, shall be provided, unless the Planning Board
approves an alternate arrangement. [A mended 5-8-73]
H. Watercourses.

:i::i

(1)

Where a watercourse separates a proposed street from
abutting property, provision shall be made for access to
all lots by means of culverts or other structures of a
design approved by the Town Superintendent of Highways.

(2)

Where a subdivision is traversed by a watercourse,
drainageway, channel or stream, there shall be provided
a stormwater easement or drainage right-o f-\\'ay as
required by the Town Superintendent of Hi g h\\'ays.
[Amended 11-7-68]

(3)

Necessary drainage structures must be provided to
receive all runoff waters from natural drainage areas
outside of the subject subdivision which will in any way
tend to create a drainage problem within the subdi'vision
area. [Added 11-7-68]

I

N
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I.

Streets or loading space in commercial developments. Paved
rear-service streets of not less than twenty (20) feet in width,
or in lieu thereof, adequate off-street loading space, suitably
surfaced, shall be prO\ided in connection with lot.3 designed for
commercial use.

J. Free flow of vehicular traffic abutting commercial developments. In front of areas zoned and desig11ed for cornmercift l
use. or where a change of zoning to permit a commercial use
is contemplated, the street wiJth shall be in creased by such
amount on each side as may be deemed necessary by th e
Board to assure the free flow of through traffic without

A 10€i2fi
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interference by parked or parking vehicles and to provide
adequate and safe parking space for such commercial or
business district.

§ A106-35
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of Highways as to size, type and installation shall be set at
such block corners, angle points, points of curves in streets and
other points as the Town Superintendent of Highways may
require, and their location shall be shown on the final plat.

§ A106-34. Street names.
A. Type of name. All streets shown on a preliminary layout or
final plat shall be named by the developer and be subject to
approval of the Planning Board. Street..s shall have names and
not numbers or letters (such as "1st," "First" or "A" Street).

B. Names to be substantially different. Proposed street names

::t:'
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shall be substantially different so as not to be confused in
sound or spelling with present names, except that streets that
join or are in alignment with streets of an abutting or
neighboring property shall bear thP same name. Generally, no
street should change direction by more than ninety degrees
(90°) without a change in street name.

§ A10G-H5.

§ Al06-36. Drainage improvements.
A. Removal of spring and surface water. The subdivider may be
required by the Planning Board to carry away by pipe or open
ditch any spring or surface water that may exist either
previous to or as a result of the subdivision . Such drainage
facilities shall be located in the street right-of-way, where
feasible, or in perpetual unobstructed e:i.sements of appropriate width.
B. Drainage structure to accommodate potential development. A
recharge basin, culvert or other drainage facility
(Cont'd on page A10627)

L<i~s.

A. Lots to he buildahle. The lot arrangement shall be such that in
constrncting a building in compliance with the Zoning
Ordinance6 there will be no for~sceable difficulties for reasons
of topography or other natural conditions.

B. Side lines. All side lines of lots shall be at right angles to
straight street lines and radial to c11rvcd street lines, unless a
variation from this rule will give a better street or lot plan.
C. Corner lots. Corner lols shall be of sufficient dimensions so that
any structure placed thereon shall conform to the building
setback line of each street.
D. Driveway access. Where practicable, corner lots shall be so
laid out that their driveway~ have access to that street which
carries or is intended to carry the lesser amount of traffic.
E. Monuments and lot corner .marker!i. Permanent monument.<;
meeting specifi cations approved by the Town Superintcmlent
• Editor's Now: See Ch. 100, Zoning.
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shall, in each case, be large · enough to a~commodate
potential runoff from iLs entire drainage area, whether
inside or outside th e subdivision . The Town Superintendent of Highways, the Town Board Highway Committee and the Planning Board shall approve the design
and size of facility based on anticipated runoff from a sixinch rainfall in twenty-four (24) hours' stonn under conditions of total potential development permitted by the
Zoning Ordinance 7 in the watershed. [Amended 5-8-73)
C. Land subject to flooding. Land subject to flooding or land
deemed by the Planning Board to he uninhabitable shall
not be platted for residential occupancy nor for such other
uses as may increase danger to health, life or property or
aggravate the flood hazard, but such land within the plat
shall be set aside for such uses as shall not be endangered
by periodic or occasional inundation.

!J::'
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D . Drainage requirements . The subdivider shall be required to
install the facilities for the drainage of streets and lots as
required by the Town Superintendent of Highways . Such
drainage facilities, including recharge basins, to be installed within the plat area, shall be constructed and
completed prior to the installation of any other street
improvements required on the plat. All such drainage
structures shall be maintained in good operating condition
until such time as the land is dedicated and released to th e
town. All stormwater must be returned to the soil and
under no condition should it be allowed to run off into salt
water.
E. Fencing of recharge basins. All recharge basins shall be
fenced prior to excavation. All fenci ng s hall be constructed
in accordance with requirem ents and specifications
available from the Town Superintendent of Highways .

§ Al06-37. Other improvements .
A. Sanitary sewer facilities and sanitary sewer di stricts . The
su bdivider shall install sanitary sewer facilities in a manner
7
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Sow: See ('h . 100, 7.onlng .
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prescribed by the applicable county agencies. Necessary
action shall be taken by the developer to enable the Town
Board to ex.tend or create n sanitary sewer district for the
purpose of providing sanitary sewers to the subdivision .
I Amended 5·8-731
B . Street signs. Street identification signs of a type approved
by the Superintendent of Highways shall be provided by
the s ubdivider and placed at all intersections in locations
within the right-of-way approved by the Superintendent of
Highways.

~
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C. Streetlighting standards . Where required by the Planning
Board, streetlighting standards of a design conforming to
the town specifications shall be placed in a manner and
location approved by the Town Superintendent of Highways and the Town Board Highway Committee. In the
case of a subdivision involving a county or state highway,
approval shall be obtained from the appropriate highway
agency. IAm cra<led 5-8-731

§ Al06-38

B. Minimum size of park and playground reserv<ltions. In
general, land reserved for recreation purposes shall have an
area of at least four (4) acres. When the reservation in any

A 10628
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particular subdivision would create less than four (4) acres,
the Board shall require that the recreation area be located
at a suitable place on the edge of the subdivision so that
additional land may be added at such time as the adjoining
land is subdivided .
C. Recreation sites. Land reserved for recreation purposes .
shall be of a character and location suitable for use as a
playground, playfield or other recreation purpose and shall
be relatively level and dry. All land to be reserved for
dedication to the town for park purposes shall have prior
approval of th'-' Town Board.
D . Other recreation reservations. None of the subsections
above shall be construed as prohibiting a developer from
reserving other land for recreation purposes in addition to
the requirements of this section.

E . Alternate procedure: money in lieu of land.
( 1)

Where the Planning Board deems that a reservation of
land would be inadequate in size for park or
playground use, either along or in conjunction with
abutting reservations on adjoining subdivisions, the
Planning Board may waive the requirement for such
reservations, with t.he condition that the applicant
deposit with the Town Board a cash payment in lieu of
land reservation. Such deposit shall be placed in a
special fund as required by Section 277 of the Town
Law, as amended, and separately identified to show
the name and location of the subdivision for which the
deposit was made.

(2)

Such deposit shall be used by the town for a neighborhood recreation area, including the acquisition of
property. Such deposit must be used within a
reasonable period of time and any such expenditUre
must be for facilities that will be actually available to
and benefit the persons in said subdivision and be
loca ted in the vicinity of the subdivision.

(3)

The Town Board shall determine the amount to be
deposited based on the following formula: not less

§ A 106-38. Parks, open spnccs, school sites end natural features.
A . Rec reation standards. The Planning Board may require
that land be reserved for parks and playgrounds or other
recreation purposes in locutions d<~signnted nn t.he Town
Plan or Official Map, or otherwise where it de2ms that such
reser;ations would be appropr;t>te. Each reservation shall
Le of suitable size, dimension, topography and general
charc>.cler and shall have adequate road access for the
particular purposes envisioned by the Plann ing Board . The
area shall be shown and marked on the plat, "Reserved for
Recreation Purposes ." When recreation areas are required,
the Planning Board shall determine the number of acres to
be rese rved on the basis of providing five (5) acres of
recreation area for every one hundred (100) fam ili es or
dwelling units. (Amended 5-8-731 _
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than three thousand dollars ($3,000.) per gross acre of
land that would otherwise be required for recreation
purposes or five percent (5%) of the fair market value
of the total acreage proposed for subdivision as
determined by an independent appraiser retained by
the town.

:i::<
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F. School sites. Upon receipt from the School Board of a Jetter
declaring its interest in a school site of a specific size and
location within a proposed subdivision, the Planning Board
may require a subdivider to set aside such area. Upon the
failure of the proper authorities to purchase such school
site within thirty-six (36) months after the date of the
approval of the plat, the subdivider, upon application to
the Board and approval of such application, shall be
relieYed of the responsibility of showing such land for
public purposes.
G . Heserve 3trips prohibited. Reserve strips of land which
might be vsed to control access from the proposed subdivision to any neighboring property or to any land within
the subdivision itself shall be prohibited.
H. Preservation of natural features. The Planning Board shall,
wherever p0ssible, encourage the preservation of all
natural features which add velue to residential developments and to the community, such as large trees or groves,
watercourses, beaches, historic 8pots, vistas and similar
irreplaceable assets. In general, all trees on the site, except
those situated within proposed areas for building sites,
driveways and utility line3 and for a distance of ten ( 10)
feet therefrom, shall be preserved.
I. Street trees. The Planning Board shall require the planting
of new street trees in subr!ivisions. Such trees shall be of
such variety and shall be planted in such manner as
prescribed by the Board . [Amended 5-8-73)

J. Streets terminating at tidewater. All streets terminating at
or near tidewater shall have a wiath of not less than one
hundred ( 100) feet for a distance of one hundred ( 100) fei!t
from their terminus. Appropriate traffic signs and guardrails shall be installed. Suitable access must be provided

A 10630
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to such tidewater, together with the necessary stairways,
walks or other facilities to afford convenient access to such
waterway . [Amended 5-8-73]

ARTICLE IV
Documents to be Submitted

§ A 106-40. Sketch plan.
A. The sketch plan initially submitted to the Planning Board
shall be based on the town tax map, at a scale of one ( 1)
inch equals one hundred ( 100) feet. The sketch plan shall be
submitted showing the following information:
( 1) A key map showing the location of the proposed
subdivision and the distance to the nearest existing
street intersection.
I 2)

All existing structures, wooded areas, streams and
other significant physical features within the area to
be subdivided and within two hundred (200) feet
thereof. Contours shall be indicated at intervals of not
more than five (5) feet except for minor subdivisions,
where contours will be required only upon request of
the Planning Board. Two-foot contours may be
required by the Planning Board where drainage
problems are deemed to exist.

(3) The name of the subdivision property owner and of a11
adjoining property owners as listed on the town tax
rolls.
(4) Town tax map, school district number and sheet
number.
(5)

Location of available utilities and of proposed,
mapped or existing streets .

(61 The proposed lot and street layout, incluJing
recreation areas; systems of drainage, sewerage and
water supply (see § Al06-41C below) within the
subdivided area.

§ ,A l!Hi-40
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(7} '.\ Otl;ltions of all existing restrictions on the use of
land, including easements, covenants or zoning lines .
B. A statement in affidavit form shall be submitted setting
forth the names and addresses of all persons, corporations,
partnerships and associates having an interest, direct or
indirect. in the subdivision, and the nature of such interest.
[Added 5-8-73)

§ A 106-4 l. :\1inor subdivision plat.
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A. In the case of minor subdivisions only, the final plat ap·
plica:ion shall include all information shown on the appro\·ed sketch plan plus the following information:
( 1} A copy of such covenants or deed restrictions as are
intended to cover all or part of the tract.
(2)

(3)

An actual field survey of the boundary lines of the
tract, giving complete descriptive data by bearings
and distances, made and certified to by a licensed
engineer or land surveyor. The corners of the tract
shall also be located on the ground and marked by
monuments as approved by the Town Engineer, and
shall be referenced and shown on the plat.
All sanitation and water supply facilities shall be
designed to meet the specifications of the County
Board of Health, and a note to this effect shall be
stat€d on the plat and signed by a licensed engineer.

(4) Proposed subdivision name and name of the town and
county in which it is located.
(5) The date, North point, map scale, name and address of
record owner and subdivider.
B. If this plat is to be filed with the County Clerk, it shall be
printed upon linen or be clearly dr~wn in india ink upon
tracing cloth. The size of the sheets shall not exceed thirtysix by twenty (36 x 20) inches to comply with Section 335
of the Real Property Law.

Al0632
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§ A106-42. Major subdivision preliminary layout.
The following documents shall be submitted for conditional
preliminary layout approval:
A. [Amended 5-8-73) Twelve (12) paper prints of the
preliminary layout, prepared at a scale of not more than
one hundred (100) feet to the inch, showing:
(1) The proposed subdivision name; name of town and
county in which it is located; date; true North point;
scale; name and address of record owner, subdivider
and engineer or surveyor, including license number
and seal.
(2) The names of all adjoining subdivisions and/or the
names of the owners of record of all adjoining
property.
(3)

The zoning district, including exact boundary lines of
district if more than one (1) district.•

(4) All parcels of land proposed to be dedicated to public
use and the conditions of such dedication.
(5) Location of existing property lines, easements,
buildings, watercourses, marshes, rock outcrops,
wooded areas, single trees with a diameter of twelve
(12) inches or more as measured three (3) feet above
the base of the trunk, and other significant existing
features in the proposed subdivision and adjacent
property.
(6) Location of existing sewers, water mains, culverts ~nd
drains on the property, with pipe sizes, grades and
direction of flow.
(7) Contours at intervals of two (2) feet, and elevations of
existing roads at one-hundred-foot intervals; approximate grading plan if natural contours are to be
changed more than two (2) feet.
(8) The width and location of any streets or public ways or
places shown on the Official Map or the Master Plan,

-----

•Editor's Note: See Ch. 100, Zoning.
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if such exist, within the area to be subdivided, and the
width, location, grades and street profiles of all streets
or public ways proposed by the developer.
(9) The approximate location and size of all proposed
water lines, valves, hydrants and/or firewells, sewer
lines and fire alarm boxes; connections to existing
lines or alternate means of water supply or sewage
disposal and treatment, as provided in the Public
Health Law; and profiles of all proposed water and
sewer lines. [Amended 12-9-75]
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disposal facilities in the proposed subdivision will
meet the requirements of the Suffolk County
Department of Health Services. [Added 4-19-83]
B. If the application covers only a part of the subdivider's
entire holding, a map of the entire tract, drawn at a scale of
not less than one hundred (100) feet to the inch, showing an
outline of the platted area with its proposed streets and
indications of the probable future street system with its
(Cont'd on page A10635)

(10) A storm drainage plan indicating the approximate
location and size of proposed lines and their profiles;
connections to existing lines or to stormwater
recharge basins.
(11) Plans and cross sections showing the proposed
location and type of sidewalks, streetlighting standards, street trees, curbs. water mains, sanitary
sewers and storm drains, recharge basins, and the size
and type thereof; the character, width and depth of
pavements and subbase; the location of manholes,
catch basins and underground conduits.
(12) Preliminary designs of any bridges or culverts which
may be required.
( 13) The proposed lot lines with approximate dimensions
and suggested location of buildings.
(14) An actual field survey of the boundary lines of the
tract, giving complete descriptive data by bearings
and distances, made and certified to by a licensed
engineer or land surveyor. The corners of the tract
shall also be located on the ground and marked by
substantial stone monuments or concrete or such size
as approved by the Town Superintendent of Highways, and shall be referenced and shown on the plat.
(15) A certificate or other document issued by the Suffolk
County Department of Health Services in<iicating that
the existing or proposed water supply and sewage

A10634
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grades and drainage in the remaining portion of the tract,
and the probable future drainage layout of the entire tract,
shall be submitted. The part of the entire holding submitted shall be considered in the light of the entire holding.
C. A copy of such covenants or deed restrictions as are intended to cover all or any part of the tract.

§ A106-43. Major subdivision plat.
A. The following documents shall be submitted for final plat
approval:
( 1)

Two (2) copies of the final plat application.

:i:>

(2) The original final plat tracing.

N
-..J

(3) Two (2) cloth prints and three (3) paper prints of the
final plat.

I

(4) The original and one ( 1) copy of deeds of cession to
streets, rights-of-way , easements or other sites to be
devoted to public use, and the original and one (1)
copy of agreements, covenants or other documents
showing the manner in which streets, parks and other
areas are to be reserved and maintained for the
common us e of the residents of the subdivision, including provisions for homeowner associations and
property assessments, if needed, all certified as to
their legal sufficiency by the Town Attorney.
(5) Two (2) prints of all construction and landscaping
plans and drawings as required by and in accordance
with town specifications.
(6) An estimate as to the cost of the required improvements, including, but not limited to, st reets.
curbing, sanitary sewers, storm drain lines, water lines
and fire hydrants and/ or firewells. [Amended 12-9-75 )
(7) One ( 1) certified copy of the waler company contract
indicating that mains will be installed and water will
be transmitted to the subdivision when available or
required.
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If firewells are to be installed, a copy of the proposed
agreement to be entered into with the appropriate fire
district to convey title to said firewells to the fire
district when completed. together with legal acces<;
th ereto. [Added 12-9-75)

B . Th e plat to be recorded with the County Clerk s hall lw
printed upon linen or be clearly drawn in India ink upon
tracing cloth. Th e s ize of the sheets shall not exceed twenly
by th irty-s ix (20 x 36 ) inches, including a margin fnr
binding of two ! 2 l in ches outside of the border along I he
left side, and a m argin of one ( 1) inch outside of the border
along the remaining sides . The plat shall be drawn at a
scale of no more than one hundred ( 100 I feet to the inch a nd
oriented with the North point at the top of the map . ·w hen
mo re than one ( 11 sheet is required , an additional index
sheet of the same size shall be filed, showing to scale the
entire subdivision with lot and block numbers clea rly
legible.

§ Al06-43

SUBDIVISION OF LAND

§ Al06-43

preserved; lengths and deflection angles of all straight
lines ; radii, lengths, central angles, long chord s and
tangent di sta nces of all curves. All lengt hs shall be in
feet and hundredths of a foot , and all bea rings s hall be
given to the nearest ten ( 10) seconds or closer, if
(Co nt 'd on page Al0637)

C. The plat s hall show:
(1l

Subdivisio;1 name. date, scale and North point .

!2)

Certification of title showing ownership.

(3 I Nam es of ow ners of adjacent land.
( 4)

Certification by a licensed surveyor as to the accur:i.cy
of the survey and plat.

( 5)

Primary control points (wherever possible including
monuments included in the state system of plan
coordinates or reference points previo usly established
by public authority) or description and "ties" to su e!:
control points, to which all dimen sions, angl e~.
bearings and similar data on the plat. s hall be referrd.

(6)

Boundaries of the property; building or setback Iii• ,~
if greater than tho se required in th e Zoning Ur·
dinance : 9 lines of streets, lots. re serv ation'.-.
easements and areas to be dedicated to publi c ust::
large trees , groves and other natural fea tures Lo bl:'

-9--t :ditor 's 'IOote :

See Ch. 100. Zonlni: .
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justice may be done and the public interest secured, provided that
such variations will not have the effect of nullifying the intent and
purpose of the Official Map, the Master Plan or the Zoning Ordinance, if such exist. 10

§ A 106-51. Waivers of required improvements.
Where the Planning Board finds that, due to the special circumstances of a particular plat, the provision of certain required
improvements is not requisite in the interest of the public health,
safety and general welfare, or is inappropriate because of
inadequacy or lack of connecting facilities adjacent or in
proximity to the proposed subdivision, it may waive such
requirements, subject to appropriate conditions.

§ Al06-53

SlJ lll>l\' ISIO'\ <lF L:\ !\ I>

~

Al O(i-r,::

minations set forth on the aforesaid schedule. In view of the
foregoing, the Planning noarcl (and the Town Board, as evidenced
by its approval of this amendment) determines that an extreme
hardship would be caused if such owners were, at this time,
required to obtain approvals from the Planning Board. Accordingly, it is hereby determined that any Planning Board approvals that may have been required with respect to the Board of
Appeals' determinations set forth on said schedule are hereby
deemed to have been granted with the same force and effect as if
the same had been submitted to and approved by the Planning
Board in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations. It is ,
further determined that said schedule shall be endorsed by the
Chairman of the Planning Board and filed in the Town Clerk's
office simultaneously with the effective date of this amendment.

§ A106-52 . Board to impose conditions.
:t:>'
I

~

In granting variances and modifications, the Planning Board
shall require such conditions as will, in its judgment, secure
substantially the objectives of the standards or requirements so
varied or modified.

§ A106-53. Approval of Board of Appeals actions. [Added 9-2380]
Heretofore and between the period from January 1, 1971, and
September 5, 1979, the Board of Appeals made certain determinations on appeals to it involving area variances and/ or the
relocation of lot lines and/ or the setoff of lots, all of such deter·
minations being set forth on a schedule caused to be compiled by
the Planning Board. Many of the Board of Appeals' determinations on said schedule may have required approval by the
Planning Board. However, due to lJ1isunderstanding, inadvertance or oversight, the owners of the lands involved did not
thereafter apply to the Planning Board for its approval. In the
intervening time, many of the lands involved in such Board of
Appeals' determinations have been sold and/ or built upon in
reliance upon the Board of Appeals' determinations and the
subsequent issuance of building permits· and/ or certificates of
occupancy. The Planning Board has reviewed all of the deter10

Edltor'5
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See Ch. 100, Zoning.
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SUBDIVISION OF LAND

§ A 106-50

deemed necessary by the surveyor. The error of
closure shall not exceed one (1) to ten thousand
(10,000).

(7)

Computed area of all lots in square feet.

(8) The location of all permanent monuments.
(9)

Proposed street names as directed by the Board,
section, block and lot numbers as directed by the
Town Assessor and house numbers as directed by the
Building Department.

(10) Designation and purpose of all areas to be dedicated or
reserved for public use and of any streets which are
not to be dedicated.
(11) Location, width and purpose of all easements.
:i:<
I
w
0

(12) The proper form for the approval of the Planning
Board, with space for Board members' signatures and
those of other required officials.

§ A 106-44. Accompanying documents and information. [Added
4-19-83]

For the purposes of these regulations, a map, plat, subdivision
map, application, referral or request received, submitted or filed
with the T own Clerk or the Planning Board or any of its officers or
employees shall not be deemed to be received, submitted or filed
until all documents and informa t ion required by these regulations
to accompany the same have been filed with or submitted to the ·
Planning Board.

ARTICLE V
Variances and Waivers

§ Al06-50. Variations in cases of hardship.
Where the Planning Board finds that extraordinary and unnecessary hardships may result from strict compl iance wit h these
regulations, it may vary the regulations so that subs tantial

Al0637
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